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ABSTRACT
The Tennessee Staatszeitung was a German newspaper
published in Nashville, Tennessee from 1866 to 1869.

It

had a daily circulation of approximately 1,000 and a weekly
circulation of approximately 1,200.
The Staatszeitung was dominated by its editor, a
German immigrant named John Ruhm.

Ruhm took an �ctive

interest in politics at all levels.

He was a staunch

advocate of republicanism both at home and abroad.
Ruhm was a harsh critic of the two leading German
powers of his day, Austria and Prussia, because he dis
approved of their aristocratic, authoritarian governments.
Bismarck was for him the personification of Prussian
Junkerdom and yet he grudgingly conceded that Bismarck had
accomplished what German Liberals had only dreamed of for
decades--German unification.
Ruhm was very much committed to American politics.
He had fought for the Union during the Civil War.

After

wards he enthusiastically supported the Radical reconstruc
tion policies of such prominent national figures as
Charles Sumner and Thaddeus Stevens.
The Staatszeitung considered President Andrew
Johnson and his followers traitors to the Union.

It

suggested that unless they had their own way they might
iii
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form a coalition of Northern Copperheads and ex-Rebels
and try to take over the government by force thus, in
effect, precipitating a second civil war.
The Tennessee Staatszeitung was an outspoken
supporter of the East Tennessee Radicals who were led by
the Methodist preacher turned governor, William Brownlow.
It was later rewarded for this by being designated the
official government newspaper for the local congressional
district.

The Staatszeitung nevertheless maintained its

independent editorial stance and was often at odds with
the administration, particularly with regard to issues
which directly affected the German community such as
Sunday drinking laws.
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I NTRODUCTION
Unlike the North and the Middle West, the South
never experienced great waves of immigration.

The

immigrants who did settle in the South were, for the most
part, soon absorbed by the indigenous culture.

Little

attention has therefore been paid to the role that these
immigrants played before they were assimilated.

This is

particularly true of the German speaking peoples who
settled in Tennessee.

The purpose of this paper is to

focus attention on one of the forgotten legacies of these
early German settlers, the Tennessee Staatszeitung.
The Staatszeitung was published during a very
trying period of our nation's history, Reconstruction.
Tennessee's own reconstruction was, in a sense, unique
because Tennessee, unlike the other southern states, was
neither overrun with carpetbaggers nor subjected to

military occupation.

It was ruled instead by a clique

of East Tennessee Unionists who were led by William
Brownlow.

From the outset these East Tennesseans waged a

relentless campaign to maintain their control over the
state by enacting a series of laws disfranchising the

ex-Rebel majority and franchising blacks and immigrants.
The Staatszeitung documents the attempts of a
well educated German immigrant to interpret and influence
1
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the events of these turbulent years of Reconstruction
politics.

It reflects the typical viewpoint of an

expatriate German Liberal.

CHAPTER I
THE PAPER AND ITS PROPOSED PUBLIC
The Tennessee Staatszeitung was published in
Nashville, Tennessee from 1866 to 1869.

It had a daily

circulation of approximately 1,000 and a weekly circula
tion of 1,200.
17, 1866.
1869.

The first daily issue appeared on March

The last extant daily issue is dated March 31,

The Staatszeitung was bought out by the rival

Nashviller Demokrat in 1869 .

Our collection of issues is

unusually complete, especially when we consider the time,
place, and primary language of the publication, and we
would normally assume that the paper ceased publication
within a few days after March 31, 1869.

There is, how

ever, one significant gap in the extant issues, and this
runs from March 31, 1868 until October 1, 1868.

There is

no indication in the issues which im�ediately precede and
follow the lacuna that the paper intended to suspend
publication for a while, so it is possible that the
cessation of issues on March 31 of two successive years
is the fault not of the pu�lishers but of the person or
agency collecting the newspaper.
At first the Staatszeitung was not published on
Mondays.

On April 9, 1866, however, the first Monday

issue appeared.

Although days of publication occasionally
3
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varied, daily issues generally appeared throughout the
entire week.
The first and last extant issues of the weekly
Staatszeitung appeared on April 1, 1867 and March 24,
1869, respectively.

Although the weekly edition u sually

appeared on Sundays, it was often published on other
days of the week as well.

The September 7, 1867 edition,

for example appeared on Saturday, the September 4, 1868
edition appeared on Friday, and the October 14, 1868
edition appeared on Wednesday.

Sometimes both a daily and

a weekly issue appeared on the same day, as was the case
on October 14, 1868.

Often, however, the weekly issue was

published alone.
The Tennessee Staatszeitung is available on six
reels of microfilm (five daily and one weekly) at the
State Library and Archives Building, Nashville, Tennessee.
There is also a microfilm copy in the library of The
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
Objectives
The Tennessee Staatszeitung stated its objectives in
English in its first edition, March 17, 1866:
First: to represent the German element of the
State of Tennessee in its relative connections.
Second: to promote "progress 11 and "freedom" in
all matters concerning the public welfare, with
a special view of making Tennessee the agricultural
and manufacturing state of the grea'ts"outh-West.
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Third: to invite and encourage Foreign Immigra
tion. In a word the paper is to be the practical
Immigration Agent for the state.
Fourth: to promote education and general
intelligence.
Fifth: to advocate the interests of all citizens
of the United States, without regard tot:>irthplace
or nationality.

The Staatszeitung indicated that it intended to
advocate the interests of all citizens, regardless of
birthplace or nationality.

It failed to mention that it

reserved the right to determine what those best interest s
might be.

The wishes of one group, the native-born,

disfranchised ex-Rebel majority, were never seriously
taken into consideration.

This was in keeping with the

newspaper's interpretation of the terms "progress" and
"freedom. "

The Staatszeitung felt that freedom in the

political sense was a privilege, not a right.

It was not

to be granted to those who merely indicated their willing
ness to acknowledge the legitimacy of the government and
to obey all laws.

It was to be reserved for those who

shared similar political views with the Staatszeitung and
the administration it supported.

Progress was measured

in terms of economic recovery, an expanded, improved school
system, and the like, but it primarily meant the consolida
tion of Radical control throughout the state.

The

Staatszeitung was by no means a rubber stamp of the
administration, but it generally disagreed with the
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Radicals only with regard to matters which specifically
affected the German community.
Efforts were made to encourage immigration to the
state and initiate school reform.

The paper apparently

also felt that it was helping raise the cultural level
of its readers with its "Feuilleton" section, reports of
cultural events, scientific advances, and the like.
Staff
The Tennessee Staatszeitung was published by "a
Joint Stock Company, whose members belong to the best
citizens of the State" (3/17/1866) .

The officers of the

company were John Ruhm, President; Julius Briesen,
Secretary; and John Schimmler, Henry Ruemekorf, and G. W.
Goettinger, Trustees.

Theodor Travernicht was also

briefly associated with the paper as its business manager
in 1866.
John Ruhm served as the editor of the Staatszeitung
from its conception in 1866 until it was bought out by a
rival German newspaper, the Nashviller Demokrat, in 1869.
W. S. Bailey briefly coedited the paper with Ruhm in 1868.
John Ruhm was the guiding force behind the
Staatszeitung.

Little information is available on him.

He is not listed in the standard reference bibliographies
for Tennessee.

The only readily available sources are

the newspaper itself and W. W. Clayton's contemporary
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account of Nashville, the History of ,Davidson County,
Tennessee, published in 1880.

Ruhm reported in the

Staatszeitung that he and twenty-six of his friends left
Germany in the winter of 1861-1862 and upon arriving in
New York immediate ly joined the Union army (5/ 15/1867).
Professor Clayton adds that Ruhm had studied law in
Germany.

He resigned his commission as a lieutenant in

the regular army in 1866.

Ruhm was personally invo lved

with Nashvil le's public schoo l system.

He served as a

member of the Davidson County Board of Education in 1868
and 1878.

After the Staatszeitunr went out of business,

he practiced law in Nashville. I
Potential Reading Public and the Problem of German Unity
The Staatszeitung stressed the theme of strength
in unity.

Ruhm fe lt reasonab ly certain that a German

society if founded in the county and state could bring
considerable po litical pressure to bear on the state
legislature.

He estimated at one time that the Germans

made up one fourth of the eligible voters in the state of
Tennessee (4/2 4/ 1866).

On another occasion he had

expressed the belief that there were as many as 7,500
Germans in Davidson County alone (6/6/1867).

This was

lw. W. Clayton, Histor of Davidson Cotint ,
Tennessee (Philadelphia: J. � . Lewis and Co. , 1i80),
pp. 242, 25 3,
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actually a gross exaggeration on his part.

According to

the 1870 census figures Davidson County had a total

German population of only 1,031.

When the Swiss and the

Austrians are also taken into account the 1870 total did
not exceed 1,215.

Nevertheless Ruhm did not rule out

the possibility that Nashville might one day elect a
German mayor along with at least five German aldermen
and ten German councilmen (4/26/1867).

Ruhm based such

high aspirations in part on the calculations he had made
e arlier in August, 1866.

At that time he estimated that

under the provisions of the new franchise law of 1866,
which would give the vote to immigrants, there were any
where from eight to nine hundred eligible German voters
in Davidson County.

Out of this number Ruhm felt that

there could be no more than fifty Gennans who sided with
President Johnson and the Conservatives.

Since ex-Rebels

were to be disfranchised by the new law, he further
calculated that only sixteen hundred native-born voters
remained in the county and one thousand of these would
support the Radical ticket.

The conclusion that Ruhm

drew from all this was that a coalition of German and
American Radicals could easily dominate the local
elections.

Ruhm also felt that the Germans could prove to

be the decisive factor in the elections held throughout
the state (8/1/1866).
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Unity proved to be an illusive goal, however,
especially when espoused by a paper which took such
definite and uncompromising stands on controversial
issues.
The Staatszeitung went out of business before
the Radicals were finally driven from office.

I t had

been an outspoken supporter of the Brownlow regime and
had been both rewarded and punished for this.

The

Staatszeitung's tenor had been so vitrioli� that it
alienated moderates and conservatives alike.

Ruhm must

have realized this but he refused to tone down his
rhetoric.· He somehow felt that the German community
had an obligation to support the Staatszeitung because it,
in turn, supported the Union.

Ruhm told his readers as

much on several occasions (2/24/1867) ,2

Germans, however,

subscribed as they voted--along party lines.
The Staatszeitung appears to have been in financial
difficulty from the very start.

This is indicated by its

sharp reduction in yearly subscription rates:
1866:

$14. 00; April 2, 1867:

March 17,

$12.00; March 17, 1868:

211 Wir bedUrfen der reichlichen Untersttitzung aller
Freunde echt republikanischer Principien, und jetzt in der
bevorstehenden Wahlcampagne sollte Alles aufgeboten werden,
damit die 'Tennessee Staatszeitung,' das Repr�sentativ
Organ der radikalen Deutschen irn Staate Tennessee und im
ganzen SUdwesten, jedes Haus, jede Htitte erreicht, worin
Deutsche wohnen--Helft uns, Freunde. Vereinigt Eure
Bemlihungen mit den unsern. Der grossen Sache der Union
und der Freiheit seid Ihr es schuldig, dass Ihr unser
Blatt unterstUtzt. "

$l0.00; October 1, 1868:

$9. 00.

Ruhm conceded in the
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April 30, 1867 edition that some of his subscribers had
cancelled their subscriptions because they disapproved
of the views expressed in the Staatszeitung's editorials.
Ruhm, however, insisted that he would not bow to their

pressure.

He had no intention of withholding his own

political convictions.
There was another indication of the Staatszeitung's
financial problems in the July 11, 1867 edition.

In

announcing the untimely death of Carl Schmidt, a former
worker for the Staatszeitung, Ruhm said the management had
been forced to let him go earlier in the year during a
general staff reduction.

Only six months later Ruhm

boasted that their number of subscribers was continually
increasing ( 1/17/1868).

If this were the case then it is

difficult to explain why the Staatszeitung reduced its
annual subscription rate by five dollars in less than
three years, especially since there seems to have been
no drastic decrease in the amount of advertising the

newspaper carried.

Financial mismanagement may, of course,

have been at fault but the fact that a staff reduction
actually took place so early indicates that the management
was not only aware of the newspaper's growing financial
problems but was also actively trying to do something
about them.
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John Ruhm was so uncompromising in his opinions
and so bitter in his attacks that he was himself often
harshly criticized and occasionally threatened.

The

Staatszeitung reported on October 7, 1868 that consider
able pressure was being brought to bear to force Ruhm
to resign as editor.

Two well-known but unnamed Nashville

citizens threatened to thrash Ruhm soundly in the event
that he continued to publish the Staatszeitung as he had
done in the past.

Ruhm replied that he would not be

intimidated by threats of violence.
Ruhm antagonized Tennesseans in general but he
also generated considerable hostility within the German

community itself.
gap.

This was due in part to the generation

The Germans who lived in Nashville in 1850 were by

and large immigrants.

By 1870 most of the Germans in the

city belonged to the second generation.

The average age

during these two decades remained twenty but the median
age dropped from 20. 8 years to 15. 4 years. 3

These younger

Germans were much less concerned with maintaining European
ties and traditions than their parents were.

Unlike Ruhm,

they had grown up in Tennessee and many of them had a
distinctly Southern point of view.

It is only natural then

that a goodly number of them resented his obstinate,
3 Joseph Macpherson, Jr., Nashville's German Element
1850-1870 (Nashville: Vanderbilt University, 1957), p. 57.

overbearing attitude.
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The extremists among them con

sidered him an outright interloper.

Some of these people

did whatever they could to embarrass him.

The

Staats:eitung announced, for example, that the German
Democrats of Nashville tried to have it removed as the
official newspaper of the fifth congressional district.
The state legislature, however, rejected their proposal
by a vote of 46 to 20 (2/ 11/1869).

On another occasion one of the German Rebels from

the ninth ward took Ruhm to court.

Ruhm was accused of

having voted illegally in the Nashville mayoral election
which had taken place eight days earlier ( 10/6/1868).

The

Staatszeitung reported that the German Rebels of the ninth
ward, backed by Rebels throughout the city, had
demonstrated an intense interest in the affair.
According to Ruhm, Adolf Nelson sold him a tract
of land.

Nelson assured him that it lay four feet within

Nashville's city limits.
taxes on it.
a mistake.
city limits.

Ruhm consequently paid city

It turned out though that Nelson had made
The property was actually located outside the
Not knowing this, Ruhm voted illegally in

the municipal elections.
taken to court.

The story leaked and Ruhm was

As would be expected, Ruhm tried to make

light of the incident, calling it a tempest in a teapot
(10/7/1868).
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An Alden Radical, Judge Guild, presided over the
case.

Guild apparently shared Ruhm's assessment of the

situation .

He took the occasion to make a political

speech in the courtroom, then acquitted Ruhm of the
charge even though he was technically in violation of
the law.
The incident is, in itself, of no great import,
but it does exemplify the bitterness and pettiness of
Nashville's German community.

On the one hand, Ruhm

showed he was only concerned with satisfying the letter
· of the law, not its intent, by buying land just four
feet within the city limits.

On the other hand, the

German Democrats tried to harass Ruhm in court by
exploiting a technical infraction .
The Staatszeitung Goe s Out of Business
The greatest embarrassment of all must have come
when the Staatszeitung was bought out by a rival German
newspaper, the Nashviller Demokrat.

John Ruhm sold the

Staatszeitung to A. S. Jourdan and Emil Scharfe in 1869
then stayed on in Nashville to pursue a career in law .
The facilities of the Staatszeitung were pooled with those
of the Nashviller Dernokrat.

The consolidated newspaper

appeared under the heading of the Nashviller Dernokrat.
As its name implies, the Nashviller Demokrat
enthusiastically supported the Democratic party.

I t had

14
Upon merger

earlier defended President Andrew Johnson.

the management indicated that it would follow in the

Staatszeitung's footsteps as far as immigration policy
was concerned.

Every effort would be made to encourage

Germans and Swiss to come to Tennessee. 4
The Nashviller Demokrat outlived the Staatszeitung
by only two years.

It was published from 1866 to 1871.

Theodor Trauernicht was its editor from 1866 to 1869 .
Trauernicht, it will be recalled, briefly served as the
Staatszeitung' s business manager in 1866.

The Nashviller

Demokrat was then edited by A. S. Jourdan and published
jointly by Trauernicht, Jourdan and Papendieck until it
folded two years later.

The weekly edition had an

estimated circulation in 1870 of 1,000.
Format
The Staatszeitung was the only daily German news
paper published in Tennessee.

The daily edition consisted

of four seven-column 22" x 30" pages.

The front page was

generally devoted to telegraph reports from both home and
abroad.

The second page carried editorials and a column

entitled "Aus Europa" which contained summaries and
analyses of the latest happenings in Europe.

Page three

4 Karl Arndt and May Olsen, The German Language
Press of the Americas' 1732-1968 (Pullach/Mtinchen: Verlag
Dokumentat1on, 1973), p. 557.

was generally filled with advertisements although each
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of the other pages also had advertisements, some in
English but mostly in German.

Page four carried a

column entitled "Stadt und Staat. "

As the name implies,

it dealt with local and state affairs.

There was also a

section called "Feuilleton" which carried novels like
Levin SchUcking's Der Weg zum Gltick and Gustav vom See's
Valerie in serial form.

One characteristic of the

Staatszeitung was that there was no sharp distinction

made between news items and editorial comments.
editorials were generally unsigned.

The

According to Rowell,

the Staatszeitung had a daily circulation in 1869 of
approximately 1, 000.

The subscription rate was

originally $ 14.00 per year.

The weekly edition consisted of four eight-column

26" x 40" pages.

It had basically the same format as the

daily edition and regularly carried editorials which had
appeared earlier in the daily issues.

It had a circulation.

of approximately 1, 200 in 1869 and cost three dollars per
annum.
It may be easier to visualize the layout of the
Staatszeitung by examining one daily issue in some detail
(see Plate I, in pocket).

The September 10, 1867 edition

is, for example, fairly representative of the newspaper
as a whole.
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The banner of page one announces in bold, oversized
type "Tennessee Staatszeitung, Nashville Abend-Blatt."
Beneath the dateline in the upper left-hand corner of
column one there is a table listing the newspaper's
advertising rates.

Directly underneath it is a section

entitled "Telegraph Nachrichten. "

As the name implies,

it is a collection of the most recent telegraph reports
from both home and abroad.

Although the date and loca

tion of the various news items are given, there is no
indication of their source.
tically brief.

The reports are characteris

In this particular issue the dispatches

run as follows:
Washington, Sept. 9
The correspondence between General Sickles and the
civilian authorities of North Carolina has been
published. General Grant is to examine it and
arrive at a final decision. The treasury reports
it has reserves of $82,754,210 in gold,
$14,879,700 in gold certificates, and $46,903,000
in paper money.
There are reports of a dispute between the
American and Turkish governments over an American
ship which offered its assistance to refugees at
Crete. The ship's crew was insulted by the
Turkish authorities. The government is defending
the American officer's conduct.
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 9
During the last week 980 emigrants passed through
here. Of that number 229 settled in Ohio, 206 in
Indiana, 233 in Missouri, 91 in Wisconsin, 81 in
Illinois, 78 in Kentucky, 33 in Minnesota and 29
in Tennessee.
The Honorable Wm. D. Kelly of Philadelphia will
speak here today.
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Havanna, Sept. 8
The cigar makers are striking for the same prices
for their products that they received before the
introduction of the new taxes. The police have
taken harsh measures to end the strike and have
branded all participants as disturbers of the
peace.
In Santiago the blacks have revolted against the
Spaniards in order to gain their freedom. A few
of them have been arrested, including the son of
Mr. Borsea, who led the movement.
There are also reports of a black revolt in St.
Thomas.
Richmond, Sept. 9
Over 21, 000 voters have been registered.
ratio is 11 whites to 9 blacks.

The

St. Louis, Sept. 8
General Sheridan spent the day in seclusion. He is
staying at the Southern Hotel. Elaborate prepara
tions are underway for the reception ceremony.
General Carl Schurz will make the welcoming speech.
Blacks have expressed a real interest in the
festivities.
Charleston, Sept. 9
General Sickles left yesterday on the steamer
"Manhattan" for New York.

New Orleans, Sept. 9
In the last 24 hours 43 persons have died of yellow
fever. General Ord placed Vicksburg under quaran
tine. Boats from New Orleans are under orders to
land two miles below the city.
Omaha, Nebraska, Sept. 8
Fort Randall reports General Sherman and the peace
commissioners arrived there. They met a number of
chiefs of the northern Sioux at Fort Sully. Several
of them expressed their readiness to return to their
reservations and live peacefully. Another big
conference of chiefs from various tribes is to take
place in Yankton. The commission will then return
to Omaha.
Chicago, Sept. 9
There is a report from Bourbon, I ndiana that a woman
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named Barbara Catherine Dale who worked a small farm
with her son was brutally murdered last Saturday.
The house was robbed. A man named George M.
Scentle was suspected of the murder and arrested.
The state of health in Chicago is satisfactory.
697 persons died in August as opposed to 947 in
the same month of the previous year.
New York, Sept. 9
The Irish maids in Troy held a meeting in which
they protested against the demand for further
contribu tions for Fenian purposes. They also
expressed the doubt that it would be appropriate
to free Ireland by subjugating Canada.
There is a report from Mexico that all the generals
in Queretaro who have been condemned to die have
been pardoned.
Santa Anna's trial will begin in a few days.
Maximillian's body has not been handed over yet.
London, Sept. 8
Mr. Francis Morris of New York arrived here to
confer with Captain Pim of the British navy about
the establishment of an international ocean liner
route which would lead to Nicaragua and cross over
it by train.
Paris, Sept. 8
The emperor and empress received a very enthusiastic
reception in Lille. The emperor assured the mayor
of the city that he and his government have the most
peaceful intentions. His speech made a very
reassuring impression in Lille, but not in Paris.
Copenhagen, Sept. 8
The minister of war made a remark at a banquet in
honor of the grand-duke and heir to the throne of
Russia to the effect that he was involved with an
organization which aimed to regain all lost
territory in time. The king is said to have been
very displeased with the speech.
The Danish crown-prince will reportedly marry the
daughter of the king of Sweden.
London, Sept. 8
The release of the English prisoners in Abyssinia
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was not confirmed.
Sixteen regiments of infantry
and cavalry and two batteries of artillery are
being dispatched to Abyssinia. The government
has requested that the vice-king of Egypt furnish
5, 000 transport camels for the expedition.
Athens, Sept. 8
The government has spent 10 million drachmas to
enlarge the fleet.
The dispatches from the South, Washington, and
Chicago were generally one day old whereas those from
Omaha, St . Louis, and Europe were at least two days old.
The dispatches characteristically dealt with wars,
finances, health, and violent crime.
The rest of columns two, three, four and five were
all advertisements.

Most of the advertisements in this

issue of the Staatszeitung were for railroads, life
insurance, real estate agencies, boarding houses, hotels,
grocery stores, beer halls, piano and organ companies.
Surprisingly, many of the advertisements were also of a
professional nature, i. e . , inserted by doctors, lawyers,
pharmacists, etc.

Later on, as the number of advertise

ments from the private sector began to decrease, there
was a corresponding increase in the number of proclama
tions from the governor, official announcements, and the
like.
Most of the advertising came from Nashville itself,
although there were generally a number of advertisements
from out of state.

The bulk of the out-of-state
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advertisements came from New York.

In this particular

issue, though, Louisville, Cincinnati, Chicago and Peoria,
Illinois were also represented.
All of column six and one third of column seven
were devoted to the section·entitled "Feuilleton" (the

cultural part of the newspaper).

This particular selec

tion is one of the installments of "Der doppelte Italiener. "
Directly beneath it is a listing of the officers of
the various local German organizations, the German Immi. gration Society, the Gymnastic Club, Rifle Club, etc.
The German churches are also included.
table.

The last item on the page is a local railroad time
Page two is the editorial page.

In this issue the

lead editorial is entitled "Eine abermalige Expecto.ration"
(Expectorating once again).

It was written in response to

President Andrew Johnson's amnesty proclamation of
September 7.

At that time Johnson announced that he was

expanding his May 29, 1865 amnesty program to include all
ex-Rebels except the president and vice president of the

Confederacy, the cabinet, those who served in the foreign
service, army officers above the rank of brigadier general,
navy officers above the rank of captain, and all former
Rebel governors.
The editorial sarcastically suggested that "his

Excellency," the president, could no longer bear to keep

his most loyal friends, the Southerners, at a distance.
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There were those, it said, who would, of course, applaud
this new measure.

They were quite mistaken, however, if

they assumed that the Congress would idly stand by and
allow the ex-Rebels to be refranchised.

Congress had

expressly stated that it would personally supervise
reconstruction.

In issuing this new proclamation, the

president had thrown down the gauntlet.

He had, in

effect, announced that he was neither willing nor able to
rule jointly with the Congress.

The Congress would stand

its ground, though, and nullify the document.
All of column two and a portion of column three
carry an editorial first published in the Baltimore Wecker.
It is entitled "Der ameriKanische Geschichtschreiber
Motley und der 30j�hrige Krieg. Johnson-Seward und die
Wissenschaft.''

It concerns the resignation of the

American historian, Motley, as ambassador to Austria.
According to the article, Motley resigned because he had
been unjustly taken to task by Secretary Seward.

Motley

was apparently highly respected in European circles for
having written the definitive study on Holland's struggle
for independence.

He was preparing to write another major

work on the Thirty Years' War when he was forced to resign
his post.

The article was designed to illustrate Johnson

and Seward's poor judgmerit and lack of appreciation for
scholarly research.
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Column three also contains a number of fillers on
diverse topics:

three forthcoming "Maximillan" tragedies;

the number of peaches produced in New Jersey and Delaware;
the number of miles of sewers, water pipes and gas pipes
in St. Louis; the success of a South Carolinian doctor in
cultivating tea plants; a glowing progress report on a
colony of 2, 000 former slaves in Williamsville, Michigan;
a tongue-in-cheek account of a train derailed by locusts
in Iowa; a short history of paper mills; and an anecdote
about a telegram mix-up.

The rest of the page, four

columns, is made up entirely of advertisements.
On page three all of column one and the bottom half
of column two are filled with advertisements.
column two carries the local market report.

The top of
In columns

three, four, and five the constitution of the German
Immigration Association is printed in full.

The rest of

the page is advertising.
The upper left-hand corner of page four prominently
displays the slate of Republican candidates for the
September 28 local elections.

The rest of column one is

devoted to a regular feature of the newspaper, the "Stadt
und Staat" (city and state) section.

In this issue the

following items were reported or commented on:

J. L. Sona

was the local agent for the Staatszeitung; Captain Wilhelm
Heydt left for Cincinnati; Ernst Blersch, the master
singer, returned to Nashville with his family after a
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summer tour of the North.

He attended the big singing

festival in Indianapo lis and wil l give a detailed report
of it in the Sunday edition; Chas. Nelson and Co. are
recommended to all the Germans within the city and state;
R. Lehmann, a former resident of Nashvil le, returned
after a year's stay in St. Louis.

This indicates clear ly

that one is better off in Nashville than anywhere else;
the Staatszeitung has been reproached for criticizing those
who defend the temperance and Sunday drinking laws.
subscriptions have even been cance lled.

Some

The Staatszeitung

regrets this but it wi ll maintain its progressive point of
view.

Religious tolerance is to be advocated, but everyone

has the right to spend his Sundays_ as he chooses.
Column two contains a report of the regular meeting
of the German Immigration Association held September 9 at
city hal l.
approved.

A prospectus was submitted and unanimously
The secretary, John Ruhm was instructed to

contact all newspapers within the state which had shown an
interest in immigration and request them to give the
prospectus as much coverage and support as possible.
prospectus was then printed in ful l.

The

There next appeared

a number of short items similar in content to those which
appeared in the "Stadt und Staat" section.
of note concerned subscriptions.

The only one

The Staatszeitung urged

every German in the city and state to support the
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Staatszeitung.

It felt there should not be a single

German family without a daily or at least weekly subscrip
tion.

Everyone should see to it that his neighbor also

subscribed.

The Staatszeitung suggested that when someone

approached one of its readers wanting to borrow his copy
of the paper the reader should tell him to get his own
subscription.

The reader should also send the weekly

edition to his rel atives in Germany.

He should place all

of his advertisements in the paper and urge the merchants
he patronized to do likewise.

Lastly, he should have the

Staatszeitung do all his business publishing for him.
This item was followed by the Recorders Court.

It

contained a listing of those arrested and fined for public
drunkenness, sel ling liquor without a license, and the
like .
The rest of columns four, five, six, and seven were
filled with advertisements.
The weekly issue which appeared the following
Saturday, September 14, was basically a repeat of the
editorials which appeared during the week.

It carried the

following editorials published first on these weekdays :
Monday : "Eine Bulle gegen den Cometen" and "Die
Vorlesung Friedr. GerstMcker's in Cincinnati. "
Tuesday : "Eine abermalige Expectoration" and "Der
amerikanische Geschichtschreiber Motley und der
30jMhrige Krieg. Johnson-Seward und die Wissenscha£t. "
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Wednesday :
Thursday :

" Ursachen und Wirkungen. "
" Dampfschi ffahrt. "

Friday : " Die orientalische Frage" and " Die
Hudson Bay Cornpagnie. "
The weekly edition also reprinted all the install 
ments of the Feuilleton section which appeared during the
week .

There were , of course, some new items.

An editorial

entitled " Die Woche" insisted, for instance, that either
President Johnson would have to send the Congress home or
vice versa.

I t also posed a provocative question : namely,

were there American troops willing to carry out treasonous
orders directed against the Congress?

The Staatszeitung

intimated that this was the only rational explanation for
President Johnson's aggressive behavior.

I n other news

the Staatszeitung announced that, to date, the Banner was
the only English newspaper in Nashville which had expressed
an intere� t in the German I mmigration Association.

A

German newspaper published in Memp his, Neue Z eit, did,
however , praise the organization.

As promised in the

Tuesday issue, the Staatszeitung did print the text of
Degerneier's speech in the weekly edition.
Language
Although the Tennessee Staatszeitung was primarily
published in German, occasionally articles, slogans, and
captions appeared in English as well.

The Staatszeitung ,
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for example , often referred to itself as ''' The only German
daily and weekly in city and state" or "The only Evening
paper published in Nashville" (9 /10/1867 ) .
Generally speaking, English terms were most often
used in reference to specifically American customs and
institutions for which there was no true German equivalent.
No attempt was made, for instance, to translate the words
"Impeachment" (3/8/1867) or "Recorders-Court" ( 9/10/1867) .
From time to time English words were used for no
apparent reason.
in point:

The following sentence is a good case

"Man sagt , <lass er vom weissen Hause direkt

s e i n e Orders £Ur 'Bolten ' empflingt" ( 7 /14/1866) .

The

word "Orders" was used capriciously here because there is
a perfectly good German word, "Befehle," which expresses
the same idea.

The sentence also illustrates another

common feature of the newspaper, namely, the Germanization
of English words, presumably to retain their original
vividness and emotional connotations.

The English word

bolting thus becomes the German "Bolten. "

Frequently,

modified English words were substituted for the more
traditional German terms.

I n the May 1, 1867 edition, for

example, the following sentence appears:

" I n New Albany

wird der Stadtrath ersucht werden, eine Ordnung zu
passieren, gemtlss welcher <las Halten von Bienen innerhalb
der Stadtgrenzen untersagt wird. "

The expression for

passing a law in German is "ein Gesetz verabschieden,"
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but here the English verb "to pass" was G ermani zed and
used instead.
Anglicisms aside, the German used in the Tennessee
Staatszeitung was that of a well-educated speaker who
observed the norms of standard speech and who had
virtually eliminated all vestiges of regional dialect
from his writing.
It was characteristic of the Staatszeitung that
extended adj ective constructions were used frequently.
The following example was taken from the " Stadt und Staat"
section o f the May 1, 1867 edition :

" Ein Mann, Namens

Sadder, wurde gestern von Squire Wilkinson in Ermangelung
von $ 1000 Burgschaft in die County-Jail gesandt, um
seinen wegen eines begangenen Diebstahls vor der Criminal
Court stattfindenden Prozess abzuwarten."
A further indication of the newspaper ' s elevated
style is the inclusion of a number of literary allusions :
"da wird in wenigen Jahren der schrille P fiff der Lokomotive
ert�nen und diese moderns ' Z auberfl�te' wird die WUste
beleben
quently used :

" ( 8/1/1867) .

Latin terms were also fre 

" Der grosse Westen , ftir die Meisten noch

eine terra incognita, ein unerforschtes , an Sch�tzen aller
Art Uberreiches Land . . . " (8/16/1867) .

Foreign words

were always printed in Roman type whereas the German itself
was printed in Fraktur, or German type.
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It was typical of the Staatszeitung to use
ellipses frequently :

"Das Prinzip , nach welchem die

Radikalen Ten nessee' s bisher zu Werke ge gangen [ist] und
welches allein die Rettung der Staatsregierung aus den
H�nden der Ex- Rebellen erm�glichte , war die Anerkennung
des Grundsatzes , <lass die Rebellen <lurch ihren Abfall
von den Vereinigten Staaten sich selbst des Wahlrechts
beraubt haben . . . " ( 5 /1/1867) .
The newspaper had a decidedly polemical tone which
al ienated many of its potential readers.

To offset this ,

a number of anecdotes and humorous articles were usually
published in e ach edition.

In the August 16, 1867 issue,

for example , there appears a tongue-in-cheek article
about how much Catholics in Rome would be willing to pay
for relics of the Pope ( including a tooth with cavi�ies) .
There were occasional lapses into colloquial speech which
were undoubtedly included to create a "folksy" effect :
"Ein farbiger Kutscher , welcher beim schnellen fahren
einen Jungen van 4 Jahren Uberfuhr , musste $ 2 5 blechen"
( 5 /1/1867) .

CHAPTER I I
CULTURAL FEATURES AND I S SUES
Feuilleton
A listing of all the selection s and their authors
in the " Feuilleton" section of the daily editions is in
the Appendix .

From March 24, 1866 to October 4, 1866

each separate extant issue is lis ted .

Thereafter only

the dates on which new serials began are indicated.
first shorter selections were printed.
novel length features were added .

At

As time progressed

I have put quotes

around poem titles and the titles of short stories, and I
have underlined the titles of "Novellen" and novels.

This

distinction will give the reader some indication of the
total length of the serial although the borderline between
a " Novelle" and a "Geschichte" is obviously a relative one .
The paper itself makes no distinction, printing all titles
in bold face.
School System
For all practical purposes the Staatszeitung had
written off the adult generation of Southerners as
depraved, ignorant and fanatic.

I t insisted that the hope

of the country lay in its youth ( 12/19/1866) . s

I t was

5 1 1 Die j etzige Generation ist verdorben--sie ist
unwissend und fanatisch--auf der heranwachsenden beruht
die Hoffnung des Landes."
29

also convinced that the best way to get at the children

was through Tennessee's school system. 6
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The Staatszeitung

felt so strongly about this issue that in l isting its

priorities in its first ed ition, the Staatsze itung
emphasized the role it hoped to play in encourag ing
immigration and promoting German interests throughout
the state but it singled out educational reform as its
primary goal.
At the end of the war the Tennessee school system
was in a sad state of d isarray.

The Staatsze itung was not

sure at f irst whom it should blame for this, but it was
certain that something had to be done soon, otherwise
Nashville would turn into a c ity "full of ignorant
rowd ies' ' ( 3 /1 7/18 6 6 ).

This was especially distressing for

Nashville was a model for the rest of the state in the
sense that it d id have a publ ic school system.

On the

whole, the rest of the state ' s schools were grossly under 
staffed and hard pressed to offer anything beyond the
6 1 1 was

uns vor allem Andern in Tennessee Noth thut,
ist d i e Etabl irung eines allgeme inen Freischulen - Systems
. Wenn irgend Etwas zur wahren Reconstruktion be itragen
kann, so ist es die Aufkl�rung, die B ildung der Jugend.
Der Mann, der Greis- - d ie k�nnen nicht so le icht, j a kaum
unmeg l ich abgebracht werden von ihren, Jahrhunderte lange
ausgebildeten Vorurtheilen ; aber die K inder des Landes, die
k�nnen <lu rch fre isinnige und ftir Alle zug�ngl iche
Erziehungsm ittel mit Leicht igkeit dahin gefUhrt werden,
dass s ie sp�ter, wenn herangewachsen zu MMnnern, nur j enen
wahrhaft rechtl ichen und ze itgemMssen Prinz ipien huldigen,
d ie die Grundlage zur Gltickseligkeit, zur fre ien
Volksregi erung sind. " September 19 , 1 866.
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elementary skills of reading, writing, and arithmetic. 7
The Staatszeitung felt that a public school system
was a must for the state of Tennessee.

I t linked the

educational crisis directly with Tennessee's ability to
cope with its other problems.

I n the November 8, 1866

edition, for example, Ruhm insisted that a new voting law
was needed; a simplified, accelerated naturalization
7 1 1 Nashville ist zwar vor allen andern St�dten
Tennessee's mit einem 'Frei - Schul- System' begltickt. Dach
bleibt Vieles zu wtinschen Ubrig, dieses ' Frei-Schul
System' zu e inem , dem Allgemeinen wohlthueden zu gestalten.
--Namentlich werden wir au £ einen grossen Uebelstand
aufmerksam gernacht, der darin besteht, dass es unsere
Authorit�ten an Lehrern zu mangeln scheint, die in hehern
als den Primair-Wissenschaften Unterricht zu ertheilen,
im Stande sind. Die Folgen davon sind, dass Kinder, die
verh�ltnissrn�ssig weit vorgeschritten sind, mit
unaufhHrlichem und Nichts als Buchstabiren und Lernen des
Wo der Fehler
' Ein Mal Eins' gefoltert werden. .
liegt, sind wir nicht im Stande genau anzugeben. Es
scheint uns j edoch, als ob die Bearnten, die rnomentan Uber
das Wohl und Wehe des e ffentlichen Unterrichts zu verftigen
haben, wohl energische M�nner sind ; dass sie j edoch nicht
die F�higkeiten besitzen, die vorhandenen Mittel praktisch
anzuwenden. .
Wenn ein Wechsel der respectiven Bearnten
als Heilmittel sich herausstellen sollte, so ist es die
Pflicht der Reichen, welche <loch am Meisten, ja den einzigen
Einfluss haben, bei den Beherden darauf hinzuwirken, <lass
solcher Wechsel so bald wie praktisch vorgenommen wird .
Namentlich w�re es ungemein wtinschenswerth, wenn wir
bewerkstelligen kennten, dass auch deutsche Kr�fte in das
' Directorium £Ur Erziehung' hinein kommen, damit £Ur unser
Hauptziel kr�ftigst gewirkt werden kann; welches das ist,
auch den Kindern armer Deutscher, oder Solchen, die nicht
Mittel genug besitzen, Privatlehrer zu bez ahlen, es zu
ermeglichen , in Freischulen die Sprache ihrer Mlitter zu
erlerneni' ( 3 /1 7 /1866) .
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proce dure was essential; and assistance fbr those who
wishe d to b uy property was long overdue; but that these
things could not be fully realize d without an improve d,
comprehensive school bill.

E ducational reform b ecame

a personal crusade of sorts for Ruhm.

H e not only

devote d considerable attention to it in his newspaper
but was himself a memb er of the D avidson County Board of
Education on two separate occasions ( 1 8 6 8 and 187 8 ) .
Meanwhile, Nashville was apparently progressing
satisfactorily for by June 9, 1866 the Staatszeitung
expresse d confidence that, b arring certain deficiencies
brought on in part by the war, Nashville ' s schools com
pare d favorably with those in the North. 8

The rest of

the state was unfortunately not faring so well.

After

what se eme d like an interminable delay the state legis
lature finally passe d a major school bill only to have
the State Supreme Court rule parts of it unconstitutional.
The Staatszeitung angrily lashe d out at the court ' s
decision and urge d the legislature to take whatever legal
steps were necessary to countermand th e court's new ruling. 9
8"Die tHfentlichen Schulen Nashville ' s kt:3 nnen sich
mit d enen anderer St�dte im Norden bis auf einzelne,
thei lweise durch den Krieg hervorgebrachte Abnormit�ten,
an deren Fortschaffung eifrig von den B eht:3rden gearb eitet
wird, sehr gut messen" ( 6/9/1 8 6 6) .
9 "Unsrer Ansicht nach kann die Staatsregierung
nicht schleunig genug handeln, um die Schulen wie der ins
Leb en zu rufen und je des gesetzliche Mittel zu ergreifen,
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It felt that unles s educati on were publicly f inanced it
wou l d remain what it always had been in the pas t , a
privilege of the well-to-do .
The Staats zeitung had a pronounced avers ion to
parochial schools. I O

It felt that they w�re , in ef fect ,

a breeding ground for religious bigotry and nar r ow
mindednes s .

The Staats zeitung was convinced that public

s chools were the most equ itable, egal itarian s olution to
the problem of elementary and s econdary education.
Although the Staats zeitung ' s c oncern for Tennes s e e ' s
s chool s ys tem may s eem laudable at fir s t , it mus t be kept
in mind that the newspaper had an ulteri or motive.

The

point was raised time and again that no us e o f force
cou l d be more effecti ve in cultivating acceptable political
um die E nts cheidung des Obergerichtes wirkungslo s zu
machen. Unterricht ist es, was uns rer heranwachs enden
Jugend vor Allem noth thut und ohne Frei schulen bleibt
die E rziehung der Jugend ein mangelhaftes Wer k, e i n
exclusives Vor recht der wohlhabenden Klas s en, welches i n
e iner Republi k schlechterdi ngs nicht geduldet werden
darf" ( 3 / 1 0 / 1 8 6 9 ) .
10 I n Schulen s oll dem W i s s en, nicht dem Glauben
gehuldigt und ged ient werden und es is t daher jede Stunde
der Unterr ichts ze it in diesem Sinne zu verwenden . Aus s er
dem erwecken confes s i onelle Schulen schon in dem K i ndes 
h e rzen fe indseli ge Ge fUhle gegen die Mitglieder e i ner
' andersglau benden ' Schule und in ihnen w i rd dahe r der
G rund zu r I ntoleranz und E inseiti gkeit d e r Leben s anschauung
gelegt, welche schon s o viele Feindseli gkeiten zwi s chen
den Bekennern verschiedener Glaubens formen hervor geru fen
haben. Wenn als o E ltern ihren Kindern Rel i g i on s unter r icht
zukommen !as s en wollen , so mag d ies aus serhalb der
gew�hnlichen Schulen ges chehen" (3/18/186 9 ) .
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views in the younger generation that the methodical use
of an inconspicuous school system ( 11 / 4 /1866 ) . 1 1
Sunday Drinking Laws
The Staats z eitung felt certain that if there were
any one issue that Germans of all political persuasions
could agree upon it was Tennessee's Sunday drinking law.
I t had long been a German tradition for friends to g ather
together on Sunday afternoons to h ave a chat over a few
glasses of beer.

The German immigrants had naturally

brought this custom along with them when they left the
old country .

It was illegal for them to drink beer in

Tennessee on Sunday though.

Parson Brownlow did not

approve of drinking in general and he was especi ally
opposed to it on the Sabbath.

Since old w ays die h ard,

this new prohibition h ad long been a source of irritation
within Tennessee's German community.

Ruhm felt so

strongly about this issue that he almost always mentioned
it as one of the main reasons why so few Germans had
111 1 • • • nichts ist £Ur die Entwickelung des Sta ates,
seiner Hilfsquellen � seiner Moral und seines E influsses von
grtlsserer Wichtigkeit, als die Schulfrage . Wer das Volk
von Tennessee kennt und mit eigenem, unp artheiischem Blicke
eine E insicht gewonnen hat in die Unwissenheit, Immoralit�t
und Rohheit, die noch in so vielen Bezirken und Klassen der
Bevtllkerung zu H ause s ind, kann nicht leugnen, dass eine
Schulreform das ist, was uns allein bessere Zust�nde
herbeiflihren kann . . . keine Anwendung von Gewalt kann so
wirksam und so schnell eine Verbesserung unserer
Cultur z ust�nde herbeifUhren , als es die im Stillen
schaffende Schule vermag. "
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decided to come t o Tennessee (9/ 2 / 1 866) .

Ruhm organized

rallies to demonstrate German dissatisfaction with the
law and even submitted resolutions to the legislature
advocating its repeal ( 1 1/ 1 4/1 866) .

The new German

association w hich Ruhm helped to form in 1867 had as one
of the specific goals mentioned in its charter the annul
ment of the temperance laws then in effect. 1 2

All these

efforts met w ith little success, however.

1 2 1 1 Es soll ferner eine Hauptaufgabe dieses Vereins
sein, das deutsche Element des Staates Tennessee auf einer
Basis der Cooperation und des gemeinschaftlichen Handelns
zu einigen und vermittelst dieses Z usammenarbeitens einen
heilsamen Einfluss auf die Gesetzgebung unseres Staates
auszuliben; so class die liberalen I deen der Toleranz in
religie ser, wie gesellschaftlicher Beziehung mehr u. mehr
Bahn finden megen. Namentlich soll auch die Agitation
gegen die Uberl� stigen, unrepublikanis chen Beraubungen
persenlicher F reiheiten, welche uns in Gestalt von Sonn
tagsgesetzen und Temperenzzwangs-rnassrege l n Uberall auf
dem Gebiete unserer Repub lik entgegen treten, eines der
Hauptaugenrnerke de s Vereins bilden" (August 29, 1 867 ) .

CHAPTER III
POLITICAL-CULTURAL ISSUES
Introduction
The Civil War was a very traumatic event in the
history of Tennessee.

With the exception of Virginia,

more bat tles and skirmishes were fought in Tennessee
than in any other state, over 450 in all.

Tennessee ' s

native sons fought in significant numbers for both sides

during the war.

Although the majority, 100, 000, fought

for the Confederacy, a substantial minority, 50, 000,
fought to preserve the Unicn.

Of these 50, 000 approxi 

mately 35, 000 came from East Tennes see.
Long before the Civil War, East Tennesseans had
developed a regional consciousness all their own. · They
considered themselves isolated from the rest of the state
not just geo graphically but culturally as well .

Due to

the terrain, plantations were not economically feasible.
Those East Tennesseans who owned slaves were the exception
rather than the rule.

Abolitionist sentiments were,

therefore , stron ger here than in the rest of the state.
The region as a whole felt discriminated against by
Middle and West Tennessee.

Separate stateh o od movements

consequentiy arose from time to time.
In 1861, when war seemed imminen t , East Tennesseans
36
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voted in overwhelming opposition to a proposed state-wide
convention that might withdraw Tennessee from the Union.
Although the legislature had already virtually turned
over state control to the Confederates, East Tennesseans
voted in the June election by a ratio of seven to three
against secession.

Once Tennessee had withdrawn from

the Union, East Tennesseans petitioned the state legisla
ture for separate statehood.

Their petition was not

denied ; it was ignored.
I t is one of the ironies of the war that during
much of the conflict the two Confederate sections of the
state, Middle and West Tennessee, were both occupied by
Union troops while Unionist East Tennessee was occupied
by Confederate forces.

The population throughout the state

thus felt that their homeland was being occupied by an
invading army.

Lincoln aggravated matters further by

appointing an East Tennessean, Andrew Johnson, as military
governor of Union - held Tennessee.

Johnson was a harsh

disciplinarian who was considered a traitor by many Middle
and West Tennesseans.
As the war was finally drawing to a close, East
Tennesseans were determined to gain the upper hand.

A

self-appointed convention of five hundred Unionists met
in Nashville on January 9, 1865.

Each county in the state

was represented by one delegate.

An additional delegate
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was allotted to each county for every one hundred and
fi fty Union votes it had cast in the 1861 secession

referendum.

This meant that East Tennesseans dominated

the convention.
I t was decided that a state - wide referendum
should be held on February 22.

The voters were to be

offered a constitutional amendment abolishing slavery
and a "schedule" which, among other things, revoked
both the ordinance of separation and the military
alliance with the Confederacy, declared null and void
all state laws passed after May 6, 1861, repudiated all
Confederate debts, ratified Johnson's appointment as
military governor, empowered the first legislature
convening under the revised constitution to determine
voter qualifications, and provided for the election of
a state legislature and governor on March 4 .
This self - appointed body of delegates acted not
only as a constitutional convention and legislature but
als o as a nominating convention.

They chose a slate of

candidates for every seat in both houses of the legisla 
ture .

They also nominated an East Tennessean, William

Gannaway Brownlow, for governor.
On February 22 the constitutional amendment and

schedule were adopted by a vote of 2 5, 29 3 to 4 8 . This
small vote barely surpassed the 10 per cent minimum
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required by Lincoln's 186 3 proclamation .

Johnson never 

theless authorized the organization of a civil i an
government.

On March 4 the genera l election was hel d.

Polls were opened in three -fifths of the East Tennessee
counties , two- thirds of the Middle Tennessee counties ,
and Shelby County (Memphis) alone in West Tennessee .
Brownlow was elected governor by a vote of 23, 222 to 3 5 .
Four days after Brownlow ' s inauguration Robert E. Lee
surrendered to Grant at Appomattox .

His administration

had not yet been in office two weeks when Lincol n was
assass inated .

Tennessee ' s former military governor ,

Andrew Johnson , became president of the United States.
Tennessee' s new governor , Wil liam Brownl ow , was to
dominate state politics for the next four years .

Brownlow ,

a Methodist preacher and newspaper editor , had opposed
secession with al l his might.
throughout the war .

He remained a rabid Unionist

Once peace had come , reconci l iation

was the farthest thing from his mind.

He is quoted in the

New York Times as having said , " I am one of those at the
South who believe this war has closed out two years too
soon !

The rebel s have been whipped , but not whipped

enough" (11/ 18/186 5 ) . 13

Brown low made it abundantl y clear

13 E. Merton Coul ter , Wil liam G . Brownl ow: Fighting
Parson of th e Sou thern Hi h lands (Knoxville: The Un1 ver
s1ty of Tennessee Press , f937) , p . 274 .
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that he did not want any Tennesseans who had fought for
the Con federacy to come home again.

At one point he

asked whether any man "in his sober senses" actually
believed that the Rebels could "escape killin g or such
a beatin g as will disable them for life ?

I f they are

acting under this delusion their erroneous notions will

be corrected by the development of time. 1 1 14

Nor was Brownlow concerned with le gal niceties.
He had personally appointed the state judges, but he
nevertheless threatened in his May 30, 1865 proclamation
that if the courts did not administer justice, nothin g

on earth could prevent the loyal citizens from takin g the
law into their own hands.

Those who had supported the

Con federacy had " forfeited all rights to citizenship, and
to life itsel f.

Every field of carnage, every rebel

prison, every Union man's grave un ite with a violated law
and demand the penalty, . and if the courts do not adminis 

ter it, an outraged people will. 1 1 15

The newly convened state legislature followed
Brownlow's lead by passin g resolutions callin g for the
death penalty for Je fferson Davis and Robert E. Lee,
amon g others.
1865.

A joint resolution of the le gislature also

14 Knoxville Whig and Rebel Ventilator, August 30,
15 E. Merton Coulter, William G. Brownlow, p. 272.
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authorized Brownlow to offer a $ 5, 00 0 reward for the
arrest of Isham G. Harris, Tennessee ' s Civil War
governor.

The reward was never claimed for Harris had

fled to Mexico.

The offer was eventually rescinded

and Harris returned to Tennessee.
The legislature was composed of men of unques 
tioned Union sentiment as is evidenced by their prompt
and unanimous passage of the Thirteenth Amendment.
Their political affiliation was still ill-defined.
They generally regarded themselves simply as "Unionists. "
It soon became apparent that there was growing
dissatisfaction with Brownlow's extremist views.

Those

who wholeheartedly supported the governor ' s draconian
reconstruction measures came to be known as the "Radi
cals. "

They endorsed the policies of Thaddeus Stevens

and Charles Sumner at the national level.

Those who

approved of President Johnson's more lenient views were
dubbed "Conservatives. "
today ' s Republican party .

The Radical party developed into
The Conservative party became

the present Democratic party.
From the outset the Radicals were a political
minority.

Although they were well aware of this, they

made no serious attempt to win over the Conservatives ,
much less the ex-Rebels.

They realized they could only

remain in power by enacting harsh franchise laws, then
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stringently enforcing them.

Suffrage thus became the

dominant issue throughout Tennessee ' s Reconstruction
period.
The Constitution of 18 35 provided that all white
males who met certain age and residence requirements
were entitled to vote.

The February referendum amended

this by authori z ing the newly - convened le gislature to
determine voter qualifications.

On June 5, 1865 a bill

sponsored by Samuel Arnell was passed which prohibited
Confederate leaders from voting for fifteen years .

All

others who had fought for or aided the Confederacy were
disfranchised for five years.

Each qualified voter was

to be registered by his county court clerk.

The

politically suspect were eithe r barred outright or
forced to take a loyalty oath.
The Arnell franchise law proved to be a disaster
in the 1865 congressional elections.

Five of the eight

contested seats were won convincingly by the Conserva 
tives.

Samuel Arnell, the bill's sponsor, was himself

defeated, but Governor B rownlow intervened in his behalf
and declared him the winner.
law was needed.

Obviously a new franchise

Since the Radicals dominated the

legislature , the Conservatives could only delay action
by preventing the assembly of a quorum.

T he Radicals

arrested the absent le gislators but were again outwitted.
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Within a week seventeen Conservatives had resigned.

Not

to be deterred, the Radicals pr omptly cal led for new
e lections to fil l the vacant seats .

Although many of

the Conservatives who had defied Brownl ow were re 
e lected, three Radical s who supported the new franchise
bil l were also voted into office.
the only ones seated by the house.

These last three were
A quorum was thus

assembled and a new suffrage law enacted.

Among its

provisions were the perpetual disfranchisement of ex
Confederates and the transferal of voter registration
authority from the county clerks to " Commissioners of
Registration" appointed by the governor.

Old registra

tion lists were promptly annul led, giving Brownl ow
complete contro l of the bal l ot box.

It has been

estimated that no more than fifty thousand voters could
re - register and that three - fourths of these were East
Tennesseans .
The Conservatives might have found recourse in
the courts had it not been for the fact that the practice
of e lecting judges, which had been customary in Tennessee
from 18 3 4 until the outbreak of the war in 1861, was

s uspended for the higher judicial positions until 1869 .

Brownl ow appointed the judges of the state ' s highest
court.

They, of course, denied the unconstitutional ity

of the Radical franchise laws despite l ower c ourt rul ings
to the c ontrary.
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Brownlow ' s men had a stranglehold on the state
and yet they were not satisfied.

They still feared the

Conservatives who were, after all, Unionists during the
war , j ust as they themselves had been .

Moreover, even

the most fanatical of the Radicals realized that one
day, herculean efforts notwithstanding, the ex-Rebels
would regain the right to vote.

In a desperate attempt

to broaden their political base without making major
policy concessions the Radicals regretfully concluded
that their only hope lay in franchising two ethnic
groups which had previously been ignored :

blacks and

immigrants .
Blacks were rather easily persuaded to vote the
Radical ticket by such organizations as the Union League,
Grand Army of the Republic and Freedmen's Bureau.

Immi

grants were not nearly as manageable, but they were
considered in finitely preferable to black voters.
Although Brownlow was interested in immigrants in general,
he was particularly interested in Germans.

The Tennessee

Staatszeitung was to act unofficially as a liaison between
the Brownlow administration and the German Radicals in
Tennessee .
Suf frage
The Staatszeitung insisted on innumerable occasions
that the state legislature was justified in dis franchising

those who had taken part in the late rebellion. 16
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It

was , therefore, particularly dissatis fied with the mild
suffrage law of 1866.

The paper called the law "ein

Humbug" and warned that unless it were amended, Tennessee
could not be saved from the claws of the Rebels (10/ 2/
1866). 17

The Staatszeitung pointed out that the Con 

servatives , whom it considered to be nothing more than
Rebel proxies, had already been quite successful in
postponing legislation intended to improve Tennessee's
neglected educational system.

The Conservatives , it

said, had also prevented the legislature from officially

launching a program to increase immigration (10 / 6/1866). 18
Furthermore, something had to be done to still the
g rowing criticis m that Tennessee did not have enough
registered voters to be a truly representative government.
The Staatszeitung assured its readers that this problem
l61 1 Es war ganz recht, Diej enigen des Stimmrechts
zu berauben, die sich an der Rebellion betheiligten. "
September 19 , 1866.

17 1 1 Das Franchise - Law . . . ist in seiner j etzigen
Gestalt ein Humb ug. Nur eine Amendi rung desselben . .
kann Tennessee aus den Klauen der Rebellen retten. "

l 8 1 1 So ist es also klar, <lass die Rebellenpartei
und ihre Vertreter in der Legislatu r die Schuld tragen,
dass die Kinder unseres Staates noch ein Jahr l�nger
warten mUssen, bis ihnen Wege gee f fnet werden, um eine
Erziehung zu geniessen- - und dass noch ein Jahr vergehen
muss, bis die Einwanderer of fiziell er fahren wird [sic ] ,
dass man seine Niederlassung nicht allein wUnscht,
sondern dass dieselbe eine Lebensfrage £Ur den Staat ist. "
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could easily be solved.

What, it asked, would be more

appropriate than giving the freed slaves the right to
vote ?

The Staatszeitung conceded that they were not

o verly intelligent (9 /1 9 / 1 866) , 1 9 but there was no deny 
ing that they were loyal to the Union.

Moreover, they

would increase the number of registered voters within
the state by an estimated thirty to forty thousand.
There was no reason to fear them.

After all, the blacks

were a good, genial, and harmless little race ( 1 2 / 2 3/
1867) . 2 0

Anticipating charges of expediency, the

Staatszeitung insisted that nothing could be further
from the truth.

Its stand was simply a matter of justice.

The "Zeitgeist" even demanded it (11/4/1866) . 2 1
1 9The

Staatszeitung spoke of the "loyal" black,
"der stets treu , und wenn auch nicht intelligent , so
instinktm�ssig, es mit der Sache der Union , dem
Secessionswesen u�d der Sonderblindlerei gegenliber
behalten hat."
20,, . . . die Schwarzen sind ein gutes , gemlithliches
und harmloses Vtllkchen."
2 1The Staat s z eitung said of the franchise laws then
in effect: "Aus zwe1 Grlinden bedlirfen dieselben einer
Abinderung : --lstens, weil es sich bei den letzten Wahlen
bewiesen hat , <lass dieselben noch immer Hinterthliren £Ur
Betrug offen lassen und 2tens, weil es , Angesichts
drohender Verh�ltnisse nethig geworden ist , unsere H�nde
zu stirken. FUr den einen Zweck bedlirfen wir eines
verschirften Franchise-Gesetzes, flir den andern E rtheilung
des Stimmrechts an Einwanderer und Farbige. Wir bedlirfen
der Einwanderer , und ohne denselben politische Rechte zu
gewlihren, ktlnnen wir nicht erwarten , sie in unserer Mitte
zu sehen, da sie in andern Staaten das finden, was man
ihnen hier verweigert. Und was die farbige Bevtllkerung
betrifft, so ist es nicht eine Frage der Z weckm�ssigkeit ,
sondern der Gerechtigkeit, ihnen das zu gew�hren, was der
Z eitgeist fordert."
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The Staatszeitung felt that there was a def inite
link between the state franchise laws and Tennessee's
chances of increasing immigration.

In announcing the

pas sa ge of t he strengthened suffrage bill, the
Staatszeitung assured its readers that that was t he best
lesiglative step that could have been taken in t he

interest of promo ting immigration t o Tennessee (5/4 /1866). 22
The Staats z eitung also reported tha t upon passage
of the new law, Governor Brownlow made an imprompt u

speech t o the state legislat ors.

He made direct reference

t o a request made by the Staatszeitung urging the legisla
t ure t o deal wit h the immigration issue before it
adjourned.

Brownlow supported the proposal and praised

the newspaper as the organ of the loyal Germans (5/5/1866).
Although t he Staatszeitung considered legislat ion
disfranchising ex-Rebels a step in the right direction,
it still felt that it was of the utmost importance t o
grant the right t o vote t o the immigrants who had already
set tled in Tennessee.

The Staatszeitung believed t his

would incre a s e the number of voters within t he state by
at least twenty t o thirt y thousand.

Vot ing qualifications

for this new group , it said , should be kept at an absolute
minimum.

All foreigners who had lived in the United States

2 21 1 Das war die beste Massregel, die unsere Gesetz
gebung im I nteresse der Einwanderung nach Tennessee hMt te
treffen kt:innen. "
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for more than a year and Tennessee for more than six
months shoul d be eligible to vote provided that they had
taken no part, either actively or passivel y , in the
Southern Rebel l ion (9 /19 /1866) .

I f prompt action were

taken, then a political equilibrium woul d be established
by the increase of twenty - five thousand German voters
and forty thousand black voters which would end al l
debate about Tennessee's dearth of constituents (9 /19 /
1866).

Furt hermore, the Staatszeitung warned that if the

immigrants were not accorded ful l political equality ,
they woul d simp ly bypass Tennessee in favor of other
states which had already granted them voting privi leges
(11/4/1866) .

Were the legislature to drag its feet in

this issue, there woul d be dire consequences for the state
because immigration was not a l uxury for Tennessee, but a
major concern (10 /6/1866) .
Apparent l y this warning did not go unheeded, for
the Staatszeitung was pleased to announce in its Apri l 12,
1867 issue that the legislature had j ust passed a bil l
which fol lowed its immigrant voting recommendations to
the letter.
It comes as no surprise that the Radical leadership
came to the same concl usion that the Staatszeitung did ,
although it did so with considerably less enthusiasm.
Brownlow and his scal awags had so alienated the state' s
disfranchised maj ority that thoughts of reconcil iation
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were simply out of the question.
view , they had no alternative.

From their point of
Nevertheless the Radi 

c als were reluctant to set their plan into operation,
and Brownlow himself was responsible to a large extent
for the delay.

To say that Brownlow disliked black

people would be an understatem ent ; Browni ow despised
them.
In a well - publici zed, five-day debate hel d in
Philadelphia in 1 8 5 8, Brownlow ridiculed the Reverend
Abraham Pryne for supporting abolition.

Brownlow con

tended that American slavery was "especially commanded by
God through Moses and approved through the apostles by
Christ. 1 1 23

The Northern audience· reacted hostilely to

this, but Brownlow told them, "what God ordains and
Christ sanctifies should command the respect and tolera 

tion of even Northern abolitionists . 1 1 24

Parson Brownlow

characteristically buttres sed his arguments by citing
Scripture.

On this particular occasion he chose the

story of the bondwoman Hagar as a good case in point .
Brownlow likened the angel of God to a United States
marshall enforcing the fugitive slave laws of the Old
Testament by returning Hagar to her lawful owner. Z S
2 3coulter, William G . Brownlow, p. viii.
24 Ibid.

25 I bid .
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B rownlow not only approved of slavery , he believed in
expanding it .

At one point Brownlow actually advocated

invading Africa :

"Let us seize upon the vast territory

of Africa, cultivate its rich soil, and force its
millions o f indolent, degraded and starving natives to
labor, and thereby elevate themselves to the dignity of

men made in the image of God ! 1 1 26

Shortly before the

outbreak of hostilities, Brownlow warned he would support

the Confederacy if the institution of slavery was in any
way tampered with .
As governor, Brownlow faced intense opposition to
his proposed enfranchis ement of blacks .

Many of the

former slaves had drifted to the larger cities and
refused to work .
theft and begging.

There were frequent complaints of
In Memphis black troops from Fort

Pickering were assaulting whites with such alarming
frequency that the Shelby County judge, Thomas Leonard,
had to request two regiments of white, federal troops to
protect the local citizenry .
mounted .

Racial tensions steadily

On May 1, 1866 there began a serious race riot

in Memphis that lasted for three days.

When it was all

ove r , forty - six blacks and two whites were dead and

approximately seventy-five people had been injured.
Whites had gone on a rampage, burning down black homes,
schools, and churches .

26 Ibid . , pp. 104 , 105 .
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I n spite of this, Brownlow urged black suffrage
because he realized that if he did not have black
support, he would probably lose his bid for re-election .
More ove r, his re versal of position had not been entirely
unexpected .

As early as October 1 8 65 Brownlow had

g rudgingly admitted that eventually the most intelligent
blacks might be given the right to vote, but that the
ballot box should not be opened to "the uninformed and
exceedingly stupid slaves of the Southern cott on, rice
and sugar fields . 1 1 2 7

By 1 8 67 Brownlow realized voting

blacks would be an asset to him regardless of their
intelligence .
On the issue of black franchisement Brownlow met
scattered resistance within his own party ranks .
Tennesseeans were particularly skeptical .

East

Brownlow tried

to persuade them that extending suffrage by no means
implied racial e quality .

At one point he wrote, " Think

of some low white man in your community you would not
dine with--does his casting a ballot make him your
social e qual ? 1 1 2 8
Eventually Brownlow's arguments prevailed .

On

February 25, 1 8 67 blacks were granted the right to vote,
although they were still barred from holding office and
27 I bid . , p.

292

.

28 Knoxville Whig, January 30 , 1 8 67 .
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serving on j uries .

The Staatszei tung heart i ly endors ed

this measure.
Brown l ow had indicated earl ier that he would have
preferred franchising immigrants to blacks.

In an

address del i vered to the general assembl y on October 2,
186 5 Brownl ow emphasized the importance of encourag i ng
immigrat ion to Tennessee .

At one point he departed from

his prepared text to make the pointed observat ion tha t
at tract i ng local immigrants was a far bet ter way t o
regenerate the South than the "sudden and compulsory
admission of the blacks to the bal lot box. 1 1 29
Furthermore , Brown low indicated a decided prefer
ence for Germans.

He had come in con tact w i t h fai r l y

l arge numbers of them dur ing the war and had general l y
found them t o be staunch Un ion ists.
observat ion on his part.

This was a val id

It has been est imated that

roughl y two hundred thousand nat ive Germans fought to
preserve the Un i on.

When Americans of German descent are

also taken into account, the number could conceivab l y
i ncrease threefold . 3 0

Approximately seventy t housand

29Thomas Alexander , Pol i t ical Reconstruct i on in
Tennessee (Nashv i l le : Vanderbilt Univers i t y Press,
1950) , p . 99.

3 0 A l bert Faust , The German Element in the Un i ted
States (New York : Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1909) ,
p . 566 .
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Germans fought for the Confederacy , 3 1

Generally speak 

ing, those Germans who had settled in the South early
in the nineteenth century or whose ancestors had arrived
in the eighteenth century fought for the South.

The

mere recent immig rants genera lly fought for the North.
It is of interest to note that the New O r leans Daily
True Delta reported in its April

2 7,

1861 edition that

one company o f Germans had been organized in Nashville
to defend the Confederacy. 3 2
When the anticipated influx of Germans did not
materialize , Brownlow did not abandon the project.
the contrary, he stepped up his campaign.

On

In Knoxvil le

he spoke to a German audience for an hour and a half,
praising them for their industriousness and patriotism .
He also began the practice of having his messages to the
legislature printed in German and distributed throughout
the state .

Fifteen thousand Eng lish copies and six

thousand German copies of Brownlow's October 1865 address
were printed , but of a later report one thousand English
copies and tw o thousan d German copies were issued.

This

so irked the Mess enger of Peace that it asked the
31Howard Furer , The Germans in Ame rica: 1607 1970 (Dobbs Ferry, �ew York: Oceana Publications , Inc . ,
1973) , p. 5 4 .
3 2 Ella Lonn, Foreigne rs in the Confederacy
( Chapel Hil l : University of North Carolina Press,
1 9 4 0 ) , p. 1 2 3.
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rhetorical question, "Are Americans in a minority in
Tennes see ? "
Tennessee.

Actually there were very few immigrants in
According to the 1860 census, foreigners

made up only 1. 91 per cent of Tennessee ' s total popula 
tion.

Of that 1. 91 per cent Germans only contributed

. 3 5 per cent.
Nashville is a good example, though , of the
In

rapidly increasing German element within the state.

185 0 Nashville had a population of only 10, 165 persons .
Of these just 300 were Germans.

By 1860 Nashville' s

population had risen to 16,9 88.

The German community

had increased to 9 8 3 .
living in Nashville.

In 18 7 0 there were 25 , 865 people
Of these 1, 760 were Germans.

In

other words, the German element comprised 2. 9 5 per cent
of Nashville ' s population in 18 50.

By 1860 it repre

sented 5. 79 per cent, and in 1870, 6. 80 per cent.

This

means that while the population of the city of Nashville
increased approximate ly 254 per cent during the twenty-year
period of 18 50 to 18 7 0, the German population increased
disproportiona t e l y by approximately 5 8 7 per cent. 3 3

It

should be noted that the word "German" has been used here
to describe both native-born Germans and German - Americans
who had at least one parent born in Germany.
Mere census figures, however, belie the political
3 3Macpherson ,

p. 27.
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influence Germans actually could have exerted during
Tennessee's Reconstruction period .

I n spite of the

fact that Germans numbered only 3, 86 9 out of a total
1860 Tennessee populati on o f 1,10 9 , 801 and 4, 539 out of
a total 1870 Tennessee population of 1, 2 5 8, 520, it must
be remembered that the Radicals disfranchised the great
maj ority of voters within the state.

They also granted

the right to vote to immigrants who were not even
AJJierican citizens.
Long before Brownlow took a consuming interest
in demography , he had made his position on foreigners
abundantly clear.

He did not like them at all.

Brownlow

felt that immigrants exerted an undue influence on this
country's internal affairs.

It was, therefore, his

patriotic duty to warn his less well-in formed countrymen
of the dangers that lay before them.

One of Brownlow's

books was entitled Americanism Contrasted with Forei gnism,
Romanism , and Bogus Democracy in the Light of Reason,
H i story, and Scripture, in which Certain Demagogues in
Tennessee and e l s ewhere, are Shown in their true Color s.
Brownlow f requently decorated his new spaper mastheads with
such timely slogans as " Put none on guard but Americans. "
Brownlow did not , of course, limit his crusade to the
printed page.

He frequently deliv ered ti rades e xposing

the dangers of "unwashed and uncombed Foreigners . "

At

one point he urged the Reverend Pryre to " Leave us in the
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peaceful possession of our slaves, and our Northern
Neighbors may have all the paupers and convicts that
pour in upon us from European prisons ! 1 1 3 4
I t goes without say ing that Brownlow was an
enthusiastic supporter of the American party , better
known as the Know-Nothings.

This organization sought to

res trict immigration , stiffen naturalization procedures,
unseat foreign officeholders , and curb the influence of
the Catholic Church .
I n spite of Brownlow's ob vious dislike of for
eigners, he still considered them far le ss repugnant
than blacks .

I mmigrants were avoiding Tenne ssee , and

the August 1867 elections were fast approaching.
Brownlow did all he could to encourage immigrants to
settle in Tennessee, but he realized he still had no
choice but to franchise blacks.

Brownlow's interest i n

immigrants was , of course, not purely political.

Workers

were sorely ne eded to rebuild the state , and outside
capital was necessary to stimulate a sluggish economy.
Politic al considerations , however , predominated.
Although Brownlow ' s previous attitude towards
foreigners did give some cau s e for concern , the Staats 
zeitung saw the ex-Rebels as the greate s t danger to the
3 4 W illiam Hesseltine, Sections and Politics
(Madison , Wis. : State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
1 9 6 8) , pp. 13, 14 .
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German community.

The ex-Confederates , it warned, were

only interested in exploiting the Germans' voting
privileges.

At one point the Staat szeitung a sked t he

rhetorical question, "What do the Rebels want now with
the Germans ?

The answer is obvious !

deprived of the right to vote.

The rebels are

Now they are resorting

to an extremely cunning strategy to get t h e Germans
on their side and have them vote in their stead.

That

is the heart of the mat ter and nothing else'' ( 8/1/1866 ) . 3 5
According to the Staat szeitun&, once t he ex
Confederat es accomplished their objectives, they would
show themselves in their true light.

They would quickly

turn on the Germans and drive them out of the state.
T he Staat szeitung warned it s German readers , "The rebel
spirit is strong.

If it regains control [ of the state]

then neither you nor any of us can live here.
do not want any foreigners here. .

The Rebels

One does not need

to feed us the line that the Rebel s would keep Germans
or other ' int ruders' ( ? ) here if they ever regained
control of the state" (8/8/1866) . 36

35 1 1 Was wollen die Rebellen denn j etzt mit den
Deut schen ? . . . Die Antwort darauf is t sehr leicht zu
finden: 'Die Rebellen sind des Stimmrecht s beraubt. Nun
fallen sie au£ das ttusserst pfiffige Mit tel, die Deut schen
auf ihre Seite zu bringen , und diese £Ur sie stimmen zu
!assen. ' Das ist des Pudels Kern und weiter nicht s. "
361 1 Der Rebellengeist ist stark. Wenn er wieder
zur Herrschaft gelangt, dann k�nnt 1 hr, dann k�nnen wir
Alle hier nicht leben. Die Rebellen wollen keine Fremden
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At least for the Staatszeitung, the Democratic
party offered no alternative.

The newspaper insisted

that a German who still belonged to the Democratic party
was either paid for his views and working as a miserable
hireling for the enemies of freedom and progress or he
was so poorly informed on the issues of the day that he
had not yet learned to distinguis h between what the word
" Democrat" actually meant in the civilized world and how
it was used in Tennessee to lead men of honor astray.
Furthermore, the newspaper warned, when someone in
Tennessee boasted of being a member of the Democratic
party, he should be distrusted and his movements carefully
watched.

In nine out of ten cases he would turn out to be

a hypocrite, a sophist, and a scoundrel (10/11/1866). 3 7
hier . . . Man braucht uns nicht zu erz�hlen, <lass die
Rebellen Deutsche oder andere 'Eindringlinge' (?) hier
behalten wUrden, wenn sie je wieder zur Herrschaft
kM.men. "
3 7 1 1 Ein Deutscher, der heute noch sich zu der Partei
bekennt, die sich hier zu Lande die ' Demokratische' nennt,
ist entweder bezahlt fli r seine Ansicht und arbeitet als
elender SHldling im Auftrage und im Dienste der Feinde
aller Freiheit un d alles Fortschrittes, oder er is so
befangen und so schlecht unterrichtet Uber politische
Tagesfragen, dass er noch immer nicht einsieht, einen
Unterschied zu machen zwischen dem, was das Wort ' Demokrat '
in der That meint, was darunter in der europ�ischen
civilisirten Welt verstanden wird und dem, was sich hier
z u Lande den Beinamen beigelegt hat, um San d in die Augen
unbefangener Ehrenm�nner zu streuen.
Sowie ein Mann hier zu Land sich damit brtistet,
der 'demokratischen Partei' anzugeh�ren, so betrachtet ihn
mit Argwohn und b eobachtet sein Thun mit Vorsicht. Ihr
werdet in neun aus zehn F�llen finden, dass dieser Mann
ein Heuchler, ein Sophist, ein Schurke ist. "
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Immigration
Before the Civil War, Southerners were basically
disinterested in attracting new immigrants to the South .
There were several reasons for this .

In the first

place, immigrants were known to disapprove of slavery .
It was felt that if they were to arrive in large enough
numbers they might pose a serious threat to the institu 
tion.

Southerners were so sensitive about this issue

that they tended to resent outsiders of any sort who
seemed unwilling to adapt to their own lifestyle .
Coupled with this there was a vague wish to keep Southern
stock "pure. "

Many Southern businessmen also preferred

black workers to white workers be�ause they feared
higher wages, strikes, and labor unions.
Immigrants, in turn, were not overly enthusiastic
about living in the South.

Most of them arrived in this

country at Northern ports.

Many stayed on in the North

because it was so highly industrialized.

Still others

wanted to live in the North because many of their fellow

countrymen had already settled there.

Immigrants who

landed at Northern ports were also first exposed to a
Northern point of view.

There were many widespread mis

conceptions about the South .

Some of the more common ones

were that the climate there was too hot for white men

and that malaria was endemic .

The churches and schools

were believed to be of poor quality, and there was a
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feeling that the South sustained itself on a one-crop
economy .

White men were supposedly laz y and considered

it beneath their dignity to do manual labor.

Although

most immigrants disapproved of slavery, this does not
necessarily mean that they conversely approved of slaves.
I t was felt that the South was teeming with them.
The small number of Southerners who were inter 
ested in promoting immigration had to vie with the
Midwest as well as the North.

The Great Plains still

offered rich, virgin soil which was much cheaper than
farm land in the South.

There were huge immigrant

communities there as well.

I n addition, the railroads

had a vested interest in encouraging westward migration
because most of their main lines already headed in that
direction.

Each railroad company also employed its own

immigration agents who were not always honest but
generally quite effective.
The South had little success then in attracting
immigrants before the war.

After the war the South had

even less to offer prospective newcomers, although it now
realized that it was in its own best interest to curry
their favor.

The South had a shattered economy, freed

slaves, and a railroad system that was no longer
functioning properly.
The Staatszeitung reflected the attitude that most
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Southerners bas ically disliked immigrants and indicated
on numerous occas ion s that "the stupid, conceited
Southerner" s aw in foreigners beings of les s er intelli
gence and dignity than himself.

He treated them with a

des picable condescens ion not only in his s ocial relations
with them b ut als o in his legis lation (11/8 /18 6 6 ) . 3 8

The paper joined the old idea that white Southerners
did not want to work with the new fear that Southerners
now s aw in immigrants a replacement for the s laves who
had b een taken from them (11/21/18 6 6 ) .

At one point

Ruhm wrote, " One had the ins ane and criminal idea to
replace the b lack s laves with German workers .

Furthermore,

Southerners are s till not prepared to cons ider workers ,
even white ones , a s their equals .

They cannot abandon

the notion that the work degrades man even though this
flie s in the face of civilization as we know it" ( 1/29/
18 6 8) • 3 9

3 8 1 1 Der dumms tolze Stidlander sieht in jedem Fremden
ein Wesen, geringer in Itelligenz [ s ic] und Mannes wtirde
als er selb s t und behandelt dies elben von oben herab mit
verKchtlicher Uebers chatzung, was s ich nicht allein in
dem ges ellschaftlichen Verkehre, s ondern auch in der
Ges etzgebung deutlich aus spricht. "
3 9 " Man hat die wahns innige und verbrecherische
Idee gehab t , die Negers claven durch deutsche Arbeiter
ersetzen z u wollen und weit er, man ist im Sliden noch
heutigen Tages nicht im Stancle , den Arbeiter, auch den
weis s en nicht, als ebenb tirtiges Wesen z u betrachten, man
kann s ich eben nicht von der aller C ivili sation s pottenden
Ansicht losreis s en, <las s Arbeit den Mens chen entwlirdige. "
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I t cannot be denied that there was a certain
amount of truth to the Staatszeitung's claim that
Southern wh ite men considered immigrants good substitutes
for slave labor.

Many freedmen had s imply refused to

work any longer.

Those who d id work were often less

productive than they had been.

One North Carolinian,

for example, cried out in exasperation, "Send us forty
cargoes of H indoos, Hottentots, Malays, Ch inamen,
Indians, anything ; we cannot be worsted. 1 1 40
it may seem , this was no idle threat.

Strange as

Many plantation

owners se r iously considered importing cool ies to
replenish the i r depleted labor supply.

Planters in

Memphis actually approved a plan �o raise a million
dollars in order to import Chinese laborers.
Radicals cons idered thi s scheme preposterous.

Most
In the

end the project was abandoned because it was felt that

although blacks were unsatisfactory workers, they were
at least Chr istians .

The Ch inese, on the other hand,

were regarded as heathens.
There were scattered instances where i mm igrants
actually were imported as substitutes for slave labor.
The Staatszeitung in its July 31, 1867 edition harshly
criticized Lou isiana for bring ing in cool ies from Cuba.
40E. Merton Coulter, The South During Reconstruc 
tion 1865 - 1 87 7 (Baton Rouge : Louisiana State University
Press, 194�p. 103.
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This was, it said, nothing less than a new variant of
the "peculiar institution. "

Seen from a practical

standpoint, the Staatszeitung felt that this was even
more punishing than black slavery, and the newspaper
was pleased to announce in January 1869 that the plan to
use immigrants to do the work of the former slaves had
been "completely exploded" (1/13/1869) .
Another factor which discouraged immigrants from
coming to the South after the war was the unrest caused
by military occupation .

Tennessee had been spared this

humiliation, but it had problems of its own.

Unlike

Mississippians or Louisianans, Tennesseeans had been
deeply divided over the war and this made true
reconciliation much more difficult to achieve.

Had there

been compas sionate, understanding leadership within the
state, opposing factions would have undoubtedly settled
their differences sooner and in a more dignified manner,
Brownlow ' s

but Tennessee was saddled with Brownlow instead .

Radicals could only stay in power by bullying the ex 
Confederates with threats of force.

This gave outsiders

a very militant image of the state.

Immigrants did not

want to raise their families in a battle z one .

The

Radicals reali zed this so they tried to create the
impression that Tennessee was a calm, friendly state,
but the ex - Rebels and Conservatives were refusing to
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cooperate.

Brownlow made it perfectly clear that he,

for one , attributed the failure of immigrants to come

to Tennessee to "the intolerant and proscriptive

spirit of a large faction of those lately in rebellion. 1 1 4 1

Hood , another Radical leader, said in a speech , "If
rebels are permitted to remain in this country, the
immigrants from t he countries of Europe, as well as
those from the northern states will refuse to settle

with us. 1 1 4 2

Radicals argued that if the secessionists

were not punished, the economic security of Tennessee
would be endangered.

Ex - Rebels, they insisted, were

discouragi ng c apital and labor from even considering

entering the state. 4 3

This point was emphasi zed by a

large group of German - Americans .who held a rally on
January 9 , 18 6 6 in Nashville .

A statement was drawn up

in which the fear was expressed that Rebels were regaining
control of Tennessee politics.

They insisted that unless

something were done to reverse this trend, loyal immigrants
would simply settle elsewhere.
The Radical newspapers in Tennessee were faced

with a dilemma.

On the one hand, they felt it was

4 1 Knoxville Whig, November 7, 18 6 6 ,

4 2 Daily Press, April 12 , 18 65 ,

4 3 James Patton, Unionism and Reconstruction in
Tennessee: 1 8 6 0 - 18 6 9 (Chapel Hill: Uni versity of North
Carolina Press, 1934) , p. 9 6 .
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necessary to play up acts of violence committed by the

ex- C onfederates in order to keep the immig rants who
were already within the state loyal to the Republican

On the other hand, frequent reports of terrorist

party.

activities onl y se rved to frighten away potential
settlers from the state.

The Knoxville Daily Press and

Herald undersc ored this paradox in its March S, 1869
edition :

"Such false statements as that the ex-rebels

were inimical to the immig rants were widely diffused

for political effect.

Senseless and hurtful assertions

by the radical press of Tennessee regarding the mythical
existence, in many portions of the state , of armed rebel
assassins and w rong statements of a want o f security for
life and property in the state, all tended to drive away
the intending immig rants . "
The Staatszeitung never wavered in its belief that
immig ration was essential to the rebuilding of Tennessee .
In 1866 the newspaper initiated a drive to convince the
legislature that more needed to be done t o encourage
immig ration.

It published a petition in its daily

issues , then urged its readers to clip out the petitions,
sign them, and mail them in to the editor who would, in

turn, forward the petitions along with an English trans
lation to the state legislature (4/ 2 8/186 6 ) .
The Staatszeitung did not appr ove of the immigra 
tion societies it had previously come in contact with.
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I t felt that their agents often actually inhibited
immigration since they promised more than they intended
to accomplish or were even capable of accomplishing.
The Staatszeitung furthermore felt that they were only
concerned with the commissions they received for each
foreigner they persuaded to deal with their company .
Sound laws and a liberally interpreted democratic con 
stitution were the only agents Tennessee needed.

Once .

they had been secured the long awaited increase in
immigration would soon follow ( 1 1/21/ 18 66).
The German Association Versus the Board of Immigration
Apparently the Staatszeitung later realized that
more incentive was needed, for on August 27, 1867 it
announced the formation of a German association in Nash
ville.

The official name of the organization was the

" Deutscher V erein zur Beferderung and zum Schutz von

Einwanderung in den Staat Tennessee . "

One of the aims

of the new club was to organize the Germans within the
state of Tennessee so that they might present a united
front .

The Staatszeitung had long felt that the German

community had been needlessly divided over political
issues.

German Radicals and German Conservatives had

been so hostile towards one another that they had been
unwilling to even temporarily lay aside their personal
differences to work towards a common goal.
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Ruhm was terribly dis appointed that the German
community in Tennes s ee had been s o dis organized and
apathetic.

He was convinced that there were already

enough Germans pre s ent to play an influential role in
s tate affairs.

Ins tead of making thei r own voi ce heard

though, they had eithe r avoided politics altogether or
s imply followed the leader ship of the two exis t i ng
political parties .

Although the Staatszeitung actively

s upported the Republican party, Ruhm s till felt it was
neces sary for the Germans to band together to lobby for
legis lation that directly affected them as an ethnic
minority.
Ruhm believed that the proper vehicle had finally
arrived with the establis hment of the new German As s ocia
tion .

As far as he was concerned, there could hardly be

two les s controvers ial is s ues within the Ge rman community
than the Sunday drinking law and increas ed immigration.
At las t the German Radicals and the German Conservatives
would no longer be working at cros s -purposes .
The new Ge rman As s ociation had high expectations .
Among other things , it advocated legi slation es tabli s hing
an immigration bureau as a regular b ranch of the s tate
government .

Tennes see had never had a s tate agency of

this s ort before.

The officers of the German As s ociation

planned to manage it thems elves.

I n order that there

might not be any ques tions of impropriety rai s ed , a
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commission supervised by the governor would have to
confirm their appointments first .

The governor would

also be the figurehead of the new bureau, but the
president of the German association would manage its
day-to- day affairs .

If the state legislature failed

to approve of this plan, then a similar one would have
to be offered in its stead (8/ 29/1 867) .
Adolf Nelson was the president of the German
Association .

He later became presi dent of Nashville's

board of aldermen .

The other officers of the Associa 

tion were Charles C . Giers, vice - president; Henry Metz,
treasurer ; and John Ruhm, secretary .
The society held its regular monthly meeting on
October 15, 1867 .

The Reverend Hermann Bokum was present .

Bokum was later to play a major role in Brownlow's
immigration campaign .

John Ruhm, acting in his capacity

as secretary, announced that he had already distributed
the club's prospectus throughout the state and that he
had established contact with various newspapers throughout

the North and in Europe .

Attendance was down from

September .
One of the key objectives of the new club was to
be incorporated .

This goal was soon realized .

On

November 25, 1867 the state legislature incorporated it
as the " German Association of the City of Nashville . "
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The Staatsz eitung happi iy announc ed on De c enbe r 5 ,
186 i that the legislature had just passed a bill setting
up a state board of immigration.

The board was to be

composed of thre e active membe rs plus the gove rnor and
the se c r etary of state , who we re to se rve as ex-officio
membe rs.

The board was instructed to mount a public

relations campaign to c reate outside interest in the
state of Tennesse e.

Agents were to be statione d

throughout the North , books and brochur es published ,
adve rtisements run in the newspape rs , posters cir culated ,
and so on.

In short , the agency was authorized to "do

all and eve rything which may and will advanc e and
encou r age immigration. 1 1 44

The legislature delegated the

responsibility of appointing commissione rs to the board
to the gove rnor.

An initial appropriation of $ 1 , 0 0 0 was

also made.
The Staatsze itung indicated that it was somewhat
disappointed that the board had not be en more gene rously
funded , but on the whole it was quite pleased with the
project.

The Staatsze itung suggested that a Ge rman ,

Gene ral Fr anz Sigel , be appointed as the New York age nt
for the board.

Ruhm even contacted him and published his

lette r of reply on De cembe r 10 .

Sigel indicated his

willingne s s to at least se rve as an agent for the G e rman
4 4 _H esse � t 1ne
· , p. 21.
1
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As s ociation.

He als o expres s ed his tentative approval

of a propos ed arrangement with a railroad company to
transport immigrants to Tennes s ee.
On December 1 2 the Staatszeitung regretfully
announced Governor Brownlow ' s appointments to the s tate
board of immigration.

They were R. B . Cheatham, General

John Eaton , Jr. , and Dr. J . M. Kercheval .

Hermann Bokum

was als o chos en to coordinate activities with the
various German organizations throughout the s tate.

In

addition he was commis sioned to write a handbook on
Tennes s ee .
B okum had served with the Immigration B ureau of
the Department of State in Was hington during the war.

Afterwards he became an agent of the Freedman's Bureau
in Eas t Tennes see.

Bokum came to dominate the Board of

Immigration and served as its director.
The Staats zeitung was highly critical of the
governor ' s failure to consult the leaders of Tennes s ee' s
German community before making his appointments .

It

als o expres sed regret that neither C. C . Giers , who had
already devoted both time and money to promoting
immigration , nor Adolf Nelson , pres ident of the German
As sociation, had been appointed to the board.

The

Staats zeitung emphasi zed the point that both men had
already had cons ider able practical experience in the field.

The Staatszeitung became quite bitter about the
whole affair.
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It charged that blatant discrimination

had been involved in the selection of the members to
the board and that the new board had seriously undermined
the effectiveness of the German Association.

The

Staatszeitung had little doubt but that this prejudice
against Ruhm ' s German club was based in part on the
absurd premise that it would somehow be inappropriate for
an organization to be at the forefront of the state
immigration movement when its own members spoke German
instead of English.

The newspaper felt that this

chauvinistic attitude had not only been responsible for
the decision to ignore Tennessee ' s German element in the
formation of the board, but was also to blame for "almost

completely paralyzing" the German Association ( 12/12/1867). 45
The Staatszeitung hastened to add that it found no

fault with the men who had been appointed to the board.
It considered them "charming" people, men of honor.

Nor

did it doubt that they would work hard at the assignment
they had been given .

Nevertheless, the Staatszeitung felt

45
dasselbe selbstsUchtige Interesse, welches
<lurch Schmeicheln des Nativismus, <lurch Vorhalten der I dee,
dass ' es doch n icht recht wttre, wenn der deutsche Ein 
wanderungsv e rein, in welchem Deutsch und nicht Englisch
gesprochen wird , an der Spitze de r Einwanderungsbewegung
st�nde, ' <las Wirken dieses deutschen Vereins fast ganz
paralysirt hat, dieses selbe I nte resse, sagen wir, hat
es zu Wege gebracht , dass nicht nur der Einwanderungs 
verein, sondern sogar das deutsch e Element total ignorirt
wurde bei der Bildung des Bureau's. "
11 •

•

•

...

7' "

that the governor had had an obligation to appoint at
least one German to the board.

Had he consulted the

German sector, he would have found that there were
plenty of experienced men there who would have been
perfectly willing to offer their services.

The men

Brownlow had appointed, on the other hand, would have to
learn by trial and error ( 12/12/ 1867) ,
The Staatszeitun[ insisted that the German Asso
ciation would not be deterred in its own efforts to
increase immigration.

The state board needed the

cooperation of the Germans who were already in Tennessee.
If it could not gain their support it would not be in a
position to attract new settlers to the state.

Were the

local Germans to dissuade them, German immigrants would
not come to Tennessee in spite of all the efforts of the

state board to encourage them to do so ( 12/12/1867). 4 6
This seems like cutting off one's nose to spite one's
face.

Nevertheless, the Staatszeitung meant this veiled

threat to be taken seriously.
The Staatszeitung did indicate that it at least
tentatively approved of the board's new commissioner,
Hermann Bokum.

Ruhm described him as an energetic worker

4 6 1 1 Das Staats -bureau bedarf der Cooperation der
Deutschen. Hat es die nicht, so wird es nicht im Stancle
sein, Einwanderer hierher zu ziehen . Ziehen die Deutschen
ihre BemUhungen zurUck Einwanderer hierher zu ziehen, so
werden dieselben fortbleiben, was auch immer £Ur
Anstrengungen gemacht werden . "
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who would doubtlessly prove himself t o be the right man
for the job ( 12/12/1867) . 47
The German Association decided that i t would be
necessary to hold a special session to discuss this new
turn of events.

The Staatszeitung reported on December

16 that the club members had agreed to ignore the state
board of immigration until it first acknowledged the
Association's existence.

The members also reaffirmed

their commitment to the work at hand.

The Staatszeitung

underscored the importance of this by re-emphasizing

the limited experience of the commissioners o f the state
board.

I t also indicated that they might not have

enough time available to adequately fulfill their obliga
tions.

General Eaton, for example, was the Superintendent

of Public I nstruction for the state of Tennessee.
was a full- time job in itself.

This

A second member of the

board, Dr. Kercheval, had even less time at his disposal.
He was working for the federal government as a doctor;
the state employed him as a physician for the peniten 
tiary s ystem; and he was also a member cf the town co uncil.
Kercheval had a large private practice as well.

The

third member o f the board, R . B. Cheatham, was a local
47 1 1 zum Schluss ein Wort Uber Herrn Bokum, den vom
Bureau erw�hlten, Commiss ioner oder Agent. Derselbe ist
ein energischer, th �tiger Mann und wir haban keinen
Z weifel, dass er sich als der rechte Mann im rechten
Platze erweise n wird . "
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railroad tycoon who had never shown any interest in
immigration until after his appointment (12/1 6/1867) .
The Staatszeitung soon dropped all pretense of
approval of the board.
members personally.

It even began attacking the

In response to an article which

appeared in the Louisville Anzeiger claiming that all
of the appointees were Radicals, Ruhm countered that
nothing could be further from the truth .

One of the

men, he said , was even a staunch Conservative, and all
of them were unadulterated Know - Nothings .

The Staats 

zeitung reported that all of them did their utmost in
their capacity as representatives of the state government
to keep German immigrants away from Tennessee. 48

The

whole affair had been nothing less than an affront to the
German community .

There was nothing le ft then for those

to do who were truly interested in encouraging immigra 
tion but to fend for themselves ( 1 2/2 6/1867) .
Bokum had apparently anticipated a fallin g out,
for he tried to appease the German Association.

He

wrote Ruhm a letter saying he was glad to hear that the
club intended to continue its work.

He also indicated

48 11 Aber das wollen wir dem Louisviller Anzeiger
sagen, <lass sie sUmmtlich ichte, unverf�lschte Knownothings
sind und dass sie Alles thun, um in ihrer Eigenschaft als
Einwanderungs- BUreau c! eutsche Einwanderung von hier fern
zu halten . " The Staats ze itung furthermore spoke of " die
offenbare Beleidigung des Deutschthums in der Angelegen 
heit mit dem Einwanderungs Bureau ' s. "
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that he planned to attend some of its meetings in the
near future.

Ruhm published the letter in the Staats

zeitung on December 17 but was obviously unimpressed
by it .
Ruhm launched a personal attack on Bokum early
the next month.

It was based, of all things, on the very

issue Ruhm had previously hoped all Germans could agree
upon.

Bokum, it seems, was an active participant in the

temperance movement ( 1/7/1868) .
Less than three months after Brownlow had appointed

him, Bokum published his Tennessee Handbook and Immigrants
Guide.

This was a major effort on his part.

The legisla 

ture was favorably impressed with it and even set aside
two thousand dollars , twice the budget of the state
immigration board excluding salaries, for publishing
and distribution expenses.

The book reflected the

prejudices Bokum shared with Brownlow.

After a preliminary

description of Tennessee in general, Bokum discussed the
three great divisions of the state.

As expected, the

lion ' s share was devoted to East Tennessee.

Bokum con 

sidered fo rty - two pages more than adequate for the fifty 
four counties of Middle and West Tennessee.

West Tennessee

rated only fourteen pages, most of which dealt with
Memphis .

The thirty counties of East Tennessee, however,

merited forty - nine pages.

Bokum was primarily concerned
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with Eas t Tennessee ' s mineral resources a·nd its manu
facturing potential.

Agriculture, he felt, had been

overemphas ized to the detriment of indus trial develop 
ment .
B okum realized that large sums of money would
not be invested in the state unless he could offset
the widespread belief that Tennessee was, at best, an
armed camp.

Radical re p orts of acts of violence had

been highl y publici zed in the North and were now taking
their toll.

Immigrants had also been warned to expect

a hos tile reception in case they moved to Tennessee .
Bokum tried to make light of this by ins i sting that
" the great mass of the citizens of Tenne s s ee are favor 
able to im� i g ration, and are l ikely to treat the
immigrant with courtesy and kindness.

In this res pect

differences of political opinion have but little weight. .
. •

I have found that gentlemen who hold political

opinions d ia g or.ally opposite the one from the oth e r are
s till ready to join with each other in building up the
State by introducing into it capital and an indus trious

immigrant population. 1 1 49

The fact of the matter is that the immigrants who
were already in Tennessee were not even willing to set

aside thei r political differences to work towards
4 9 Hesseltine, p . 23 .
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increasing immigration.

Ruhm , for exampl e, implied that

Bokum was gui lty of plagiarism before he had even read
Bokum ' s book .

Ruhm said he was wil l ing to bet anything

that everything in the b ook was b ased on hearsay, transla

tions, and borrowings from other sources ( 1/7/1868) . s o

He also accused Bokum of bl ocking General Sigel 's appoint 
ment as the New York agent for the board ( 2 /14 /1868).
Ruhm furthermore insisted that Bokum could not even
presume to represent the Germans in Tennessee.

Ruhm

conceded that he occasional ly publ ished official docu 
ments in the name of the board in Engl ish newspapers.
It apparently never occurred to him though to have them
published in either the Tennessee Staatszeitung, the onl y
dai l y German newspaper in the state, or the two weekl y
German newspapers in Memphis.

Ruhm asked his readers

whether or not this was proof enough that the board of
immigration intended to ignore the German element within
the state .

Was not Ruhm justified in charging that the

board did al l it could to discourage German immigration
instead of encouraging it (1/7/ 1 868)? 5 1
S 0 1 1 Wir haben des Herren [ sic ] Buch Uber Tennessee
noch nicht gesehen , doch wir m�chten unsern Kopf zum
Pfand geben, dass nichts dar in originel l, <lass Al l es auf
H�rensagen, auf Uebersetzungen und au£ ' E ntlehnungen von
fremden Geb ieten' beruht . "

S l Wir sprechen es kUhn aus, dass der Mann sich
nicht anmas sen kann, das De utschtum zu vertreten. - -Ab
und zu ver�ffentl i cht derselbe in den angl o-amerikanischen
11
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Bokum decided that something had t o be done, but
he had no intention of giving the Staatszeitung any of
the board ' s busine s s.

He chose instead to have all of

his official announcements published in Die Neue Z eit, a
Radical German newspaper in Memphis.

There was a

practical co nsideration involved in this choice, as
well as the obvious political one ; Shelby County had a
German population in 1870 of 2,144, over twice the size
o f Nashville ' s German community.

Governor Brownlow

followed Bokum ' s recommendation and nominated Die Neue
Z eit as the official organ of the state board of immigra
tion.

The state senate approved the nomination.

As a

consolation Brownlow also nominated the Staatszeitung as
the official government newspaper for the fifth co ngres
sional district.

The senate approved this, to o .

Thus

the Staatszeitung became the official organ of the
following counties :

Davidson, Robertso n, Sumner,

Williamson, Wilson, and Cheatham (3/4/1868 ) .
For a short while Ruhm ' s German As s ociation com 
peted with the state board o f immigration o n fairly even
Bl�ttern offizielle Dokumente, Namens des BUreau's. --Nie
f�llt es ihm ein, diese Dokumente an die 'Tennessee
Staatszeitung ' die einzige t �gliche deutsche Z eitung im
Staate, oder an die beiden Wochenbl�t ter in Memphis zu
schicken . I s t das nicht Beweis genug, dass das BUreau
beabsichtigt, das deu tsche Element zu ignoriren ? I st
das nicht Grund genug £Ur uns, zu sagen , dass das BUreau
alles thut, urn deutsche Einwanderung fern zu halten,
anstatt sie zu ermuthigen ? Dach die Mitglieder des
BUreau ' s trifft kein Vorwurf, die meinen es gut genug. "
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terms .

Alfred E rbe , the superintendent of the Castle

Garden, New York Labor Exchange, for example, informed
Ruhm that he would reject all Tennessee applications
for German workers unless they had first been approved
by the Nashville German Association (2/1 3/186 8 ) .

In

other words, there were scattered instances when other
state agencies actually preferred doing business with
Ruhm ' s club than with Tennessee's own state immigration
board .
On March 27, 1868 the Staatszeitung reg retfully
announced that the Nashville German Association had
folded due to a lack of community support.
seems, was no longer financially solvent.

The club, it
The charter

was to be kept j ust in case others decided to reactivate
the organization at some future date .

On December 7 the

Staatszeitung explained in greater detail what had gone
wrong.

It turns out that there were only thirty - five

people who even nominally belonged to the club in the
first place .

Of these only a dozen or so actually

attended the meetings.

The Staatszeitung attributed the

disappointing response to political hatred and indif 
ference .
The Staatszeitung was very bitter about the failure
of the club.

It never forgave the state immigration

board for failing to cooperate with the German Association
and always portrayed the board as being ineffectual.
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I n the November · 1 1, 1868 edition, for example , the

Staats zeitung referred to it as being "still born. 1 1 5 2
A l though the board was primarily charged with the
res pons ibility of overseeing immig ration, the adminis
tration proposed other supplementary meas ures a s well .
B rownlow indicated that he favored the incorporation of
a s tate immig ration s ociety and the appropriation of a
year l y fund designed to stimulate furthe r interest in
the s tate.

In res ponse to this the s enate organized a

s tanding commi ttee of five to investigate the matter.
I n January 1 869 a meetin g was held in Nas hville to dis cus s
the feas ibility of estab lis hing Brownlow ' s propos ed
s ociety.

Secretary of State Fletcher, hims elf a memb er

of the s tate board of immig ration , pres ided over the
meeting.

He als o reviewed the activities of the board.

A repres entative of the defunct German As s ociation
described its aims .

The conference proved to be a failure

because the legis lature was not willing to appropriate
the neces s ary funds .

The state board continued to serve

the government as its principal immigration agency.
Bokum , of cours e, did enjoy some small s ucces s .

The

pres idents of s outhern rai l roads , for example , ag reed to
reduce their fares for immigrants to one cent a mile.
Meanwhile, the Staats zeitung was growin g increas ingly
5 211 •

•

•

eine todtgeborene Schl1pfung. "

cynical .
Tennessee.

It emphasized the role nativism played in
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The Press and Times in its April 1, 1868

edition had gloated over the failure of a German colony
near Columbia .

It insisted that the Germans there were

no better than the blacks, who could at le ast speak
English.

The Staatszeitung took incidents of this sort

and blew them out of proportion.

In its January 2 5 ,

1869 edition the Staatszeitung warned that native
Tennesseans had become so hostile to immigrants that
for the time being it would be advisable for them to
arrive in large enough numbers so that they could

establish isolated , self -sustaining colonies . 5 3

In its waning days the Staatszeitung conceded that
Germans did settle in Tennessee from time to time, but to
its knowledge not a single one of them had been persuaded
to do so by either Bokum or his board.

Ruhm reiterated

his charge that the Brownlow administration had appointed
impractical, inexperienced Tennesseans instead of
deserving Germ ans simply because of their nationality.
Unless something were done to rectify the situation, he,
Ruhm , would do everything in his power as a journalist
to keep those persons away from Tennessee whose condition
5 31 1 Daher ist es gut , wenn Einwanderer in genU 
gender Anzahl hierher kornrnen, urn neue Ansiedlungen zu
grUnden und vorl�ufig in abgeschlossenen Colonien £Ur
sich leben. "
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in the state cou l d not improve but only worsen. 5 4

Ruhm

also made reference to a bill then pending before the
legislature which , if enacte d, would fund the state
board of immigration with twenty thousand dollars.

He

said he would b e indifferent to its fate s o long as
nothing had be en done to counteract the discriminati on
against G ermans (2/ 11/ 1869).
In summary, large numbers of immigrants could not
be induce d to come to Tennesse e for a var i e ty of reasons.
Destruction as an aftermath of the war, a hostile
atmosphe re within the state, and a growing estrangement
within the immigration movement itself were all con
tributing factors.

Northern factories, cheap, fertile

soil in the Mid dle West, and establishe d patterns of
immigration made the outcome almost inevitable .

Tennes

se e did, howe ver, have some small -scale success in
attracting German immigrants to the state .

According to

5 4 1 1 Hie und da Hisst sich wohl ein Deutscher in
dem Staat nie der, aber noch ist uns k ein B e ispie l
bekannt, dass irgend einer der neuen Z ukemml i nge ,
wenigstens sovie l es die Deutschen betri fft, du rch das
BUreau od er <lessen Exponenten, Herrn Bokum, zu diesem
Schritt bewogen warden ist. .
Erst wenn unsere
Beh�rden die VoYurth e ile des Nativismus sowe it abstreifen,
dass sie verd i enstvolle Deutsche da anstellen, wo sie
durch ihre Kenntnisse und Talente Gutes wirk en k e nnen,
und denselbe n n i cht unpraktische und unerfahrene Amerikaner
vorziehen ; erst dann werden w ir w i e der den officiellen
Einwanderungs - Agitationen Aufmerksarnk eit schenk e n. Bis
dahin werden wir i n unserer Eigenschaft als Jou rnalist
Alles thun, um s olche L eute vom Staate Tennesse e ferne
zu halten, deren Lage sich hier nicht verbessern,
sonde rn nur verschlimmern kann" ( 2 / 11/ 18 6 9) .
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census figures, during the decade from 1860 to 1870
Tennessee experienced a decrease in its overall immi 
grant population of 1,910.

The number of Germans within

the state during this period actually increased by 670 .

CHAPTER IV
EUROPEAN POL ITICS
Bismarck's Austro - Prussian War
During the period that the Staatszeitung was
published , Otto Eduard Leopold von Bismarck-Sch�nhausen
dominated European politics.

Bismarck was a comp lex ,

controversial figure who managed to simul taneousl y
attract and repulse mil lions o f Germans both at home and
abroad.

John Ruhm was one of many expatriates who shared

an ambivalent attitude toward him .

Ruhm most admired

his conduct in foreign affairs ; namely , the reunification
of Germany , whereas he considered Bismarck's domestic
pol icies abominable.

In this respect Ruhm reflected the

typical viewpoint of the German l iberal .
To his contemporaries Bismarck came to personify
an aggressive , vital Prussia.

Non-Germans tend to

associate pro- Prussianism with mil itarism and conservatism ,
and anti-Prussianism with radical ism and progressivism ,
but during the 18 S O's and 1860's Prussian leadership
received its most enthusiastic support from German l iber 
al s.

Profes sor Pinson tel l s us, "the overwhelming number

of people in Germany who favored constitutional ism,
parl iamentary institutions , freedom of conscience ,
84
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intellectual fre edom, separation of church and state,
progress, science, broad educational opportunities, and
who were opposed to clericalism, absolutism, obscuran 
ti s m, authoritarianism, and feudalism, �ere all ranged
on the side of Prussia . 1 1 5 5
B ismarck aroused mixed emotions within the liberal
community because he was at heart a royalist and a reac 
tionary.

Bismarck was himself an aristocrat, a

Pomeranian Junker, who first gained national prominence
as a leading conservative in the Prussian Landtag (diet)
by virulently denouncing liberal, s ocialist, and demo
cratic tendencies.

In 18 5 1 he was appointed as Prussian

delegate to the Diet of the German Confederation at
Frankfurt.

Falling into disfavor with King Friedrick

Wilhelm IV, he was re lieved of his post and sent to St.
Petersburg as Prussia's ambassador to Russia.

In 186 2

he was transferred to Paris to se rve as ambassador to
France.

During Bismarck's ab sence a constitutional crisis

was brewing in Prussia.

The new King, Wilhelm I, had

reached an impasse with the Progressives in the Landtag
over the issue o f army reform.

Although both parties

conceded that re form was necessary, they disagreed over
5 5 Koppel S. Pinson, Modern Germany : I ts History
and Civilization (New York : Macm illan Company, 1966) ,
p. 118.
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the rol e o f the Landwehr, or mil i tia .
did not trust the Landwehr.

The King simply

He considered the loyal

re gular army to be his only safeguard against revolu 
tion.

The Progressives, however, favored the Landwehr.

They, there fore, refused to pass either the government 
proposed army reform bill or the increased gene ral
budget.

The Progressives were also gaining seats in

the lower house with every new election.

The situation

worsened to the point that Wilhelm seriously considered
abdicating.

His war minister, the archconservativ e

Junke r Albrecht von Roon, however advised him to recall
Bismarck from Paris to resolve the conflict.

The King

agre ed, and on September 2 3, 1862 he appointed Bismarck
presid ent of the council of minist ers and foreign
minister.
Bismarck soon set the tone of his new administra 
tion in a spe ech delivered to the house budget committ e e
on Sept ember 30:
The position of Prussia in Germany will be
det ermined not by its liberalism but by its
power. Bavaria, Wlirttemberg and Baden may
indulge themselves in liberalism, but no one
will assign to them the role of Prussia;
Prussia must concentrate its strength and hold
it for the favorable moment, a moment which has
already be en missed seve ral times ; Prussia's
borders as stipulated in the treaties of Vienna
are not faborable to a healthy state li fe ; not
through spe eches and major ity decisions are the
great quest ions of the day decided- - that was the
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great mistake of 1848 and 184 9 - -but throu gh
iron and blood. 5 6
Bismarck had no intention of effecting a compromise
with the Progressives.

He withdrew the government

proposal and indicated he would regulate Prussia ' s busi 
ness affairs without the aid of a constitutional budget .
The Progressive majority then adopted a resolution pro
posed by the noted scientist-statesman Rudolf Virchow,
censuring the government for breach of the constitution.
Bismarck ignored this and instituted a heavy-handed
campaign of harassment against all his political
opponents.

He intimidated government officials, judges,

university professors, and the press into criticizing
the Progressives .

Still unsatisfied, he issued an

ordinance on June 1, 1863 drastically restricting freedom
of the press .

Five days later his minister of the

S 61 1 Nicht auf PreuBens Liberalismus sieht
Deutschland, sondern auf seine Macht ; Bayern, Wtirtt
emberg, Baden m�gen dem Liberalismus indulgieren,
darum wird ihnen doch keiner PreuBens Rolle anweisen ;
ProuBen muB seine Kraft zusammenfassen und z usammen
halten auf den gUnstigen Au genblick, der schon einige
Male verpaBt ist ; PreuBens Grenzen nach Wiene r
Vertr�gen sind zu einem gesunden Staatsleben nicht
gUnstig ; nicht <lurch Reden und Majorit�tsbeschlUsse
werden die groBen F ragen der Zeit entschieden - -das
ist der groBe Pehler von 1848 and 1849 gewesen - 
sondern <lurch Eisen und Blut . " Quoted from Claude
Hill, Zwei hundert Jahre Deutscher Kultur (New York:
Harper and Row, Publishers, 1966) , p. 175 .
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inter i or prohibited all municipal councils from convening
to draw up political statements or even discussing p oliti
cal issues .

The government also steadfastly refused to

confirm the appointments of Progressive mayors and other
officials.

Public opinion overwhelmingly opposed Bismarck

and his tactics, but Bismarck never faltered .
solved the Landtag and called new elections .

He dis
The opposi -

tion won an even larger majority this time, but Bismarck
simply ignored it.

He reorganized the army and ran the

country as if nothing had happened.

Liberal opposition

waned in the face of what was to be a series of

calculated , nationalistic wars.

The Danish War of 18 6 4 came as the result of a
long - standing dispute over the three provinces of
Schleswig, Holste in, and Lauenburg.

Both Holstein and

Lauenburg were, ethnically speaking, entirely German.
The population of Schleswig was a mixture of Germans and
Danes.

All three provinces were subject to the Danish

crown, but were also members of the German Confederation.

The jurisdictional dispute was temporarily resolved by

the London Protocol of May 8, 1852.

At that time the

great European powers worked out what appeared to be a

mutually acceptable compromise.

The line of succession

was to be fixed to the Danish throne of the childless
King of Denmark, the two duchies were to be considered
inseparable and lo osely affiliated with Denmark.

England, France , · Sweden, Russia, Denmark, Austria and
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Prussia all signed the protocol.
On March 30, 1863 Frederick VII of Denmark issued
a proclamation which imposed a new charter on Holstein
and , in effect, foreshadowed the annexation of Schleswig.
The whole issue was then debated in the diet of the
German Confederation where it was recommended that the
duchies be recognized as an independent nation , ruled by
the Duke of Augustenburg, and admitted into the Confed 
eration.

German libera ls by and large argued that the

European powers had imposed the London Protocol on Austria
and Prussia and that it ought to be considered no longer
valid.

Bismarck, however, insisted Prussia would not

renounce its international commitments.
I n keeping with the London Protocol , Prince
Christian of Gllicksburg succeeded to the Danish throne as
Christian IX on November 16, 1863.

Bowing to public

pressure he signed the new constitution of Denmark 
Schleswig on November 18, 186 3.
throughout Germany.

This caused an uproar

So much so that on December 2,

Prussia's lower house passed a resolution by a vote of
2 31 to 6 3 calling for the immediate repudiation of the
London Protocol .

Bismarck, in a surprise move, chose to cooperate
with Austria to restore Schleswig to its former status
in accordance with the London Protocol.

On January 16,
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186 4 Prus s ia and Aus tria is s ued an ultimatum calling upon
Denmark to abrogate the November 18 cons titution within
forty - eight hours or face military intervention.

Den

mark , which counted on the backing of France and England,
ignored the ultimatum.

On February 1 Prus s ian and

Austrian troops cro s s ed over into Schleswig and over
powered the Danish forces.

An armis tice failed and war

wa s waged until July 12 when Denmark initiated peace
negotiations.

A peace treaty was worked out and s igned

in Vienna on October 3 0, 1864.

The claims of the Duke

of Augus tenburg were rejected out of hand, and the duchies
were ceded to Aus tria and Prus s ia.

The two German powers

then came to terms with one another in the Gastein Treaty
of Augus t 14, 1865.

It was decided that they would

j ointly rule over the duchies.

Hols tein, however, was

to be adminis tered by Aus tria and Schleswig by Prus s ia.
Prus s ia was granted acces s to Schleswig by two military
roads and a telegraph line through Hols tein.

Prus s ia

als o purchased outright the little Duchy of Lauenburg
for two and one - half million taler.

Kiel became a j oint

port adminis tered by Prus s ia.
Bis marck cons idered the Gas tein Treaty nothing more
than a s topgap s olut ion.

I n his mind the Danis h War was

in reality a pre lude to a war with Aus tria.

Bis marck was

obs e s s ed with the idea that such a confrontation was not
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only inevitable, but also desirable .

He revealed this

in an interview with the French journalist Vilbort on
June 10, 1866 :
Sixteen years ago I lived as a country squire when
the king appointed me the delegate to the Frankfurt
Federal Diet. I had grown up in the admiration,
I dare say, in the cult of Austrian politics. I
did not need much time to get rid of my erroneous
ideas of youth about Austria, and I became its
sworn enemy. The degradation of my country, the
sacrifice of Germany to foreign interests, its
insidious and treacherous politics , none of this
was suited to please me. I did not know that I
would play a role in the future, but at that time
I came to the decision which I am about to carry
out- - to free Germany from the yoke of Austria, or
at least that part of it which is bound by spirit,
religion , customs, and interests to the fate of
Prussia, I mean northern Germany. . . . 5 7
Bismarck was not the only one who was looking
forward to an Austro-Prussian war.

The Austrians them 

selves had come to the conclusion that if they were to
maintain their position of leadership within the German
community they would have to take drastic measures to
57 1 1 Vor sechzehn Jahren lebte ich als Landedelmann,
als der Wille des Kenigs mich als Bundestagsgesandten
nach Frankfurt berief. Ich war auferzogen in der
Bewunderung , ich mechte sagen, im Kultus der esterreich
ischen Politik . Ich brauchte nicht viel Z e it, um meine
JugendirrtUmer Uber �sterreich los zu werden, und ich
wurde sein erkl�rter Gegner. Die Erniedrigung meines
Landes, die Aufopferung Deutschlands £Ur fremde I nteressen,
eine hinterh�ltige und treulose Polit ik, das alles war
nicht geeignet, mir zu gefallen . I ch wuBte nicht, daB
ich in Z ukunft eine Rolle spielen sollte ; aber damals
faBte ich den EntschluB, den ich jetzt auszufUhren im
Begriffe bin, Deutschland van dem Joche �sterreichs z u
befreien, wenig s tens den Teil desselben, der nach Geist,
Religion, S itten und I nteressen an die Geschicke
PreuBens gebunden ist, ich meine Norddeutschland . . . , "
Hill, pp . 175, 17 6.
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curtail Prussia's growing influence.

Both sides then

were looking for a pretext for war.
The newly -acquired duchies seemed to offer the
most possibilities.

Austria ' s emperor, Franz Joseph I,

realized that unless Schleswig -Holstein were granted
autonomy

and admitted to the German Confederation,

Prussia wo uld eventual ly annex them.

He , therefore ,

intimated that the claims of the Duke of Augustenburg to
Schleswig- Holstein had not been given the attention they
deserved.

Bismarck interpreted this as a breach of the

Gastein convention.

To humiliate Austria, he proposed

that it be ousted from the German Confederation.

Austria

countered by suggesting that the diet arbitrate the
Schleswig - Ho lstein dispute.

Bismarck was quick to point

out that this was a flagrant violation of the Gastein
convention.

Tensions mounted.

Prussian troops were

harassed whenever they passed through Austrian-held
Holstein.

By mid-April 1 866 both powers had begun

mobilizing their troops.
Bismarck took the initiative when, on June 6, the
Austrian governor of Holstein convened a session of the
Holstein diet to sound out its views on the future of the

duchy.

Bismarck insisted this was tantamount to a

nul lification of the Gastein convention.

Since the

previous agreement, the Treaty of Vienna, stipu lated that
the two duchies would be jointly admin istered by Austria
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and Prussia, Bismarck sent Prussian troops to reoccupy
Holstein.

Austrian forces were heavily outnumbered and

had no recourse but to retreat to neighboring Hanover.

The Vienna government then petitioned the Frankfurt diet
for a redress of grievances.

Prussia was soundly con

demned by most of the smaller states for having resorted
to such a heavy -handed show of military force.

Only

Mecklenburg, Weimar, and a few other smaller states in
northern Germ any defended Prussia's actions.

Hanover,

Saxony , Bavaria and most of the other states followed
Austria's lead, voting in favor of a war with Prussia
to liberate the duchies.

The Prussian delegate countered

by announcing that Berlin considered the federal diet
dissolved.

On June 14 war was declared.

Bismarck had earlier negotiated a secret aliiance
with Italy.

On June 20 the Italians attacked Austria ' s

southern flank.

Only four days later they were routed

by the Austrians at Custozza.

The followin g month the

Italian fleet was also defeated.

Although Austria was

encouraged by its success, it was forced to deploy badly
needed troops in the south.
took the offensive.

Meanwhile, the Prussians

By June 29, two weeks after war was

declared, Hanover surrendered .
headed southward.

The Prussian armies then

Count van Moltke, Prussia's Chief of

Staff, initiated a blitzkrieg that overwhelmed the
Austrians.

The Austrian High Command ur ged the emperor
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to negotiate an armistice but it was already too l ate.
On Jul y 3 the Prussians won a crushing victory at
K�niggr�tz that virtual ly enabled them to overrun
Aus tria , if they so chose.
Prus sia ' s ol d king, Wilhelm I, had at first been
reluctant to enter what he considered to be a German civil
war .

He had been on hand at the battle of Keniggr�tz,

though , and had even exposed himself to cannon fire.
Flushed with victory, he fu l ly intended to punish Austria
for its a l leged treaty violations.

He also wanted to

demand territorial concessions from every German state
that fought Prussia during the war.

Bismarck, however,

threatened to resign unless Wilhelm moderated his views,
and the king grudgingl y al lowed Bismarck to dictate the
terms of peace.

A thoroughly demoral ized Austria wou l d

have been of no u s e to Bismarck.

He sought Prussian

hegemony and that cou l d be most easily achieved by
assuming a conciliatory posture.

A preliminary peace of

Nikolsburg was signed on July 26, roughly seven weeks
after war was decl ared.

It was the basis for the Treaty

of Prague which was signed a month l ater.
Austria had to pay a smal l indemnity, but it was
not forced to make any territorial concessions.

The

German Confederat ion was permanentl y disbanded and Austria
was , in effect, prohibited from participating in German
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affair s .

Prus s ia did annex Hanover, Nas sau, Elect oral

Hes s e, and Frankfurt, but it res pected the s overeignty
of Wilrttemberg, Bavaria, and the other s outhern s tates .
They were permit ted t o organize their own confederation
or form an alliance with Prus s ia .
The war alt ered Europe cons iderably.

It put an

end to t he dream of a "Gros s deut schland" and, in s o
doing, paved the way for the dual monarchy of Aus tria
Hungary .

Within Prus s ia it self the ruling clas ses

gained a new res pectability.

Elections for the Prus s ian

lower hous e were held on the day of the bat tle of
K�niggr�tz.

For the firs t time in seven years the con 

s ervat ives w on a maj orit y.

The constit utional crisis

was s o on over, fo r the army reform bill was quickly
res olved.

King Wilhelm conceded t hat the government had

collected taxes illegally.

Bismarck introduced a Bill

of I ndemnity which retroactively approved the budgets of
18 6 2 - 1864 and legalized the illegal tax collections .

The

diet t hen pas sed the meas ure by a vote of 2 30 t o 75.
This es tablished a dangerous precedent, for it condoned
the retroactive legalization of uncons titutional act s .
I n a ges ture of g ood will the diet reques ted that Bismarck
be pers onally honored for his service to his country.
King Wilhelm then made him Count von Bismarck.

Soon

t hereafter Bismarck es tablis hed t he North German C onfed 
eration, a union dominated by Prus s ia, but including all
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twenty-two states north o f the Main .

In so doing, he

moved Germany one crucial step closer to true uni fica
tion .
The Tennessee Staatszeitung maintained a po licy o f
rigid neutra lity throughout the Austro - Prussian con flict .
I t , like Bismarck , considered war between the two rival
powers an inevitability :

"No deep insight in to po litical

relationships is needed to see tha t two European - German
superpowers like Austria and Prussia wou ld sooner or
later have to go to war with one another over the issue
o f German supremacy .

It was and is only a mat ter o f

time, and should there be an unexpected disarmament now

and peace, 'the charming li t t le b�y, ' gain the upper

hand, then war will have only been postponed" (6/3/1866) . 58
The Staatszeitung did not hesitate to blame

Austria for fostering the climate which made war inevit
able.

It indicated that the direct instigator o f the

present con flict, however, was clear ly Prussia :

"If we

examine the two hostile powers then we realize that no
power on earth ( for English co lonialism must no t be cited
S 8 1 1 Es geht3rte kein tiefer B lick in po litische
Verhtlltnisse da zu, um einzusehen, dass zwei europ�isch 
deutsche Grossmtlch te, wie Oestreich und Preussen sich
frUher oder sp tlter wegen der Oberherrschaft in Deutschland
wUrden bektlmpfen mUssen . Es war und ist dieses ledig lich
eine Frage der Z eit und so llte auch jetzt wider Erwarten
abgerUstet werdeh und Friede, 'der lieb liche Knabe, ' die
Oberhand gewinnen, so ist der Krieg eben nur aufgeschoben. "
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as an ex�mple here) has ever trampled on the principal
of national statehood as Austria has .

And if this

deceitful power is not perhaps as directly responsible
for the war as Prussia, which openly and frankly evokes
it, one can, nonetheless, not fail to recognize that
the centuries old political policy of Austria has
brought about the conditions which make the war seem
unavoid able now" (6/3/1866). 59

As if to underscore this last point, the Staats 
zeitung insisted that Bismarck ' s policies were provoking
the war, but they were not the underlying cause of it:
"His politics may precipitate the final b attle, speed it
up, or pick the fight, so to speak, but it would be a
big mistake to look upon him as its fundamental cause"
(6/3/ 1866) . 60

59 1 1 Werfen wir einen Blick auf die beiden
feindseligen Michte, so werden wir zun�chst w ahrnehmen,
d ass keine Macht auf der Welt (denn die englische
Colonialpolitik darf hier nicht als Beispiel angeflihrt
werden) je das National -Prinzip so mit Flissen getreten
hat, als Oestreich. 1 st diese trligerische Macht auch
jetzt vielleicht nicht so sehr Ursache des Krieges,
als Preussen, welches denselben offen und unumwunden
hervorruft, so ist doch nicht zu verkennen, d ass die
J ahrhunderte alte Politik Oestreichs die Zust�nde
herangerufen hat, welche jetzt den Krieg als unvermeid 
lich erscheinen l assen. "
60 1 1 Diese (Politik) mag den endlichen K ampf
beschleunigen, ihn vorzeitig herbeirufen, ihn, so zu
s ag en , vom Zaun brechen, aber es w�re ein grosser
Irrthum, in ihm die Grundursache zu suchen. "
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C ommenting on reports that war had actual l y
be gun, the Staatszeitung reaffirmed its commitment to
remain neutra l :

" Our sympathies l ie with neither the

Austrians nor the Prussians" (7/3 /1 866) . 61

The Staatszeitung felt that it coul d not support
either side with conviction because it did not approve
of the government of either country .

Both Austria and
The

Prussia were undemocratic, aristocratic monarchies.

Staatszeitung fervently believed that republicanism was
the only acceptable form of government.

It was also

convinced that neither Austria nor Prussia woul d vo l un 
tarily change its pol itical framework.

The only re

course was revolution, and the soqner the better :

" What

we wish for, what our pulse quickens for , what our heart
longs for, is a general rebel lion of the German peop l e
and the expul sion of al l princes , whethe r they belong to
the brutal-proud Hohenzollern famil y which is built on
Junkerdom and illogical, snobbish pride of ancestry or
the Hapsburg famil y which is based on superstition and
Ultramontanism or to the troop of petty princelings and
simian potentates.

On ly in a German repub l ic do we see

the salvation of the German people" (8 /4/1 866). 6 2

6l" Wir stehen weder auf tjstreichischer, noch auf
preussischer Seite mit unsern Sympathien. "
6 21 1 Was wir wUnschen, wofUr all e unsere Pul se
schlagen, was unser Herz begehrt, ist ein a llgemeiner
Aufstand des deutschen Volkes und Vertreibung a l ler
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The Staatszeitung had originally hoped that the
Austro-Prussian War might somehow lead to a German
republic but a s the war drew to a close there was still
no change in sight.

Commenting on the first report of

a cessation of hostilities , the Staatszeitung vented its
bitterness and cynicism:

"We have not yet been told

what the peace terms will be , but if we may base our
assumptions on the past record of the Hohenzollern
dynasty , this most perjurious of the perjurious European
dynasties ( and why should we expect anything good from
this quarter which heaped so much misery and humiliation
upon the German name) then the end of the bloody war
which ignominiously slaughtered thousands upon thousands
of our duped brothers , this end to the war , I say , will
be nothing more than an entrenchment of Prussian military
despotism--and wind in the sails of the hated Junkerdom"
( 7 /31/1866) . 63

FUrsten , ob sie zu dem , auf Junkerthum und AhnendUnkel
gebauten brutal - stolzen Hohenzollerngeschlechte--ob sie
zu dem auf Aberglaube u. Ultramontanismus basirten
Hapsburgerhaus e , oder ob sie zur Schaar der Z aunk enige
und Affen - P otentaten geheren. Nur in einer deutschen
Republik sehen wir Heil £Ur das deutsche Volk. "

63 1 1 Was die Friedensbedingungen sind , wird un s
noch nicht mitgetheilt. Wenn wir aber nach den Ante
cedentien des H ohenzoller'schen FUrstenhauses , dieses
meineidigsten unter den meineidigen Flirstenh�usern
Europas , schliessen dlirfen ( und warum sollen wir denn
Gutes von der Seite erwarten , die soviel Elend und Schmach
au£ den deutschen Namen geh�uft) so wird das Ende des
blutigen Krieges , der , so kurze Zeit er dauerte , <loch
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The left bank of the Rhine was of major concern
to the Staatszeitung.

It was convinced that Bismarck

had negotiated a secret pact with Napoleon III in which

he promised France the left bank of the Rhine in exchange
for France ' s neutrality during the Austro - Prussian War .
. Such fears were not wholly unfounded.

For years

Napoleon had been sending secret messages to Bismarck
indicating that he had no objections to Prussia's scheme
to dominate Germany , provided that France be allowed to
annex considerable portions of the Rhineland .

While on

vacation at Biarritz in October 1865, Bismarck confer red
with Napoleon about the upcoming war .

Without specific

ally committing himself, Bismarck led Napoleon to believe

that the Rhineland was indeed negotiable.

Napoleon was

confident that if war actually did come, F rance would
inevitably ac quire the Rhine's left bank because the war
would be a long, d rawn - out affair .

Prussia would pre 

sumably be so busy fighting Austria in the east that it
would be unable to prevent France from simply seizing the
territory it wanted.

France was as shocked as Austria

when Prussia won the war so quickly.

Believing that a

tacit ag reement had been reached earlie r, Napoleon ordered
Tausende und aber Tausende unserer dupirten BrUder
schm�hlich dahin geschlachtet, weiter nichts sein, als
eine Befestigung des preussischen Milit�r - Despotismus
und - - Oberwasser auf die MUhle des verhassten Junkerthums . "

10 1
his ambassador to Prussia , Count Vincente Benedetti ,
to demand Rhineland compensations.

Benedetti publicly

announced on August 5 that France felt entitled to the
Bavarian Palatinate and the west Rhenish possessions
of Hesse-Darmstadt , including Mainz.

Bismarck, of

course , scoffed at the idea and sent copies of the
French demand to all of the southern states.

Since

Prussia had already offered them lenient peace terms,
including no te rritorial concessions, the southern
states not only signed the peace treaties but also ap
proved a secret military alliance with Prussia.

France

was left out in the cold.
The Staatszeitung underestimated Bismarck's
diplomatic acumen.

It was convinced that he had in

fact negotiated a secret agreement with Napoleon:

" Our

readers will recall that shortly after we received the
first reports of troop movements in Germany which preceded
open warfare , we speculated that there was an agreement
between Bismarck and Napoleon (to speak of the stupid
noncom-king in this co ntext is truly unnecessary when one
considers how limited and narrow-minded he is in all
matters which go beyond deciding whether or not the
Prussian uniform should have 13 or 1 1 b uttons) " (8/16/
1866) . 64

Now that the war was over, the Staatszeitung

64 1 1 Unsere Leser werden sich erinnern, <lass kurz
nach Eintreffen der ersten Nachrichten Uber
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insisted that Napoleon was demanding the "Judas price"
promised him b y Prussia:
(8/ 16/ 1866) . 65

the left b ank of the Rhine

Feeling that Bismarck had simply gone too far
this time , the Staatszeitung mel odramatical ly warned him ,
"You have played a much too outrageous , daring game with
the honor of the German nation, Bismarck; you believe
that you are at the height of your triumph.

But your

conceited arrogance wil l be avenged terrib l y and you and
your hangers - on wil l fal l from power.

Fal l from power

beneath the fury and revenge of the deeply offended
German honor" (8/1 6 /18 6 6) . 6 6
The Staatszeitung insisted . that Bismarck was not
concerned with the welfare of Germany as a whole.
Truppenb ewegungen in Deutschland , die dem offenen Krieg
vorher gingen, wir der Mutmassung Raum gab en, dass
zwischen Bismark (van dem stupiden Unteroffizier-K�nig
in diesem Z usammenhang zu reden, ist wahrlich nicht
n�thig, wenn man bedenkt wie beschr�nkt und b ornirt
derselbe in al len Ange legenheiten ist, die darUber hinaus
gehen , ob der preussische Uniformrock 1 3 oder 11 Knepfe
haben sol lte) und Napoleon ein Einverst�ndniss herrschen
mUsste . . . . "
65 1 1 Er verlangt den ihm von Preussen versprochene
Judas-Preis : '<las linke Rheinufer. ' "

661 1 Du hast mit der Ehre der deutschen Nation ein
viel zu frevel haft, kUhnes Spiel getrieben, Bismark; du
glaubst auf der H�he deines Triumphes zu sein. Aber
schrecklich wird sich dein dUnkelhafter Ueb ermuth r�chen,
und fal len wirst Du und al l dein Anhang. Fal len unter
der Wuth und Rache der tief beleidigten deutschen
Eh re. "
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Prussian Junkerdom was uppermost in his mind and he was
willing to g o to any lengths to promote its best
interests:

"Prussian Junkerdom, personified in that

rogue Bismarck , who was sch o oled under Napoleon's
influence, was not interested and never will be interested
in seeing a unified, strong Germany .

A unified, strong

Germany would be the irrecoverable extermination of this
plague-boil upon the German people .

A strong Prussia,

on the other hand, is a guarantee for the present and
continued existence of this miserable bo oty.

Nothing is

sacred to this plague - boil in its attempt to maintain
its continued existence which has been threatened more
than ever in the last ten years" ( 8/16/1866) , 67

Although the Staatszeitung harshly criticized
Prussia at first , it was later · willing to concede that
Prussia had made miraculous progress.

Bismarck, for all

his faults, deserved the credit for this.

He had

succeeded in achieving what the liberals , in spite of
all their noble sentiments, could only dream o f - -German
unification :

"Although we are no admirer of Bismarck,

67 1 1 Dem preussischen Junkerthum, pers onifizirt in
dem, unter Napoleo n' s Einfluss geschulten Schurken
Bismark , lag und kann nie daran liegen, ein einiges
starkes Deutschland zu sehen . Ein einiges starkes
Deutschland w�re die unrettbare Ausrottung dieser
Pestbeule des deutschen Volkes . E in starkes Preussen
dagegen ist die Guarantie £Ur das Bestehen , £Ur das
Fortexistiren dieser elenden Beute; und Nichts ist ihr
heilig , um dieses Fortbestehen , welches seit den letzten
zehn Jahren mehr , denn je bedroht war, zu erreichen. "
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we must do him justice as a statesman and acknowledge
that he was the f i rst to raise the German issue again. .
He accomplished what the liberals have been screaming for for decades .

one can not deny then that

Prussia, histor ically speaking, can point to a success

unequaled by any other country in the world" (9/1/1866) . 68
The Staatszeitung felt that Bismarck 's power
depended upon the momentum he generated.

Were he to

slacken the pace, he would jeopardize his own position.
For th is reason he remained a threat to peace, not just
for Germany but for all of Europe:

" He must keep E urope

out of breath - -for it is Europe now that serves as h i s
arena.

If he falters for even a moment he, l i ke

Napoleon, will lose his reputation and with i t h is power.
For th is reason Bismarck is a living, eternal threat to

peace in E urope" (weekly edition, 4 /21/1867 ) , 69

68 1 1 Wenn wir auch kein Anbeter von B ismark's
Pers�nlichkeit si nd, so mUssen wir ihm als Staatsman
die Gerechtigkeit widerfahren lassen, dass er der erste
war, der d i e deutsche Frage wieder aufbrachte.
Wonach alle L iberale <lurch Jahrzehnte geschrien haben,
<las hat er in 3 Monate geschaffen . . . so kann man
nicht leugnen, dass Preussen in der Weltgeschichte
einen E rfolg aufzuwe isen hat, wie kein anderer Staat
der Welt. "
69 1 1 Er muss Europa--denn es ist Europa, welches
ihm jetzt die Arena bi etet--ausser Athem erhalten;
verfehlt er einen Augenblick, das zu thun, so verli ert
er, wie Napoleon, sein Ansehen und mit diesem sei ne
Macht. Aus diesem Grunde ist Bismark eine lebendige,
ew ige Gefahr flir den Frieden Europa ' s.
"

10 5
Although the Staatszeitung was well aware of the
threat that Bismarck posed, it was not unduly worried
about Europe ' s future.

On the contrary, it felt that a

new era was fast approaching, one in which aristocratic
" We

authoritarianism would give way to repub licanism:

are optimists; we believe that the idea will soon be
reali zed of dividing up Europe into republics whose
respective borders will be determined by the languages
spoken by their inhabitants.

We believe that in the

not too distant future the following will all become
republics:

France, the Iberian Peninsula, Italy down

to the Adriatic Sea , Greece including Turkey, the
united Slavic nations, Germany, and in the North of
Europe the three kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway
united in a Scandinavia .

If there is still a trace of

monarchy then it will be in England and Russia.

But if

our appraisal with regard to the other peoples is not
incorrect, then even they will fall into line and take up
the only rational form of government, namely, the
republican form.

C all us sanguine, call us dreamers, the

world strides ahead in seven-league boots of progress.
(weekly edition, 5 /5/1867) . 70
70 1 1 Wir sind Optimisten ; wir glauben an die baldige
VollfUllung der Idee, welche Europa in Republiken theilt,
deren respektive Gr�nzen durch die Sprachen , welche die
Bewohner sprechen, sich bestimmen werden. Wir glauben,
die Zeit ist nicht fern, in der Frankreich, die
pyren�ische Halbinsel, I talien bis zur Adria, Griechenland

II
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mit Hinzuziehung der TUrkei, die vereinigten slavischen
Nationen, Deutschland, und im Norden Europas die drei
Kenigreiche D�nemark, Schweden und Norwegen zu einem
Skandinavien vereinigt, je eine 'res publica' bilden
werden. Wenn noch eine Spur von Monarchie in E urope
tibrig bleibt, so k �nnte das nur in England und in
Russland der Fall sein ; aber auch die wlirden, wenn
unsere Berechnung in Bezug auf die andern velkerschaften
nicht fehl schl�gt, bald einfallen in den Reigen und die
einzige vernunftgem�sse Regierungsform, die republikan 
ische , annehmen. Nennt uns Sanguiniker, nennt uns
Phantasten; die Welt schreitet mit Siebenmeilenstiefeln
"
des Fortschrittes vo ran.

CHAPTER V
TENNESSEE AND U . S. POLITICS
East Tennessee Statehood
At the close of the Civil War, East Tennesseans
had at long last gained the upper hand in Tennessee
politics.

Many of them toyed with the idea of abandon

ing Middl e and West Tennessee altogether and making a
separate state out of E ast Tennessee .

Brownl ow's

Knoxvil le Whig enthusiastical ly supported the notion.
It was pointed out that the proposed thirty-one county
state would be eleven times as large as Rhode I sland.
With E ast Tennessee's mining and manufacturing potential,
there would also be little difficulty in persuading
Congress to admit it to the Union since it would be
"greatly superior to West Virginia. 71
11

The Staatsz eitung vigorousl y opposed this proposal.
It insisted that it would be unfair for East Tennesseans
to think only of themse l ves and leave the estimated
2 80,000

bl acks in Middle and West Tennessee at the mercy

of the ex - Confederates. 7 2
1866.

The Staatszeitung ' s touching

7 1Knoxvil le Whig and Rebel Ventil ator , April 11,

7 2 Die Ost - Tennesseer haben kein Recht, auf ihre
Wohl fahrt bedacht zu sein, so lange sie eine Kl asse ihrer
Mitblirger im Staate den Torturen ihrer pol itischen Gegner
11
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concern for blacks m ey have also been infiuenced by the
fact that they would not be the only ones left to fend
for themselves in Middle and West Tennessee.

Radical

Germans would share their fate as well.
In the end the proj ect was abandoned because the
maj ority of E ast Tennesseans was unwilling to bear the
cost involved 1n setting up a brand new government .
Radicals were also reluctant to curtail their own powers
by limiting themselves to only one third of the state.
The Staatszeitung was, however, only partially reassured.
It periodically voiced its fears that East Tennessee might
become a separate state (12 / 10/ 1868) .
Bolters
The Staatszeitung considered Conservative efforts
in 1866 to disrupt passage of an unpopular franchise law
by preventing the assembly of a quorum scandalous.

It

warned that continued attempts to thwart legislative
proceedings would not be tolerated and that if the bolters
were re-elected, Tennessee would be placed under military
rule.

The Staatszeitung was parti cularly annoyed about

this because Davidson County's own representative, Maj or
Lewis , had himself refused to vote in the legislature.
ausges etzt lassen . Es ist ihre Aufgabe , ftir die Wieder
herstellung des ganzen Staates Sorge zu tragen" (5 / 12 /
1866) .
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Lewis was subsequently ousted from office but ran for
re- election.
candidacy.

The Staatszeitung naturally opposed his
It was especially disheartened when he was

re-elected.
The fact that the Staatszeitung considered
bolting illegal indicates that it did not understand the
nature of an elected office.

When a constituency does

not approve of its representative , it has the oppor 
tunity to express its disapproval by voting him out of
office in the next election.

Lewis' constituents

obviously approved of his bolting tactics or they would
not have re-elected him.

As their representative he had

the option to vote on i ssues that came before the legis
lature, but he had no legal obligation to do so.

He

was perfectly within his rights when he refused to vote.
The Staatszeitung, however, felt it was his duty to stand
idly by while the Radicals passed legislation he de 
tested.
At first the Staatszeitung was gratified to report

that President Johnson opposed the h alters (3/31/1866) . 73
It gradually withdrew its nominal support of Andrew
Johnson , however , and even began intimating that he was
in collaboration with the enemy .

It suggested, for

731 1 Wir freuen uns innig darUber, dass Pr�sident
Johnson mit uns gegen die Parthei der Bolters ist. "
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example, that a certain state legislator named Jones,
who came from Johnson ' s home county, received his
bolting instructions directly from the White House
( 7 / 14/1866) . 7 4
Fourteenth Amendment
A crucial event in Tennessee's Reconstruction
period was the controversial passage of the Fourteenth
Amendment .

Tennessee had already elected representatives

and senators and sent them to Washington , but Congress
had refused to seat them .

After a deadlock lasting

several months , it was finally decided that a j oint
congressional committee be established to look into the
matter .

On April 30 the committee announced its findings .

It was proposed that any Southern state that ratified
the Fourteenth Amendment be entitled to congressional
representation.
Intense opposition mounted throughout the South
and Tennessee proved no exception .

Nevertheless , Brownlow

convened a special session of the state legislature on
the Fourth of July .

The senate quickly approved a

resolution of ratification , but the house could not
muster a quoru� .

The Conservatives had once again

74 1 1 Der oben erwlihnte Jones von Green [ county ]
ist aus Andrew Johnsons spezieller Heimat . Man sagt,
<lass er vom weissen Hause direkt seine Orders filr
'Bolten' empfl!ngt . "
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resorted to boycotting the assembly sessions to prevent
the passage of what they considered to be punitive legis
lation.

The Radicals felt that they had no other

recourse but to direct the Speaker of the House to issue
warrants of arrest for all those who refused to take
their seats .

The Conservatives promptly went into

hiding , but the sergeant-at-arms, William Heydt ,
accompanied by an escort of black troops succeeded in
capturing two of them , Pleasant Williams of Carter
County and A . J . Martin of Jackson County.

Wil liams,

who had been a Union soldier during the war, petitioned
Criminal Court J udge Thomas Frazier for a writ of
habeas corpus.

Frazier complied but the House instructed

Heydt to ignore the Court's orders.

On July 19 Williams

and Martin were physically detained in an adj�ining
committee room while it was ruled over House Speaker
Heiskell's objections that a quorum had in fact been
established .

The House quickly adopted a resolution

ratifying the Fourteenth Amendment.

The house journal

recorded "Martin and Williams present, not voting. "

A

jubilant Brownlow sent a telegram to the clerk of the
senate, J. W. Forney, in Washington , "We have fought the
battle and won it.

We have ratified the constitutional

amendment in the House, forty - three voting for it ,
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eleven against it, two of Andrew Johnson ' s tools not
voting.

Give my respects to the dead dog of the White

House ! 1 1 75

The Staatszeitung , incidentally, misquoted

Brownlow as having written, "My compliments to the
'dead duck' of the white house" (7/20/1866) .
The house subsequently expelled Martin, Williams
and all other members who had defied it .

Judge Frazier,

himself an East Tennessean , was impeached i convicted ,
and removed from office during the next session of the
Tennessee legislature .

It was not until the constitu

tional convention in 1870 that he was vindicated and
restored to the bench.
All questions of propriety aside, it was probably
a good thing in the long run that the state legislature
ratified the Fourteenth Amendment when it did .

Congress

reacted quickly by seating Tennessee' s delegation , in
effect readmitting Tennessee to the Union.

Had it not

done so, Tennessee would undoubtedly have shared the fate
of her sister southern states , namely military occupation.
Throughout this ordeal the Staatszeitung kept its
readers informed of the latest happenings .

Once the

amendment had been ratified the paper announced that the
75 Philip Hamer , Tennessee: A History , 167 3 -19 3 2 ,
vol . 1 ( New York : American Historical Society, I nc . ,
1933) , p . 616.

rebellion had finally been suppressed in Tennessee.
Although the Staatszeitung faithfully reported the

7?

1 13

events as they had occurred, it did not censure the
Radicals for their conduct .
a conciliatory pose.
said.

Instead it tried to strike

This is no time for gloating , it

We must lay aside our own prejudices and go
We

about the business of healing the nation's wounds .

must show the enemy that he has nothing to fear from us,
that we are as concerned for his welfare as our own
( 7 / 20/1866) . 7 7
1867 G 1b ernatorial Campaign
1

The Staatszeitung had not anticipated Brownlow's
bid for re-election.

The governor's health had been so

poor that he was at times all but incapacitated.

The

Staatszeitung therefore wasted no time in suggesting
Brownlow's replacement .

On October 9 , 1866, a good ten

months before the gubernatorial election, the Staats
zeitung endorsed another East Tennessean, A . J. Fletcher,
761 1 Endlich ist die Reb ellion in Tennessee unter
drUckt" ( 7 /20/1866) .
7 7 1 1 Lasst uns frei und ehrlich vers uchen, die
FrUchte dieses Sieges zu erringen . Lasst uns frei von
Vorurtheilen zu Gerichte sitzen Uber unsern besiegten
Gegner. Lasst uns nicht Ubermuthig werden Uber unsere
gl�nzenden Erfolge . L asst uns ruhig und gelassen zu
Werke ge hen, um dem geschlagenen Feinde zu zeigen, dass
er uns nicht zu fUrchten hat ; dass wir sein Wohl ebenso
im Auge haben, wie unseres. "
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Brownlow's Secretary of State.

Once it became apparent

that Brownlow had no intention of stepping aside, the

Staatszeitung hastily announced its support of his
candidacy.
The Conservatives nominated Emerson Etheridge as
Brownlow's opponent.

Etheridge was an inflammatory

speaker who characteri zed the Tennessee Republicans as
"the party pay ing no taxes, riding poor horses, wearing

dirty shirts, and having no use for soap. 1 1 78

Brownlow, . in

turn, referred to him as a " vulgar blackguard, a profes 
sional gamb ler and political seditionist. 79
11

The

Staatszeitung informed its readers that " Emerson Etheridge
was a fanatical knownothing before the war and a raving
copperhead during the war .

Emerson Etheridge is

still a copperhead, a supporter of state 's rights, and a
knownothing" (4 / 18/1867 )

. so

It was rather hypocritical

of the Staatszeitung to accuse Etheridge of being a
knownothing considering Brownlow's own past.

Nevertheless,

it was a favorite tactic of the newspaper to brand
78Knoxville Whig, February 20, 1867 .

79 coulter, William G . Brownlow, p. 336.
80 Emrnerson Etheridge war vor dem Kriege ein
wUthender Knownothing und wlthrend des Krieges ein rabiater
Copperhead. .
Emmerson Etheridge ist heute noch
Copperhead, Staats rechtler und Knownothing. Brownlow
dagegen ist und war stets ein treuer, eifriger Unionmann
und ist heute der beste Freund und gresste Verehrer der
Deutschen."
11
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Etheridge as a xenophobe while emphasizing Brownlow's
high regard for the German community.

This required

considerable skill on Ruhm ' s part s ince Brownlow ' s
earlier remarks concerning immigrants had not fallen o n
deaf ears.
task .

Ruhm, however, proved himself worthy of the

The following report is a good case in po int.

"I heard a Conservative German yesterday sharply
criticize Brownlow ' s Knownothing past.

A b ystander

asked, wha t have the Germans always got against Brownlow ?
Did he ever insult the Germans like Etheridge who once
spoke of ' a pack of dirty dutchmen, ' and on another
occasion spoke of ' d- -- - -d dutch intruders ?
Brownlow has never criticized the Germans.

No,
True, he

has reviled foreigners; he has expressed the opinio n
that it would be better if they were to drown o n the
other side of the Atlantic, and so on.

But by foreigners,

Brownlow meant Greeks and Arabs and the like.
said anything against the Germans.
friends . 1 1 8 1

He never

They are his best

It goes without saying that there were

8l Wir htfrten gestern einen Conservativen
Deutschen fu rchtbar gegen Brownlo w's Knownothingismus
herziehen. Was, sagte ein Nebenansitzender, haben die
Deutschen immer gegen Brownlow? Hat er jemals au f die
Deutschen geschirnpft, wie es Etheridge gethan, der ein
Mal vo n 'a pack o f dirty dutchrnan [ sic ] , ' ein anderes
Mal von 'd - ---d dutch intruders' sprach ? Nein, niernals
hat Brownlow den Mund aufgethan gegen die Deutschen, er
hat wohl Ub er ' foreigners ' r�sonnirt; hat ge�ussert, dass
es besser w � re , wenn sie au£ der andern Seite des Wassers
ertrtlnken m�chten u. s . w. Ab er unter Foreigners verstand
11
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precious few Greeks and Arabs in Tennessee at this or
any other time.

Nevertheless, the Staatszeitung tried

to make the best of a difficult situation.

It still

insisted that Brownlow was "the best friend and greatest
admirer of the Germans" (4/18/1867) .
In all fairness to Etheridge it should be pointed
out that he had virtually no chance of winning.

The

Conservatives had done everything within their power to
prevent the franchisement of blacks but once they had
been granted the right to vote the Conservatives eagerly
sought their support .

The Conservative position became

even more untenable once Etheridge's past came to light.
He vainly tried to ingratiate himself with the black
voters by characterizing them as "a kind, a gentle and

a magnanimous race . 1 1 82

He ought to have known what he

was talking about because before the war he had owned
some of them.

The Radicals, on the other hand, repeatedly

emphasized the point that they had already demonstrated
their sincerity by giving blacks the vote in the first
place.

Brown low did, of course, have a few anxious

moments trying to explain away his debate with the
Reverend Pryne.

Brownlow, however, insisted that he had

been challenged to defend the South, "and I done [ sic]

so, with an ability creditable to me, although I was on
Brownlow Griechen und Araber und dergleichen; gegen
Deutsche hat er niemals etwas gesagt. Die sind seine
besten Freunde" (8/6 /186 7 ) .
8 2 Hamer, p. 6 2 3 .
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the wrong side of the sub j ect ! 1 1 83
The Radicals were by no means content to rely
upon the b etter j udgment of the black voters.

The b lacks

had t o b e indoctrinated first by the Union League.

This

was an organization established in Philadelphia in 186 2
to distribute patriotic literature, encourage enlistment
and provide financial relief for soldiers' dependents.
After the war was over it had expanded its b ase of
operations to include the Southern Highland.

Whereas

in the North initiation ceremonies were generally staid
affairs, the southern chapters welcomed their new memb ers
with robes and sashes, secret h andshakes, passwords, and
the like.

The blacks were soon p�rsuaded that the

Radicals had their best interests at heart and that the
Conservatives not only wanted to strip them of their
voting privileges but re-enslave them as well .

The

Staatszeitung informed its readers that if they were to
read the Union League's Constitution, ob serve its rites,
and grasp its purpose they would convince themselves that
the League was the most respectable , upright, and purely

motivated brotherhood in the United States (7/22/186 7 ) . 84
8 3 Knoxville Whig, May 8, 1867 .

841 Man lese nun aber die VertHfentlichung in der
Union und Dispatch, die Constitution, den Ritus und den
Z weck der Leagues betreffend, und man wird sich Ub er z eugen,
<lass die League die ehrenwertheste, anst�ndigste und
unter den re i nsten Motiven geleitete BrUderschaft in den
Ver. Staaten ist . "
1
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Etheridge ' s campaign proved to be so lackluster
and ineffectual that the Staatszeitung announced on
June 13 that it would no longer concern itself with the
contest.

I t considered Brownlow ' s re-election a fore 

gone conclusion.

Brownlow 's forces were almost as

confident as the Staatszeitung , but they decided that
one last safeguard would be in order.

In February the

Radicals had pushed a bill through the legislature estab
lishing what was known as the Tennessee State Guard.
This was , in effect , Brownlow's private army.

Throughout

the campaign it had harassed Etheridge while he delivered
speeches at various rallies throughout the state.
election day it came out in full force.

On

In Pulaski, for

example , from twel ve to fifteen hundred bl acks were
rounded up and marched to the pools.

Armed militiamen

forced them to vote en masse for the Republican ticket.
The commissioners of registration jerked Conservative
ballots from their hands when necessary and replaced them
with Radical tickets.

The Conservative press was out 

raged by this and other incidents, but the Staatszeitung
defended the deployment of these and other troops as
necessary for the maintenance of law and order (8/ 2 / 1867 ) .
( I t must al so be conceded that thousands of Radicals and
blacks were intimidated into staying away from the polls
in Conservative strongholds throughout Middle and West
Tennessee . )
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As expected, Brownlow won by a landslide.

When

the final vote was tallied, it was announced that Brownlow
had trounced his opponent by a vote of 7 4,034 to 2 2,550.
The Republicans had also swept the legislature in
record numbers, making it impossible for C onservatives
to even delay the passage of Radical legislation.
Andrew Johnson
Although the situation was well under control in
Tennessee, Brownlow expressed considerable dissatisfac 
tion with the state of affairs at the national level.
Upon Lincoln's assassination even the most radical of
Republicans expressed confidence in Andrew Johnson's
leadership, but it soon became apparent that Johnson had
no intention of endorsing the vindictive reconstruction
policies of such extremists as Charles Sumner and Thaddeus
Stevers.

Johnson was a tactless, outspoken man who

quickly aroused the ire of even moderate Republicans.
Since neither Johnson nor the Radicals were willing to
compromise their positions, a deadlock developed between
the executive and legisl ative branches which only served
to rekindle bitterness and delay the implementation of
needed legislation.

This stalemate eventually gave rise

to the speculation that there might actually be a
resumption of hostilities.

Brownlow did not consider

this an eventuality; he considered it an inevitability.
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On August 9 , 1 8 66 Brownl ow flatly stated , "We are to
have another war.

Johnson has gone over to the rebe l s ,

and i n the next rebellion , will take the p l ace of Jeff
Davis. 1 1 8 5

Far from bei ng appal led at the prospect
He was determ ined to have

Brownl ow eagerl y awaited it.
"a f inger i n that p i e. 1 1 8 6

At last there would be an

opportunity to "make the ent ire Southern Confederacy as
God found the earth when He commenced the work of crea 
tion , 'without form and void .

1 11

87

Although there were few who anticipated renewed
hostili ties with such relish, there was a significant
minority which either shared the v iew or purported to
share the v iew that such an occur�ence was qu i te like l y ,
i f not necessar i ly inevitable.

In Tennessee, for

example , the Nashv i l l e Press and Times indicated in i ts
August 31 , 1 8 67 edition that it would "not be astonished
. to hear of the clash of arms at Wash i ngton w i thin
the next ninety days."

On September 4 it reported , "The

President is stand ing on the verge of civ il war."
newspapers were so skittish that on the basis of
8 5 coulter , William G. Brownl ow, p. 317.
8 6 I bid. , p. 31 9 .
87 Stanley Folmsbee , Robert Corl ew, and Enoch
M i tchel l, Tennessee: A Short H istory (Knox ville:
University of Tennessee Press , 1 972) , p. 355.

Some

1 21
unverified reports they concluded that war had actually
begun .

The Houston Telegraph, for example, shocked its

readers with the announcement that the President had
not only been impeached but placed under custody .

A

bloody confrontation had supposedly ensued in which
thirteen persons had been killed and thirty-seven
wounded .

The War Department had been burned, Stanton's

leg had been broken and Grant had declared himself
dictator (2 / 25/1868) . 88
Although the Staatszeitung never reached this
point of hysteria, it did consider it a distinct possi
bility that there might be a new outbreak of war .

In

its July 17, 1866 edition the Staatszeitung reported
that reliable sources had confirmed that there was a
conspiracy afoot which might only be crushed by impeach 
ment of the president. 89
88William Russ, Jr. , " Was there Danger of a Second
Civil War during Reconstruction ? " Mississippi Historical
Review, vol. 2 5, 1938-39, p. 5 3 .
89 "Herr Seward hat seine unbedingte Anhlinglichlkeit
an den Pr�sidenten und <lessen Politik erkllirt und auch
seine volle Billigung darnit , dass der Prlisident die
'Conf�derirten' Congressrnitglieder anerkennen will,
welche dann mit den n�rdlichen Cooperheads [ sic ] einen
'ges etzrnlissigen' Congress bilden sollen , der Welt
verklindigt. Stehen wir sornit nicht am Vorabend einer
neuen Revolution ? Flihrt der Prlisident diesen Plan, der,
wie von guter Seite her versichert wird , wirklich
existirt, aus , so knUpft er da an, wo Lee und Davis
aufh�rten, beginnt eine Rebellion auf eigene Rechnung
und darf sich nicht wundern, wenn sich das Volk £ Ur diesen
Fall mit dern Gedanken an eine Anklage des Prlisidenten auf

12 2
Six months later the Staatszeitung revived t he
issue.

Its readers were then informed t hat the new

rebellion would not be confined to the South but would
represen t a coalition of northern Copperheads and
southern traitors with the administration at the fore
front and the Uni ted States army and navy as its nucleus
( 1/2 2/1867) . 90

At times the Staatszeitung reprinted

articles concerning the "conspiracy" which first ap
peared in other German Radical newspapers.

These

articles were often less circumspect than those which
were writ ten for t he Staatszeitung itself (8/11/1866) .
Although there were those who actually believed
that an armed rebellion was imminent , much of the clamor
was no doubt con trived to add impetus to t he impeachment
campaign.

The Staatszeitung it self alternately portrayed

President Johnson as either a dangerous threat to democracy
or a pitiable throwback to a bygone era--depending upon
his success at any given moment in delaying the
Absetzung vom Amte vertraut macht. Dies dtirfte unter
Urnst �nden vielleich t das einzige Mittel sein, urn einer
Erneuerung des Btirgerkrieges vorzubeugen. "
90The Staatszeitung responded to an article which
appeared in the National I ntelligencer , a pro Johnson
Washington newspaper : "Die Pol1t 1k , welche in obigem
Artikel angedeutet ist , zeichnet deutlich die I nauguration
eines neuen BUrgerkrieges vor , dieses Mal nich t von Seit e
einer Sek t i on des Landes allein , sondern von Seiten einer
furchtbareren Combination von C opperheads im Norden und
Verr�ther im SUden , mit der Regierung an der Spit ze und
der Ver. Staaten Arrnee und Marine als Kern. "
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implementation of the Radical reconstruction program.
Johnson's honeymoon with Tennessee ' s Radical press
did not last long after his inauguration.

The Staats
It

zeitung underwent an initial period of uncertainty.
announced in i t s f irst edition that Johnson's recon 

struction policies had been so vague, so indefinite, and
so fickle that the paper was neither decidedly for nor

against him. 9 1

The Staatszeitung was apparently hesitant

to commit itself because Johnson had proven himself to
be an energetic supporter of the Union cause throughout
the war and an unpopular military governor in Tennessee.
Johnson had, however, already begun to make subtle over
tures of reconciliation towards the South, and this
aroused the suspic ions of the more zealous Radicals.
Once the Staats z eitung had its misgivings confirmed, it
wasted little time in announcing that Johnson had
become disloyal to his own party ( S/25/ 1866) .

What was

originally mild aversion soon blossomed into unmistak 
able hatred.

I n the summer of 1866 the Staatsz eitung

lashed out at another of Nashville's newspapers, the
Union and American, for supporting the President.

The

Staatszeitung cried , "worship your idol Andrew Johnson-9 1 1 1 Was die von dem Prlisidenten verfol gte Recon 
struktionspol itik anbetrifft, so scheint uns dieselbe so
unklar, s o unbestimmt und so wetterwenderisch, dass es
Thorheit wlire, sich ' £Ur' oder 'gegen' dieselbe als
Ganz es ausz usprechen. "
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but we will not let ourselves be led ast ray by y our
whimpering and howling. . . .

We consider your god,

Andrew Johnson , as nothing more than a clumsily made
graven image you have set up in a temple.

We t hink it

is nonsense and paganism to worship such an idol which
can be overturned and broken into pieces at will" ( 7/10/
1866) . 9 2

According to the Staatszeit ung , Johnson ' s views
were anachronistic because he believed in the equality
of states, whereas Congress believed in the equality

of citizens ( 7 /2 7 /1866) . 93

The St aatszeitung insis ted

that the president should play a subordinate role to the
Congress.

The people, it said, delegate their authority

to their representatives.

The president is only

responsible for implemen ting the programs approved by

Congress ( 1/20/1868) . 94

92
betet an Euren G� tzen ' Andrew Johnson ' - 
aber wir lassen uns nicht beirren durch E uer Winseln u.
Heulen . . . Andrew Johnson , der Euer Got t ist , betrachten
wir nur als ein im Tempel aufgestelltes , mit grossem
Ungeschick verfert iges [ sic] Ge tzbenbild , welches
anzubeten wir als Unsinn und Heident hum ansehen, und
welches nach Belieben zerst Uckelt und umgeworfen werden
kann. "
11 •

•

•

9 3 1 1 Hierin liegt , grunds� tzlich genommen , der ganze
Streit zwischen dem Congress und dem Pr�sidenten. Der
Prlisident und seine Anhlinger bekennen sich zur ' Gleichheit
der Staaten , ' der Congress proklamirt 'Gleichheit der
BUrger. " ·

94 Das Volk , der Souverlin des Landes, delegirt
seine supreme Gewalt an seine Vert reter . . . wlihrend die
Wahl eines Prlis identen oder obersten Executiv - Bearn ten der
11
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The Staatszeitung also felt that Johnson had been
abusing his privileges of office.

It charged that he

was granting pardons to whomever he pleased (8/18/1866) .
Brownlow, of course, was releasing Radicals from Tennessee
prisons almost as fast as they were being locked up .

The

Staatszeitung, however, neglected to mention this.
Rather than referring to Johnson by name, the
Staatszeitung characteristically reported to epithets
such as "the sly demagogue in the White House" (8/19/1866)
or the "usurper in the White House" (10/10/1866) .

Johnson

became a sort of all-purpose whipping boy for the paper.
He was often held personally responsible for things which
he neither knew about nor condoned .

There were, for

example, sporadic outbreaks of violence in Tennessee .
After a parti cularly brutal, but apparently spontaneous
incident at Franklin, the Staatszeitung cited Johnson as
its indirect instigator .

According to the paper, the

rebels would never have been so bold had Johnson not
fostered a climate of permissiveness (7 /8/1867) .

The

President, however, indicated his willingness on several
oc casions to station federal troops in Tennessee in case
it became neces sary for them to assist the civilian
Republik, nichts Anderes besagt, als dass er derjenige
Mann sein s oll, welcher die Beschllisse des das Volk
repr�sentirenden Congresses zur Ausflihrung bringen soll . "
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government in suppressing widespread acts of v l olence.
The Staatszeitung periodically insisted that there
was no recourse left but to impeach the President.

In

i t s small way it helped stir up interest in Tennessee by
informing i ts German readers of t he various procedures
involved in removing an incumbent president from office.
The constitutionality of the process was repeatedly
emphasized.

The vagueness of the wording in t he Consti

tution had, however, posed a problem not only for t he
Staatszeitung, but for the Radicals in Washingt on as well .
They had been looking for an excuse to impeach Johnson
for quite some time, but since no serious charge could be
substantiated in a court of law, it was decided t hat it
would be necessary to provoke Johnson into commit ting an
impeachable offense.

The Congress subsequently passed

a Tenure of Office Act which curtailed executive powers.
Johnson promptly defied the law by dismissing his
Secretary of War, E dwin Stanton.

I mpeachment proceedings

were initiated in February 1868.

The Staat s z e i t ung was

placed in an awkward posi tion by this turn of even ts, for
it had vigorously defended the right of a president to
appoin t and remove cabinet members as well as other members
of his own admini strat i on (1 2 /11 /1866 ) , 9 5 and it did
9 5" Das Recht des Prlisidentn [ sic ] , bis hinunter
zum Kleinsten die Maschinerie der Regierung zu controlliren
und solche Beamte , die nicht rnit seinen Ansichten harmon 
iren, durch andere zu ersetzen, welche sich d azu
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express the hope that the Senate wou ld reinstate Stanton
as Secretary of War (12/20/186 7 ) .
The Staatsz eitung frequentl y changed its mind
about whether or not Johnson should have been impeached.
It reversed its original position favoring impeachment
on March 8, 1867 .

The Staatszeitung then announced that

impeachment was no l onger necessary since Johnson could
no l onger obstruct Radical reconstruction.

The Staats 

zeitung even expressed the view that Johnson was as
harmless as Jefferson Davis at Fort Monroe. 9 6

The Staats zeitung, however, apparently began
believing its own propaganda for by December

9,

it not

only supported Johnson ' s impeachment but called Radical
congressmen cowards for having waited so long.

The news�

paper was so enraged by the delay that it charged with
unaccustomed bitterness that it and the loyal public had
been duped by a bunch of braggarts full of hot air. 9 7
einverstehen, ist ein alt hergebrachtes und in unsern
Prinzipien begrlindetes. "
9 6 Wir bedtirfen des I mpeachments nicht Hinger !
So
lange Andrew Johnson durch seine Amtshandlungen und seinen
Einfluss, direkt oder indirekt, das Werk der Reconstruction
hemmen konnte, so lange war er ein gef�hrlicher Gegner und
musste mit al len Mitteln in unserer Gewalt unterdrlickt
werden. Die Verh� ltnisse haben sich ge�ndert: die Recon 
strucktion ist seinem Einflusse entz ogen und im I nteresse
Unter diesen
republikan i s chen Geistes gesichert. .
Umst�nden is t e r so unsch�dlich, wie Jeff. Davis in
Fortress Monroe . "
11

9711Es

gab eine Z eit, in welcher auch wir dem
beabsichtigten I mpeachment entgegen waren. Damals hielten
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There is unfortunately a large gap in the extant
issues of the Staatszeitung from March 31 to October 1 .
There can be little doubt though that the Staatszeitung
was not pleased with the final senate verdict.

Joseph

Fowler, Tennessee's senator who cast the deciding vote ,
was henceforth referred to as "der Abtrlinnige," or dis
loyal one.

The Staatszeitung notwithstanding, President

Johnson was later exonerated by the Supreme Court which
ruled the Tenure of Office Act unconstitutional.
The Staatszeitung's Attitude toward I ts Polit ical Opponents
If there is anything to be learned about the
Staatszeitung from Johnson's impeachment, it is that the
Staatszeitung consistently impugned the motives of all
those whom it opposed.

Johnson and the men who supported

him were regarded as nothing more than political oppor
tunists.

Those who defied him were generally referred to

as idealistic patriots who had the country's best

interests at heart .

Their only glaring fault was

wir Andrew Johnson flir harmlos und unsch�dlich. Bald aber
wurde er durch das fortw�hrende Hin-und Herzerren und
<lurch allerlei unnUtze Pl�nkeleien so wUthend gemacht ,
<lass er sich allerlei gemeinsch�dliche Handlungen zu
Schul den kommen liess. Wir kamen dann zu der Ueberzeugung,
<lass Impeachment nothwendig sei . Wir und mit uns das
ganze loyale Vo l k riefen : Versetzt ihn in Anklagezustand;
macht ihn unsch�dl ich. - - Und jetzt stehen wir und das ganze
loyale Volk da , als die DUpirten. Wir sind get�uscht
worden, arg get �uscht warden <lurch die Grossprahler , die
ihre M�uler voll hatten und zwar wie es sich jetzt
herausstellt , mit nichts als Wind. "
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indecisiveness.

Accordi ngly, those delegates to the

Philadelphia convention who had backed J ohnson in the
summer of 1866 were described as disguised off ice
seekers and old, depraved politicians ( 8/19/1866) .

On

the other hand, the delegates who met 1n Philadelphi a
shortly thereafter to attend the Rad ical conventi on
were loyal, upr ight men (8/12/1866) . 98
The Staatsze itung furthermore felt that those
men who had fought for the South during the war were
traitors to the ir country .

They were now being repre

sented by men who hypocritically called themselves
Democrats, but who were in actuality pol itical manipu
lators who had extended their full support to the
Confederacy .

These Democrats, according to the Staats 

zeitung cons isted enti rely of Copperheads, worn out,
paid off politicians and a legi on of naive vot ing cattle.
Encouraged by southern persecution of blacks and loyal
Unionists they had rallied around a man who had only
become pres ident by accident.

Th is man now led them i n a

struggle to determ ine whether the rebelli ous South or the
loyal North had been right in the war.
had a clear choice before them .
was the Union party.

The voters now

On the one hand there

On the other, there was the party

98 Ruhm was himself a delegate to thi s conventi on.
Brownlow headed the Tennessee delegat i on.
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of secessi on and · ruin (10/7/1866) . 9 9
The fact that Southerners seriously consi dered
importing i mmigrants to replace their freed slaves
strengthened the Staatszeitung ' s conviction that although
the Southerners had been beaten m ilitarily they st ill di d
not see the error of their ways.

Since they had not

der einen Seite steht das grosse ameri kan 
ische Volk . . . Diese grosse Ktlrperschaft, das loyale
ameri kanische Volk, steht bis an die Z �hne gerlistet und
in fester Phalanx bereit, urn seine durch Majoritttt
erwtthlten Vertreter, £Ur den Congress und flir dessen
Prinz ipien an die Wahlurne zu rlicken und dort feierlich
zu erkl�ren, dass sie auch heute noch Willens s ind,
diejen igen Pr inzipien zu verthe i d i gen, ftir welche sie
den fUnfj�hri gen Krieg k�mpften, ftir welche sie Hals und
Gut, Weib und Kind, Blut und Leben, Mutter und Vater,
Sohn, Schwester, Braut - -Alles, Alles geopfert.
Auf der andern Seite des Schlachtfeldes steht das
H e e r der sich betrUgeri scher Weise Demokraten nennender
politischen Drahtz ieher, welche im Solde des verr�t 
herischen SUdens, w�hrend des ganzen Krieges ihre
Sympathie, ihre M ittel, ihre phys ische sowohl als
moralische auf Macht die Waagschale legten, welche
stidlich von Mason ' s und Dixen ' s Li nie hi ng.
E rmuntert <lurch die Beifallsrufe, die i hnen i n
Gestalt von Negerverfolgungen, Entfaltung des alten
Mobge istes, Mord, Brand und Todschlag an unionstreue
Mltnner, weiss und schwarz, verlibt, vom Sliden her entgegen
Schallen, haben d iese neumod ischen 'Demokraten,' welche
ihre ganze Force aus abgedienten Copperheads und mit der
Rebellion sympathisirenden und von derselben bezahlten,
lltngst vom politi schen Fel de zurlickgetretenen demokratisch en
Polit i kern und aus ei ner Legion unbefangener, Uber den
politischen Status sich durchaus im Dunkel bef indenen
' voting cattle s [ s ic] ' rekrut irt, um den Z ufallspr�s i d 
enten geschaart, welcher sie anfUhrt zu dem Kampfe, der
entsche i den s oll , ob im vergangenen Kr iege der rebell ische
SUden od er der loyale Norden im Recht gewesen ist.
Die Schlacht wird he iss werden .
Von be i den
Se iten - -und wohl i st es hier, nicht zu vergessen, class
nur zwei Partei en heut zu Tage ex istiren : d i e eine die
Partei der Union--die andere die der Secession und des
Ruins--ist man zum Aeussersten entschlossen. "
9 9 1 1 Auf
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fundamentally changed they could not be fundamentally
trusted.

This meant in practical terms that they could

not be permitted to exert any meaningful influence in
state affairs, i. e. , they could not be given the right
to vote.

The Staatsz eitung made this quite clear in the

summer of 1867, two years after the cessation of
hostilities, when it told the ex-Confederates, "We are
not cross with you or even unfavorably disposed towards
you.

We ardently wish that we had reached the point

together where we could live peaceably next to one
another, with one another, and for one another .

But as

soon as you get the hilt in your hand again you will
surely try to use the knife against us again.

We see

your stubborn resentment, we see your balled fist
bulging through your pants' pocket .

We can, there fore,

make no concessions to you whatsoever" (6/27/1867 ) . 100
This fear of reprisal later proved to be unfounded.

Once

the ex - Rebels regained control of the state, they did not
try to retaliate .

The Staatszeitung made a mistake in

assuming that its enemies would do the same thing it
1001 1 Wir sind Euch durchaus nicht gram oder abhold ;
wir w�nschen sehnlichst, class Ihr und wir im Stancle w�ren,
friedlich neben einander, mit einander und £Ur einander
z u leben . Aber s o wahr I hr wieder das Heft in die Hand
bekommt, s o wahr werdet I hr wieder versuchen, das Messer
gegen uns z u b rauchen . Wir sehen Euer verstocktes Grollen,
wir sehen die Faust, welche I hr in der Hosentasche ballt,
<lurch das Tuch durchschimmern. Daher k ennen wir Euch
durchaus keine Con z essionen machen. "
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would have done had it been in their position.
Although the Staatszeitung generally remained
inflexible in its position towards the ex - Confederates,
it did occasionally reverse itself.

Less than two

months after the Staatszeitung published the article
above , it expressed the opinion that the ex-Rebels had
finally realized that they had made a mistake and were
now willing to concede that the Radical party was alone
capable of restoring the nation.

This was , of course ,

sheer nonsense.
Nevertheless, the Staatszeitung went on to
support the suggestion that Governor Brownlow convene a
special session of the state legislature with the plan
in mind of refranchsing all former Confederate soldiers ,
provided that they had not risen to the rank of colonel,
previously served in a government post , or held a
commission in the regular Army only later to aid and abet
the Confederacy.

The Staatszeitung furthermore expressed

its confidence that the proposal would be approved.

It

now claimed that the Rebel soldiers could be trusted
( 8/13/ 186 7) ,

101

1 0 l" I n Erwtlgung nun , dass die Wahlen so ruhig
vorUber gegangen und dass viele , ja die meisten der Leute,
die in Reih und Glied der Rebellenarmee tapfer gefochten
fur" eine Sache deren Thorheit sie heute einsehen und z u
welcher sie dur�h Demagogen und gewissenlose Politiker
Uberredet wurden, sich offen aussprechen , class die radikale
Partei diejenige ist, welche allein das Heil des Landes
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A Conservative Nashville newspaper, the Banner ,
quickly applauded the Staatszeitung for taking such an
independent stance.

I t added, though, that there had

already been repercussions.

Several prominent Radicals ,

it said, "had hauled the editor of the Staatszeitung over
the coals. "

Ruhm angrily den ied this.

He also resented

the implication that his newspaper was in any way on the
state payrol l.

Ruhm insisted that the views expressed

in the Staatszeitung were entirely his own ( 8/ 1 5 / 1 86 7 ) . 1 0 2
In order to substantiate his claim Ruhm reprinted an
editorial which had first appeared on April

20

,

1 866.

Ruhm proved his point in the sense that this issue did
express regret that ex-Rebel soldiers under the rank of a
beferdern kann; in dieser Erw�gung und uns nicht noch
£Un£ Jahre ins Land gehen zu lassen , ehe wir diesen
Leuten einen Beweis unseres versehnlichen Sinnes geben ,
ist in massgebenden Kreisen die Rede davon , den Gouverneur
zu veranlassen , dass er eine Extra-Sitzung der alten
Legislatur im Monat September zusammen beruft und
derselben anempfiehlt , allen denjenigen , welche in der
Rebellenarmee gedient und unter dem Rang eines Obersten
gestanden haben , das Stimmrecht wieder zu ertheilen ;
vorausgesetzt dass Niemand von dieser Verordnung betro ffen
wird, der frliher als Offizier in der Ver. Staaten Armee
gedient oder der Ver. Staaten Bearnter gewesen und nachter
in die Rebellenarmee eingetreten ist. - - Wir hoffen ernst
lich, das s dieser Plan ausge ftihrt wird. Ja wir sind
beinahe g ew i ss , dass es geschehen wird . --Den Rebellen
s oldaten k�nnen wir vertrauen ; doch die alten Fogy
Politiker , d ie Demagogen , die mtis sen ftir imrner vom
Stirnmkasten fern gehalten werden. 1 1

10 2 Ruhm heatedly denied th�t the Staatszeitung was,
as he put it , "im Solde der Staatsreg ierung. " He in
sisted , "Was wir schreiben , ist unsere Meinung , unsere
wahre Meinung . Wir schreiben nicht ftir Geld und Sold.
Wir sind kein Lohnschreiber. "
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colonel were not afforded the same privileges enjoyed
by other citizens of the state.

The Staatszeitung,

however, explained that it was perfectly willing to
defer to the bet ter judgment of Brownlow and Johnson.
Alt hough the Staatszeitung did occasionally strike
a conciliat ory pose, it usually wasted lit tle time in
reverting to its original position.

On March 8, 1869,

for example, the St aatszeitung argued that if the Rebels
had won the war they would not have been content simply
t o disfranchise their opposition.

The Staatszeitung

insisted that they would have waged a war of extermina
tion. 103

Had t here actually been marked shifts in public
sentiment during this period , there would have been a
rational explanation for the striking changes in the
Staatszeitung's editorial policy.

This was not the case.

Ex-Rebels and Conservatives consistently demonstrated
their determined opposition to Radical recons truction in
Tennessee.
The Staatszeitung's Relationship with the Republican Party
The Staatszeitung sharply criticized the Radicals
on other issues besides immigration.

As early as the

103 1 1 H�t ten die Rebellen gesiegt, so h�t ten sie
nicht allein Wahlrecht s ent ziehung ; sondern noch ganz
andere widerw'artige Massregeln in Anwendung gebracht,
um ihre Gegner im Schach zu halten; sie h�t ten einen
Ausrot tungskrieg geftihrt . "
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summer of 1867 Ruhm had declared that the Radic al party
in Tennessee needed a complete reorganization.
likened the party to a garden.

Ruhm

He warned t hat skilled

gardeners were needed to kill the weeds which grew
everywhere and, in some places, even overshadowed the
good seed.

Ruhm assured his readers that he aimed t o

play a n ac tive role in purging the party.

His present

remarks, he said, were intended as lit tle more than a
prelude to the bat tle which was to come.

Ruhm would wage

war on those who considered Radicalism nothing more than
a business venture (8/9/1867) . 104
Ruhm personally attended the Radical convention
held later in that same year and found the behavior of
the delegates disgusting .

According to Ruhm, t here was

shouting, drinking, and widespread confusion.

Afterwards

he expressed t he opinion that if such carryings-on were
to continue, it might be best to voice one's political
opinions out side the party ( 12/23/1867) .
104 1 1 Die radikale Partei im Staate Tennessee bedarf
einer vollst�ndigen Reorganisation. TUchtige G�rt ner
werden verlang t, die das Unkraut au srot ten kennen,
welches uns Schrit t vor Schrit t im Wege steht und welches
in einzelnen F�llen sogar die schene Saat Uberragt.
Wir werden eifiig darauf bedacht sein, zur
Reinigung unserer Part ei beizutragen. Diese vorl�ufigen
Bemerkungen als Vorspiel zu einer KriegfUhrung, die
wir gegen all e diejenigen zu flihren gedenken, welche
Radikalismu s nur als Ges ch�ft s- und Spe culationssache b et rachten . "
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The furor over the board of immigration raised
grave doubts in Ruhm ' s mind as to the true relationship
between the German commun ity and the two major political
parties.

In a burst of anger, Ruhm charged that the

Germans were being exploited by the politicians i n both
camps.

The Germans, he said, could never hope to exert

any meaningful influence within the state unless they
were willing to set as ide their own political d ifferences
and form a united front.

Th is would, of course, have to

be done outs ide the framework of the existing two party
s ystem.

As thi ngs now stood, Germans in neither the

Conservative nor the Radical party were being permitted
to participate in the decision - making process because
they had to date failed to indicate any real interest i n
doing so.

They had instead docilely followed the leader 

ship of the American politicians.

These men though were

not truly interested in the German community.

They were

simply using Germans because they had the right to vote.
Once they were no longer needed, the Germans were i gnored.
Ruhm described the German sector once it had already
served its function as a squeezed-out lemon which was not
just tossed away but kicked away.

Ruhm felt certai n that

the Germans were capable of exerting signi ficant political
i nfluence if they would only stop arguing among themselves

and form a solid phalanx ( 12/26/1867) . 10 �
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Ruhm's plea

for German un ity was, however, ignored for the most part.
Ruhm may have expressed his dissatisfacti on w i th
the Republican party at times but he real ized, cond i t i ons
being what they were, that there was really no v iable
alternati ve.

It should not be inferred, however, that

he considered the party to be a necessary evi l.

On the

contrary, he usually enthusiastically supported it.

He

was himself the secretary of the Davidson County
Republican Committee.

Friction generally arose only

when issues were i nvolved which directly affected the
German commun ity.

Ruhm was customarily i n complete

accord w ith the Radical leadership on broad policy
matters.
The Staats zeitung wholeheartedly endorsed Radi cal
reconstruct ion i n the South.

On the one hand, i t con

sidered the North to be quite magnan imous in the peace
105 1 1 Es ist z u erwarten, dass auch unsre hies i gen
deutschen Mitbtirger aller Parteien bald d i e Zweckm�ssi g 
keit einsehen werden, sich ausserhalb aller Parte ien auf
eine selbstst�nd ige Grundlage z u stellen. I n unserem
jet z igen Status, z ersplittert in so v i ele Theilchen, w i e
es Parteischattirungen giebt, besitzen w ir gar keinen
Einfluss. Man benut z t uns, so lange man und wo immer man
uns braucht. Ist das vortiber, dann wirft man uns fort w i e
eine ausgepresste C i t rone, d i e man noch obenei n [ s i c ] mit
der Fut z spisse [ sic] weit fortschleudert. Aber lasst uns
e in Mal eine e i n ige, starke Phalanx bilden, und bald
dtirfte es sich zeigen, dass wir Deutsche i m Stande s i nd,
einen grossen Ei nfluss aus z utiben. "

terms that it offered the South ( 1 0 / 7/ 1 866 ) , 1 0 6
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On the

other hand, the Staatszeitung insisted in its Christmas
day, 1866 edition that Congress should regard all
Confederate states excluding Tennessee not as states,
b ut as conquered territories. 1 0 7

It had earlier ap

proved Congress' Homestead Act which sanctioned the
confiscation and resale of millions of acres of land
in Florida, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Arkansas.

One of the key provisions of the b ill was

that during the first six months after its enactment
no one who had in any way aided the Confederacy could
puichase any of the land.

The Staatszeitung enthus 

i astically supported this clause b ecause it felt this
would help b reak up the big Southern plantations (7/ 1 1 /
1 866)

.

U. S. Grant
Occasionally the Staatszeitung was even more
radical than the Radical party itself.

The

1 868

l06 Man hlU t die Bedingungen, welche dem SUden zur
RUckkehr zu der der Union schuldigen Treue gestellt werden,
£Ur so gelinde, £Ur so grossherzig und weise, dass man nur
nicht einsehen kann , wie es m�glich ist, dass dieser Stiden
nicht feeiwillig [ sic ] und ohne Anwendung aller dieser
Trotzb eweise und Hartn�ckigkeit im Beharren auf seine alten
secessionistischen Prinzi pien mit eins tirnmt in den einzigen
Reconstructionsplan, zu welchem das loyale Volk gewillt
ist, seine Z ustimrnungen zu geb en . "
107
der Congress muss diese politischen
Gerneinden als Territorien behandel n und Beh�rden einrichten,
welche von loyalen M�nnern besetzt sind. "
11

11

•
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presidential campaign is a good case in point.

The

Staatszeitung had endorsed its candidate for president
as early as 1866.

He was General George H. Thomas , "the

hero of the Cumberland Army" (7/31/1866) .

The newspaper

could not have been more pleased when the Tennessee
Republican convention that nominated Brownlow for a
second term as governor also unanimously approved a
resolution supporting Thomas as its choice for president
( 2/24/1867) .
The Staats zeitung considered the party's eventual
nominee, U. S. Grant , unacceptable.

Grant had previously

deffionstrated no interest in politics.

He had also

fraternized with the enemy by accepting President
Johnson ' s appointment as ad interim secretary of war
following Stanton's dismissal.

In the eyes of some , he

had redeemed himself at least partially by quietly
giving up his office to Stanton once his own appointment
had been refused confirmation by the senate.

Ruhm ,

however, felt that an outspoken man of unquestioned
Radical sentiment should be nominated .

I n the November

12, 1867 issue of the Staatszeitung Ruhm asked whether
Grant could seriously count on the nomination since he had
neither participated in politics (Grant had only voted
once in a national election and then for the Democratic
candidate, James Buchanan) nor publicly expressed his
polit ical views.

Ruhm made it clear that he was not
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questioning Grant's resolve or his loyalty.

Neverthe

less, he insisted that Grant could never be the candidate
of a party which prided itself on the frank disclosure
of its political views.

Ruhm described Grant as a

modern sphinx, not an outspoken Republican (11/12/
1867) . 1 0 8

In spite of the Staatszeitung's opposition to
Grant ' s nomination, it later endorsed his candidacy.
The Staatszeitung even dredged up an old argument to
help him get elected.

Whereas the Staatszeitung had

earlier implied that war could not be averted unless
Andrew Johnson were impeached, it now intimated that war
could not be prevented unless Grant were elected
president.

The newspaper accused F . P. Blair, Jr., the

Democratic vice - presidential nominee, of saber rattling.
Blair's election, it said, would be tantamount to a
public demand for another war.

A vote for Grant, on the

other hand, would be a vote for peace (10/3/1868) .109

1081 1
•
kann U . S. Grant auf die Nomination
rechnen, nachdem er wie ein grosser Felsblock, zwar immer
fest, immer ungerUhrt dagestanden, doch auch nie
theilnahmsvoll, niemals laut sich verst�ndlich machend,
was er eigentlich meinte? Nein, Grant wird nun und nimmer
der Candidat einer Partei werden, deren Motto: Freiheit,
Vorw�rts und unverhoh lenes Verktinden ihrer Ideen ist.
Grant, die moderm [ sic ] Sphynx, ist kein offener, kein
unverbllimter Republ ikaner. "

109 1 1 Ein neuer Krieg ist nothwendig ! ruft Gen. Blair
aus und seine Erw�hlung zum Vice - Pr�sidente-n der Ver .
Staaten w�re g l eichbedeutend mit der Erkl�rung des Volkes:
Wir verl angen einen neuen Krieg ! .
Darum lasst uns
Grant zum Pr�sidenten haben und mit ihm--Frieden ! "
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The Staatszeitung had earlier criticized Grant for not
speaking out on the issues .

It now had no qualms about

supporting him even though Grant steadfastly refused to
make any speeches during the election campaign .

As

expected, Gr ant easily defeated his opponent , Horatio
Seymour , at the polls .

In announcing Grant's victory

the Staatszeitung assured its readers that the ominous
prospect of a new war had vanished ( 11/4/1868) . 110
Lawrence-Trimble Campaign
Another example of the Staatszeitung being more
radical than the Republican party but nevertheless bowing
to its wishes is the Lawrence -Trimble campaign .

The

Staatszeitung endorsed John Lawrence as its candidate
for the Republican nomination of the fifth congressional
district .

He was opposed by John Trimble, a man who

advocated both universal amnesty and universal suffrage .
Trimble had also voted against the franchise law that the
Staatszeitung had earlier vigorously supported .

Neverthe 

less, the Republican convention nominated him as its
candidate .

I n an unusual editorial published in English

t h e Staatszeitung said of Trimble, "We were very much

opposed to his nomination and favored decidedly the claims
of Judge John Lawrence . "

The Staatszeitung , however ,

110 1 1 • • • die drohenden Aussichten auf Erneuerung
des Kampfes sind verschwunden . "

1 42
affirmed its

11

solemn and irrevocable duty, to abide by

the decision of that convention" ( 5/1 7/1867) .
Ku K l ux K lan
The closest the South ever actual ly came to an
armed insur rection began as an innocent gathering of
friends one evening in December, 186 5 .

Six young ex

Confederates , Richard Reed, Frank McCord , Calvin Jones,
and C aptains John Lester, John Kennedy and James C rowe
all met in the law office of Calvin Jones ' father,
Judge Thomas Jones, in Pulaski, Tennessee .

Most of

these young men were col lege graduates, and none of them
had ever had any trouble with the law .

They had
It

gathered together simp ly to pass the time of day .
was decided that a club be formed.

Richard Reed sug 

gested that they cal l it " Kyk los, " a Greek word meaning
circle from which our word "cycl e" was derived.

Captain

Kennedy thought it might be a good id ea to accent the
alliteration b y adding another K sound, the word " c l an . "
Thus the Ku Klux Klan was born .
As a lark the young men decided to dress themselves
up in sheets and gal l op through the town .

To their

great surpris e, the blacks mistook them for ghosts of
the Confederate dead .
expl oited .

This misunderstanding was soon

Mysterious ceremonies were conducted,

outlandish costumes were worn, and secret signs and code
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words were used.

Furious , for example , meant the month

of March; Portentous stood for April .
for the days of the week.
was green.

Colors were used

Friday was crims on and Monday

One o ' clock was the Fearful Hour , s even

o'clock was Doleful , and eleven o ' clock was Appalling.
Blacks failed to s ee the humor in any of this .
them and it intimidated them.

It ups et

Other young white men

from surrounding counties noticed this and as ked if they
could have permis s ion to organize loc al chapters .
movement quic kly spread to neighboring s tates .

The

Finally

it was decided that a secret convention be held in
Nas hville in April 1867.
The empire, as it was called , was then divided
into Realms which coincided wi th s tates .

All of the

former s lave s tates were repres ented except Delaware.
The Realms were subdivided into Dominions which were
actually congres s ional dis tricts .

Dominions were s plit

into Provinces which corres ponded to counties .
contained Dens which were the local chapter s .

Provinces
Realms

were supervis ed by Grand Dragons, Dominions by Grand
Titans , Provinces by Grand Giants, and Dens by Grand
Cyclopses.

The rank and file were called Ghouls.

Nathan

Bedford Forrest , an ex-s lave trader in Memphis and a
Confederate cavalry general during the war, was chos en
as the Klan ' s Fir s t Grand Wi z ard .
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What was originally intended as a s ocial club
gradually ass umed all the responsibilities and trappings
of a legitimate, although covert, political movement.
This is reflec ted in the Klan's Prescript, or constitu
tion.

The Klan's stated ob jectives were, "First:

To

protect the weak, the innocent and the defenseless, from
the indignities, wrongs, and outrages of the lawless,
the violent, and the brutal; to r elieve the injured and
oppressed; to succor the suffering and un fortunate, and
especially the widows and orphans of Confederate soldiers .
Second:

To protect and defend the Const itution of the

United States, and all laws passed in conformity thereto,
and to protect the states and the people thereof from
all invasion from any source whatever .

Third:

To aid

and assist in the execution of all constitutional laws,
and to protect the people from unlaw ful sei z ure, and from
trial except b y their peers in conformity to the laws of
the land. "
The following persons were not admitted:

memb ers

o f the Radical Republican party, Loyal League, or Grand
Army of the Repub lic.
excluded.

Former Union soldiers were also

I t was expected that all applicant s answer yes

to the following questions:

"Are you opposed to negro

equality, b oth social and political? .

Are you in

favor of a white man ' s government in this country ? . .
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Are you in favo r of the re-enfranchisement and emancipa 
tio n o f the white men of the So uth , and the restitutio n
o f the Southern people t o a l l their rights , alike
proprietary , civil , and political?"
The Ku Klux Klan was by no means unique.

It was

just one o f many organizations which arose at this time
throughout the S outh in order to redress the grievances
of a disfranchised majority.

Among the others were the

White Camelia , the Pale Faces , the White Brotherh o od ,
the C o nstitutional Unio n Guards , the C ouncil of Safety ,
the '76 Associatio n , the Sons of '7 6 , the Order of the
White Rose , and the White Boys.

The Klan was , h owever ,

the dominant organizati on in Tennessee.
It should be noted here that there have been two
distinct American organizations called the Ku Klux Klan.
The o ne that we are concerned with was formed in the South
during Reconstruction and was dedicated to reducing the
black vote , intimidating the scalawags and carpetbaggers ,
and in general , opposing all laws it co nsidered vindictive
or unconstitutional.

The origina l Klan co nsidered its

mission accomplished and disbanded after Rutherford B .
Hayes withdrew federal tro ops from the S o uth in 187 7.
In 191 5 William Joseph Simmons establ ished a s econd Ku
Klux Klan in Atlanta , Georgia .

This new Klan which still

exists to day is vehemently anti - black , anti- fo reign ,
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anti-Cathol ic, and anti-Jewish.

I t is a caricature of

the original Klan and the two should not be confused
with one another.
Brownlow's Radicals had won an overwhelming
victory in the 1867 elections.

The ex-Rebels and

Conservatives realized that this meant there would be no
concessions made in their behalf for years to come so
they joined the Klan in large numbers and began a campaign
of harass ment throughout Middle and West Tennessee.
Brownlow was infuriated.

He convened a special session

of the legislature in the summer of 1868 .

I n his message

to the assembly Brownlow insisted that the Klan intended
to overthrow the civilian government by force, re
franchise the ex-Rebels, and annul all Radical laws that
had been passed since 1865, · including black suffrage.
Brownlow urged that " these organized bands of assassins
and robbers be declared outlaws by special legislation,
and punished with death wherever found. 1 1 111
Fearing that the situation m ight easily get out of
hand, a delegation of thirteen ex - Confederate generals,
many of whom were reputedly high ranking members of the
Klan, assemb led at the state capitol to assure the legis 
lators that there was no armed conspiracy afoot.

A joint

legislative committee was appointed to investigate the
lll Folmsbee, Corlew, Mitchell, p. 362.
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mat ter further. · After extensive hearings and consider 
ab le delay, legislative action was final ly taken.

On

September 1 0, 1868 an act was passed which provided
penalties of a minimum five hundred dol lar fine and a
minimum five year prison term for those individuals who
in anyway aided or ab e t ted the Ku Klux Klan.

Fur thermore,

a second act was passed which gave the governor the
authority to reactivate the Tennessee State Guard.

It

was a lso left up to Brownlow's discretion to dec lare
martial law in any county where civil rights seemed
serious ly endangered.
The Staatszeitung came out in favor of estab lishing
a state militia to maintain law and order as early as
Feb ruary 2, 1 867.

I t applauded the legislature for

authori zing the formation of the S tate Guard on February 20.
In commenting on Brown low's proclamation activating the
Guard, t he Staatszeitung indicated that the governor had
chosen the only course of action capab le of put ting an end
to Tennessee's rampant lawlessness.

The new move was also

characteriz ed as being "bitter, but necessary" (2/ 26/1867 ) .
At first the Staatsz eitung did not take the Ku Klux
Klan seriously.

After the lynching of the murderer,

Walker, in Columb i a, Tennessee, the Staatszeitung quickly
reappraised its position.

I n the March 6, 1 86 8 edition

John Ruhm adm i t ted that until then he had only laughed at
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the Ku Klux Klan.

He had dismissed t he act ivi t i es o f

young people disguising themselves in masks and roam ing
ab out the countryside as stupid chi ld 's play.
Walker inc ident, however, changed al l that.

The
Ruhm

reacted swift ly by indicat ing that he favored direct
mil i tary i ntervent i on.

He insisted that no rat i onal

person wou ld raise any object i ons if the leg i s lature were
t o re-enact t he state mi l i t ia law.

This would enab le

Governor Brownl ow to send tro ops out after the Klan
(3/6/1868) .

112

The Staatsze i tung hereafter t o ok a l ivel y interest
in the act ivi t i es of the Ku Klux Klan.

I t frequent ly

reported crimes al legedly perpetrat ed by roving bands o f
Klansmen.

Other Radical newspapers did l ikewise.

One

should be skept ical about the veraci ty of the i r reports,
though, because no t everyone who disgu ised h imsel f i n a
Klan outfi t was necessari ly a Klansman .

The Radical

press often exaggerated reports of terrorist act iv i t ies
for pol i t ical effect.

This is no t to say that unpardo n 

able acts of vi o lence were no t occasi onal ly comm i t ted by
112 1 1 B i s jetzt haben wir Uber die Kuk l ux-Gesel l 
schaften gelacht . Wir hiel ten das Thun und Tre iben der
in Masken im Lande umherz iehenden jungen Leute, die zur
missvergnUgten Ri t terschaf t geh �ren , als dummes Kinder 
spiel . . . Ke in vernUnft iger Mensch w i rd nunmehr etwas
dagegen ei nzuwenden haben, wenn die Leg isl atur das
M i l izgesetz w i eder in Kraft setzt und dem Gouverneur das
Recht giebt, dem Kuk lux ein ige hundert So ldaten auf den
Nacken z u sch icken. "
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Klansmen.

The Klan, however, generally relied upon

threats of vi olence and other means of intimidat i on to
achieve its ends.
Several months had passed si nce the Ku Klux Klan
act went into effect, but no major arrests had b een made.
Grow ing restless, Brownlow engaged the servi ces of
Captain Seymour Barmore of Cinci nnati.

Barmore modestly

described himself as "the greatest detective i n the
world. 1 1 113

He . was a plai nclothesman who wore a velvet

coat, plum - colored trousers and sported a diamond pin.
Barmore, nevertheless, managed to inf i ltrate the Pulaski
Den.

Once he ob tained a memb ersh ip list he b oarded a

train for Nashv ille b ut was removed at gunpoi nt i n
Columb ia.
The Staatsze itung was shocked at Barmore ' s k idnapping .
It suggested i n all earnestness that the state legislature
stop wasting its time concocting new schemes to i ncrease
immigrat i on until it had first made Tennessee a safe

place to l ive. 114

The Staatszeitung went on to add that

113Folmsbee, Corlew, Mitchell, p. 363.
114 1 1 Dies ist haarstrMubend und wir rathen den
Herren Leg i slatoren allen E rnstes alle Versuche aufzuge 
ben, neue E i nwanderungs-Pl�ne zu erfinde n und neue
Geldappropriationen unterwegs zu lassen, b is der Staat
im Stancle ist, das Leben seiner BUrger b esser zu
beschUtzen" ( 1/ 14 / 1869 ) .
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if there were no change in the present state of affair s,
after the inauguration of the new president, Congress
would be compelled to immediately place Tennessee once

more under the control of a military governor ( 1 /14/ 1 8 6 9 ) . 1 1 5

The January 1 6 edition repeated the th reat of military
rule.

The Staatszeitung furthermore insisted that since

the honor of the state was at stake, it was perfectly
justified in meeting force with force ( 1 /2 1/ 1 8 6 9 ) .
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To emphasize the gravity of the situation, incidents
supposedly involving the Ku Klux Klan were reported
through out the month, sometimes as many as th ree or four
a day .
Six weeks after his abduction, on February 2 0,
1869 , Barmore's body was recovered from the Duck River
at Booker's Fer ry Bridge .

He was still wearing his

diamond pin and two gold rings on his fingers .

He also

had money in his wallet, but the Klan membership list was
115 1 1 Wir £Ur unsren Theil sehen, wenn die Sachen
so fortgehen kein anderes Mittel als <lass der Congress
sofort nach I nauguration des neuen Pr� s identen, Tennessee
wieder unter die Herrschaft eines Milit�r - Gouverneurs
stellt . "
ll 6 1 1 Das ganze Land blickt mit EntrUstung au£ den
Staat Tennes see und muss endlich zu dem Glauben geleitet
werden, dass blos [ sic ] R�uber und Mordbrenne r ihre
Wohnung daselbst aufgeschlagen haben . Es ist die Eh re
des Staates, welche ein festes und entschiedenes
Einsch reiten geb ieterisch verlangt, ebensowohl , wie es
die Beschlitzung von Leben und Eigenthum notwendig macht,
<lass Gewalt durch Gewalt vertrieben werde . 1 1
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conspicuously m issi ng.

There was a rope around his neck

and a bullet i n h is skull.
On the same day that Barmore 1 s bloated body was
fished out o f the river, Brownlow declared martial law
in the cou� t ies of Overton, Jackson, Maury, Giles,
Haywood, Marshal l, Lawrence, Gibson, and Mad ison.

Thus,

four years after the end of the C ivil War, armed troops
were mobilized to occupy nine counties i n Tennessee.
The Staatszei tung defended the governor's action and
hoped that Barmore's death would be avenged ( 2/22/1869) .
The mart ial law proclamat ion was Brownlow ' s last
major act as governor.

Shortly after h is re-electi on

Brownlow had been chosen by the leg islature to succeed
Senator O. T. Patterson, President Johnson ' s son - i n-law.
Brownlow nonetheless continued to serve as Tennessee ' s
governor for s ixteen months.

On February 25, f ive days

after he had declared mart ial law , Brownlow resigned from
office.

Nathan Bedford Forrest, the Grand Wizard of the

Ku Klux Klan, responded to thi s by ordering that the
Tennessee Klan be disbanded.
throughout the state.

Peace was soon restored

The Staatszeitung attributed th is

to the strong show of force by the state militia ( 3/2/
1869) .

15 2
Railroad Scandal
As Brownlow was preparing to leave office , the
Staatsz eitung characterized his administration as one
which had found Tennessee in ruins but had left it in
good order.

It went on to add that Brownlow's four year

administration gave ample evidence of his wisdom ,
energy, and unyielding willpower.

Tennessee had been

left a shambles by the war but thanks to Brownlow
finances had been restored and commerce and trade had
been reinvigorated ( 2 / 13 /1869) . 117
Nothing could have been further from the truth.
Tennessee was , in fact , virtually bankrupt.
due primarily to the railroad scandals.

This was

Tennessee had

had an adequate railway system before 1861 , but it had
been badly damaged during the war.

The Radicals decided

that they would rebuild the entire system.

By 1869 the

legislature had issued $13 , 94 3, 000 in railroad bonds.
Instead of us ing the money to rebuild the railroads ,
many of the railroad companies decided that they would
117 1 1 Seine Administration w�hrend der letzten vier
Jahre giebt Beweise seiner Weisheit , Energie und
unbeugsamen Wil l enskraft. Er £and den Staaten in Ruinen
und verl�sst ihn in guter Ordnung . Die Finan z en sind
geordnet , Handel und Verkehr sind neu belebt , der
�ffentliche Unterricht ist in eine neue , segensreiche
Aera getreten und wo s onst Gesetz losigkeit und Gewalt
herrschten , erfreut sich der Staat in fast allen Theilen
der Ruhe und Ordnung. "
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use the money to b ribe the legislators into making even
larger appropriations.

Many of the le gislators went

along with this scheme and before long the state gov e rn
ment could not me e t its financial obligations without
borrowing he avily.

Whe n Tennesse e's credit began to

falter, it was forced to default on the bonds maturing
in 1867 - 1868 .

The price of Tennessee securitie s plummeted .

A special se s sion of the legislature me t to resolve th e
At Brownlow ' s behest a " Joint Select Committe e "

crisis.

was appointed to investigate the matter .

I t comes as no

surprise though that no wrongdoing was uncove r ed .
An 1879 legislative committe e appointed to e xamine
the state debt , however , reported . wide s pr ead corruption
during Brownlow ' s administration .

General Joseph A .

Mabry , the n president of the Knoxville and Kentucky
railroad company , testifie d under oath that the governor
had himself received $5 , 000 from the railroad lobbyists .
When asked if he and his associates had delivered the
money personally , Mabry replied, "I say we did , sometim e
in July or Augus t 1868.

Myself and the four other

gentlemen named i n your question made a present of five
one - t housand dollar bills to Governor Brownlow .

I

tende r ed the money t o him , and he told me to hand it to
his wife .
this.

Thomas H. Calloway was also present when I did

His wife received the money . 1 1 118
1 18Hamer , p. 666 .

Mrs. Brownlow ,
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when pressed by reporters, later admitted that she had
accepted the "pres ent. "

She insisted, however, that

there was nothing unethical about her doing so.

Be

that as it may, over thirteen million dollars worth of
Tennessee State bonds paid for only 334 miles of new

track by 187 6. 119

The Staatszeitung found little difficulty in
unearthing alleged Ku Klux Klan atroc i ties.

I t had,

however, considerably less suc cess when it came to
Radical railroad embezzlement.

Whenever railroad

matters were mentioned, it was usually done in glowing
terms. 120

The Staatszeitung en couraged the building of

railroads because it felt that th�y would not only
revitalize the economy but also increase immigration.
The railroad companies, in turn, patronized the Staats 
zeitung.

There were , for example, no less than ten big

railroad advertisements in its December 6, 1867 edition.
119 John Stover, The Railroads of the South: 1865(Chapel
H i ll : University of North Carolina Press,
1 9 00
1955) , p. 96.

120 1 1 Wenn man nun bedenkt, dass der Staat auf allen
diesen Bah�en ' Hypotheken in erste Stelle ' hat und <las
ganze Eigenthum der Bahnen, sowohl station�res wie
transportables, dem Staate verpf�ndet ist, bis die Bonds
eingele s t werden , s o ste llt sich die finanzielle Lage
des Staates so gUnstig, wie es kaum zu erwarten ist . .
Alle unsere Eisenb ahnen machen gl�nzende Gesch�fte und
unterliegt es keinern Zweifel, dass in verh�ltnissm�ssig
ganz kurze Zeit d ieselben in der Lage sein werden, ihre
ersten Verbindlichkeiten, die sie, wie oben bernerkt,
dem Staate schulden, abzulesen" (S / 30/ 18 6 6) .
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Referri ng specifically to the railroad bond
issue, the Staatszeitung informed its readers that the
state had been promoting the railroads w i t h a special
interest for a number of years and that it had acted
wisely in doi n g so.

The state had already advanced the

railroads millions of dollars to aid them in their con 
struction and operation.

This investment, the Staats

zeitung insisted, was at present a good source of income
for the state even though a few railroad companies here
and there had not been punctual in their int erest payments
as a result of the disruptions caused by the war (1 2/4/
1867 ) . 121

The Staats z eitung characte�isticall y blamed
financial reversals on its enemies.

The newspaper

insisted, for example, that Wall Street was responsible
for inflation and rising gold prices .

Wall Street was,

i n turn, run by the basest Copperheads one could imagine
(10/13/1 866) .
Alden Scandal
The city of Nashville had a financial scandal of
1 21 Mit besonderer Vorliebe hat unser Staat schon
seit einer Reihe von Jahren die Eisenbahnen begUnstigt
und darin sehr weise gehandelt . Das Staats -Interesse in
den verschiedenen B ahnen durch gemachte VorschUsse zu
ihrem Bau und Betrieb betr�gt gegen 24 Millionen Dollars
und diese bilden gegenw�rtig eine gute Quelle von
Einnahmen fUr den St aat, wenn auch hier und da in Falge
der Sterung e n durch den Krieg einige der Bahnen nicht
pUnktlich in der Z ahlung der f�lligen Interessen
gewesen sind. "
11
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its own which in some respects paralleled the state 
wide railroad scandal.

The incumbent C onservative

mayor, W. Matt Brown, was defeated in his bid for re 
elect�on by a Radical, A. E. Alden , i n a hotly
contested campaign.

The Staatszeitung strongly endorsed

Alden, a Minnesot an , for two reasons.

Alden was, of

course, the Republican candidate , but he was also
vigorously opposed to Sunday drinking laws (8/26/1867) .
The election was a very controversial one because
the franchise law passed by the state legislature
violated Nashville's own city charter.

According to

the state law, voter registration was to be supervised
by county commissioners.

The city charter , however ,

delegated the responsi bilities to the sheriffs and the
county clerks.

Local officials decided to ignore the

state law and supervise the mayoral election as they had
done in the past.

The Staatszeitung described the

council's decision as a "faux pas."

It maintained that

defiant acts of this nature were counterp roductive
( 9/13/1867 ) .

As the Staatszeitung predicted , Brownlow

issued a proclamation warning that all ele ctions held in
defiance of the state law would be ruled invalid.

He

also instructed the State Guard to enforce the law.
General Grant sent reinforcements as well.

The Staats 

zeitung had little doubt then that Alden would ride to an
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easy victory on S eptember 28.

Brown, realizing that the

situation was hopeless, withdrew his candidacy.

Alden

was subsequently elected mayor of Nashville.
With the election campaign behind him, Alden's
problems were just beginning .

During his term in office

it became apparent that the city of Nashville was rapidly
approaching bankruptcy.

The Staatszeitung foresaw this

and insisted on several occasions that the Brown admin 
istration was to be held responsible for Nashville's
financial difficulties because it had irresponsibly
issued $13 5,000 worth of checks that the city treasury
was later hard pressed to cover ( 10 /2 1/1868) . 122

I t is

rather ironic that the Staatszeitung would make this
charge because Alden was himself later charged with
running a " check mill. "
Alden, it seems, issued checks and corporate bonds
without either the prior knowledge or consent of the city
council.

The scandal then worked something like this .

I f someone were to loan the city $1,000, he would receive
12211 Richter Smith wies nach , <l ass er der Brown'schen
Administration die Stadt schuldenfrei und mit einem
Baarvorrath von $ 6 5 , 000 Ubergeben habe. Die Herren Whit 
worth, Glenn und Cheatham fanden au s , dass am Ende der
Brown'schen A dm i nistration £Ur $13 5 , 00 0 unbezahlte Checks
im Umlauf waren . Es scheint also daraus als sicher
hervorzugehen , dass , wenn irgend etwas Unrechtes mit der
Verwaltung der st�dtischen Finanzen geschehen ist , die
Schuld nicht an der gegenwttrtigen Administration liegt.
Das Ganze ist mehr ein Parteitreiben und stammt aus dem
demokratischen Hauptquartier , um die republikanische
Partei in Nashville zu stUrzen. "

15 8
a bond worth up to 3 5 per cent more than the amount
he loaned the city.

He could then resell the

bond at a discount and by adding his p rofit to his
original invest ment make the city an even larger loan .
The Conserva tives proved that one man, Julius Sax,
made $298 , 000 by doing this.
taken to court.

Alden was subsequently

Sumner County Chancellor C. G. Smith

issued an inj unction , then placed Nashville's finances
under a receiver.

The Conse�vative charge of corruption

had thus been sustained.

The Staatszeitung was as

conspicuously silent about this as it was about the
ongoing railroad scandal.
Fall of the Rad icals
Brownlow's successor as governor was Dewitt C.
Senter, an East Tennessean who was then serving as
speaker of the state senate.

Brownlow described him as

"a loyal man , capab le, tried and trus t y . 1 1 12 3

The Staats 

zeitung anticipated that Senter would follow in Brownlow ' s
footsteps ( 3/2/186 � ) .
otherwise.

There was no reason to suspect

Senter was regarded as a party regular,

although he was a somewhat milder Radical than Brownlow
himself.

Practica lly everyone was though.

Nevertheless ,

one of his first acts as governor was to rescind Brownlow's
martial law order.
1 2 3 Hamer , p. 644.
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A s governo r, Senter was the nominal head of the
Republican party in Tennessee.

He was, however, soon

challenged by General B. Stokes, the man who had earlier
run against B rownlow for Patterson ' s senate seat.

The

Staatszeitung once described Stokes as an old, energetic,
simple farmer, the hero of innumerable battles for
freedom and the Union (5/2 7/1867 ) .

Both Senter and

Stokes wanted to be elected governor in 186 9 .

The

Republican party was deeply divided over who its candidate
should be.
fiasco.

The nominating convention that spring was a

Both factions insisted that their man was the

legitimate nominee of the party.

The C onservatives were,

of course, pleased at this turn of events and decided
not to nom inate a candidate of their own.

They would

support whichever Radical was willing to grant them the
most concessions.

They did, however , select a full slate

of candidates for the state legislature.
The only issue of consequence in the gubernatorial
campaign was suffrage.

Stokes announced that he favored

gradual enf ranchisement of the ex - Confederates.

Senter

outwitted Stokes by promising that if he were elected,
he would immediat ely remove all punitive voting restric 
tions.

As expected, the ex - Rebels and the Conservatives

heartily endorsed his candidacy.

On the surface Senter

seemed to have gained little by the stand he had taken.

1 60
The ex-Confedera tes, after all, still could not vote in
the upcoming election.

The Conservatives, on the other

hand, could vote for Senter b ut they were hopelessly
outnumbered by the Radicals .

Senter, however, made

good use of a law Brownlow had earlier rammed through
the legislature ensuring Radical control of the b allot b ox.
Acting in his capacity as governor, Senter simply removed
R adical registrars all across the state who had indicated
their support of Stoke ' s candidacy.

They were replaced

with Conservatives who, as expected, v iolated the l aw b y
registering large numb ers of ex - Confederates.

Senter w as

also aided b y a un animous decision handed down in M ay by
the Tennessee supreme court which ruled unconstitutional
Brownlow's voiding of all previous registrations upon the
appointment of a new registrar.

I n practical terms this

meant that an additional 30,000 ex-Confederates were
legally re- enfranchised.
Stokes made a desperate, last-minute attempt to
win over ex-Rebel support by saying that he too advocated
universal suffrage.

By then it was far too late, though.

On election day Senter won handily.
however, were the real winners .

The Conservatives,

The new legislature

would b e composed of twenty Conservatives, b ut only five
Radicals in the senate; the house would consist of
sixty - six Conserv atives and seventeen Radic als.

Stokes
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did not accept defeat gracefully .

He and his supporters

charged that Senter had been elected il legally.

They

petitioned Congres s to place Tennessee under military
rule, but nothing ever came of this .

A statewide

referendum was held which paved the way for a new con 
stitutional convention.

The constitution that was later

ratified expunged Radical provisions from the old consti
tution .
end .

Reconstruction in Tennessee had thus come to an

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
There can be little doubt that the Staatszeitung
It reflected the self 

was a product of its times.

seeking, small- mindedness that characterized Tennessee ' s
Reconstruction period.

It captured the carpetbagger

mentality as well, for the Staatszeitung intentionally
tried to exploit Tennessee ' s weakened condition to its
own advantage.

It was not satisfied with the proportional

representation of its own ethnic minority.

It sought

instead to secure undue political influence for German
immigrants, many of whom were not even American citizens.
It gave lip service to a pacification program, and yet
neither it nor the regime it backed made more than a
superficial attempt to win the hearts and minds of the
great majority of Tennessee's law-abiding citizens.

The

Staatszeitung preached the virtues of democracy and yet
it realized that if democracy were ever to truly return
to Tennessee, the administration it supported would be
quickly driven from office.

It, therefore, preferred the

appearance of democracy to democracy itself.
With regard to its own countrymen, the Staatszeitung
did not create the divisions that existed within
16 2
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Tennessee's German community, but it succeeded in
exacerbating them.

In spite of its dubious motives the

?taatszeitung could have possibly made a lasting contribu 
t ion to Tennessee's German immigration movement had it
not been jealous and spiteful of others within its own
party .
The Staatszeitung was by no means a major influence
in Tennessee ' s Reconstruction period.

The newspaper is

nevertheless significant in the sense that it gives us
added insight into the role played by German immigrants
in the history of Tennessee.
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APPENDIX

CULTURAL ISSUES FEUILLETON
The following is a listing of all the selections
featured in the Staatszeitung's Feuilleton section . From
March 24, 1866 to October 4, 1866 each seperate, extant
issue is listed . Thereafter only the dates are indicated
on which new serials began:
March 17, 1866 "Der Nasenring, I I eine Erz �hlung von Berthold
Auerbach
If
II
24
II
If
27
II
If
28
II
II
29
If
II
30
II
II
31
April 1, 1866 "Der Wahltag, " eine eidgenljssische Geschichte
von Gottfried Keller
II
II
3
If
If
4
II
II
5
II
II
6
Das Bild des Kaisers , eine Novell e von
7
Wilhelm Hauff
II
II
9
If
II
10
11
12
Das Bild des Kaisers , e i ne Novelle von
Wilhelm Hauff
II
II
13
II
II
14
II
II
15
II
II
17
II
II
18
If
If
19
If
II
20
II
If
21
II
II
22
II
II
24
If
II
25
II
II
26
If
II
27
If
If
28
If
II
30
II
II
May 1, 1866
2
169

170
3

4
5
6

II
II

D a s Bild des Kaisers , eine Novell e von
Wilhelm Hauff
II

II

9
10
11

II

N atUrliche Magik" [ an anonymous short
story]
Das Bild des Kaisers, eine Novelle van
Wilhelm Hauff

12
13
15

II

Das B ild des Kaisers , eine Novelle van
Wilhelm Hauff

16
17
18
19
20
22

II

Das Bild des Kaisers , eine Novelle va n
Wilhelm Hauff

11

8

23
24
May 25, 1866
26
27
29
30
31
June 1 , 1866
2
3

5
6
7
8

9
10
12
13

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

"Einiges Uber die Frauen"
D as Bild des Kaisers , eine Novelle van
Wilhelm Hauff
II

II

II

II

"

Das Bild des Kaisers, eine Novell e van
Wilhelm H auff
II

"Modell und Ehemann, " eine E rzlihl ung van
Heinrich Smidt
Das Bil d des Kaisers , eine Novelle van
Wilhelm Hauff
" Der Vetter im Consistorium, " eine
Geschichte van W. 0. v. Horn
II

II

II

II

II

II

"Modell und Ehemann , " eine E rzlihlung van
Heinrich Smidt
" Der Vetter im Consistorium , " eine
Geschichte van W. O. v. Horn
II

"

II

II

II

II

II

II

"Medell und Ehemann , " eine E rz�hlung von
Heinrich Smidt
" Der Vetter im Consistorium , " eine
Geschichte van W. 0. v. Horn
II

II

14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
28
29
30
July 1, 1866
3
4
6
7

8
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28

17 1

"

II

II

II

"Medell und Ehemann, " eine Erz�hlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Vetter im Consistorium , " eine
Geschichte von W. 0 . v. Horn
"
II

II

II

"Der Vetter im Consistorium, " eine
Geschichte von W. O. v. Horn
"Modell und Ehemann, 1 1 eine Erz1:ihlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Vetter im Consistorium, " eine
Geschichte von W . 0. v. Horn
"
II
II
If
II

"
"

II

"Model! und Ehemann, " e1ne Erz�hlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Vetter im Consistorium, " eine
Geschichte von W. 0. v. Horn
"Model ! und Ehemann, 1 1 eine Erz1:ihlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Vetter im Consistorium, " eine
Geschichte von W. 0. v. Horn
"Der Ueberfall, " von Dr. A. Douai
II

If

II

If

II

If

"Model! und Ehemann, " eine Erz�hlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Ueberfall, 1 1 von Dr. A. Douai
II

If

If

II

II

II

II

II

"Modell und Ehemann, 1 1 eine Erz1:ihlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Der Ueberfall, " von Dr. A. Douai

II

II

"Die Curstauben, " von Karl Gutzkow
( misprinted Gusskow)

"
If

If

II
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July 29, 1866
31
Aug . 1, 1866
2
3
4
5
7
8
9

10
11

14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24

25
26
28

29
30
31
Sept. 1, 1866
2

"Modell und Ehemann , " eine Erzl:lhlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Die Curstauben," van Karl Gutzkow (mis
printed Gusskow)
II

II

"

II
II

"

II
II

"Model! und Ehemann , " eine Erz�hlung von
Heinrich Smidt
"Die Curstauben , " von Karl Gutzkow (mis
printed Gusskow)
II

II

"

"
"
"Die TeufelsbrUcke , " eine Schweizersage
von J . Schlepser
II

II

11

"Die Grab esr�uber"
"Onkel Schauspieler" [ anonymous short story ]

"

"
"

II

"Modell und Ehemann"; [ a poem ] "Klage ! "
b y Paul Hoffmann
"Onkel Schauspieler"

"
"
"
"

II

"
II

II

"Model! und Ehemann , " eine Erzl:lhlung van
Heinrich Smidt
"Onkel Schauspieler"

"
"
"

"
"
II

4
5

"Onkel Schauspieler"
"Model! und Ehemann" ; [ two anonymous poems]
"Erinnerung" and " Rl:lthsel"
"Onkel Schauspieler"
"
"

6
7

" Herr

8
9

11
12

II

Frank

"
Pickharter ,
"

va n Eugen Salinger

[ two poems: ] "An die sUddeutschen Friedens 
bitter" First appeared in "Kladderadat
sch," a satirical and humorous Berlin
periodical; "Die Deputation" (Gedicht i n
Pflilzer Mundart)
Herr Frank Pickharter , von Eugen Salinger

"
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13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
Oct. 2, 1866
3
4

II

II

II

II

II

II

[ a poem: ] "Der Stein zu Baden" von J. J.
Reithardt
Herr Frank Pickharter, von E ugen Salinger

II
II

II

II

II

II

II

[an anonymous poem: ] "Schlanke Marie";
La Rabbiata, von Paul Heyse ( misprinted
as Hehfe)
Herr Frank Pickharter, von Eugen Salinger

II
II

II

II

II

II

II

La Rabbiata; [a poem: ] "Die letzte Rose"
von W. MUllerfels
Herr Frank Pickharter, von Eugen Salinger
II

!I

II

[ This novel was concluded on June 19, 1867. ]
Oct. 14, 1866 [ a poem: ] "Das Dichtergrab am Rhein" by
Julius Mosen
Nov. 4, 1866
"Tuch und Locke," von Theodor Fontane
Nov. 25, 1866 [a poem: ] "Austria's Klagelied"
Dec. 9, 1866
[ a poem: ] "Der Winter kommt" von G. F. Bauer
Dec. 16, 1866
James Monmouth von Theodor Fontane
Dec. 23, 1866 [two poems: ] "Auf der Rhede von Loanda" von
Wilhelm Hamm ; "Die Wiedererkennung" von
Dr. K. Kleinert
Die Tochter des Juwelenh�ndlers, e1n Roman
von J. W. Smith
Sept. 9, 1867 " Der doppelte I taliener"
Sept. 24, 1867 "Die schwarz-weisse Perle," von Levin
Schticking
Oct. 16, 1867 "Unsichere Fundamente," e1ne Erz�hlung von
Otto Ruppius
Dec. 2, 186 7
"Der bt3 se Nachbar," eine Erz�hlung von
Levin Schlicking
June 20, 1867

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb .

7 , 1868
24, 1868
30, 1868
3, 1868
11, 1868

"Die Doppelcur," von Levin Schlicking
"Ein Pariser Lebensbild," von G. R.
"LebensmUde, " von R . D.
"Ein Neger," von Rudolph Lexow
"Dante," von J. Jagstthal
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Feb. 18, 1868 " Im rothen Krug, " von J. D. H. Temme
[ There is a gap in the extant issues from March
31, 1868 to October 1, 1868. ]
Oct . 1, 1868
Der Weg zum Gl lick, ein Roman von Levin
Schlick1ng
March 10, 1869 Valer ie , ein Roman von Gustav vom See
(Struensee)

VITA
Robert Donald Rogers was born in Spartanburg,
South Carolina, on November 26, 1 9 50.

He attended

elementary schools in Owensboro and Lexington, Kentucky
and was graduated from Henry Clay High School ih
Lexington in 1 9 68 .

The following September he attended

Eastern Kentucky University .

His sophomore year he

transferred to the University of Kentucky.

I n 1 9 7 2 he

received his Bachelor of Arts degree in German.

In

1 9 73 he began to study toward a Master's degree at The
University of Tennessee.

He served as a teaching

assistant at T he University of Tennessee in 1 9 74 and at
the University of Kentucky in 1 97 5 .
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Der amerikanische Geschichtschreiber
und der Zvjäbrlge Krieg.
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gemeinsten Streiche des

Einer der
Präsidenten fcnd Seward's ist bekannt-lic- h'
die, Verdrängung Motlcy'S. auö
der Gesandkenste'lle in Wien. Er wurde
moralisch zur Einreichung seiner Re-

en

ihn
Seward auf die Denunziation eines
obscuren Burschen Namens McCrackcn
in der Pöbelhastesten Weise zur Rede
gestellt hatte.
Motley stan d
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Unsere Ezccllenz im Weißen Hause
hat sich abermals genöthigt gesehen die
amerikanische 'Welt mit einer
zu versorgen. , jedenfalls

n

Prokla-matio-

um
einem längstgefühlten Bedürfniß abzu
die Seher in der
, helfen"
präsidentlichen Hos- - und Staatsdruckerei
noch an den letzten Zeilen seiner vorigen
hochwichtigen Verkündigung, daß wir,
"eine Konstitution habeN nd dieselbe
hübsch befolgen sollen, arbeiteten, fing
bereits eine, andere Abtheilung an der
letzterlasscnen, der Amnestie Proklama- tion an, um sie . zu typisiren". ,,:Jn
diesem Dokumente gesteht der Präsident
ein, daß er es nicht länger über das Herz
bringen kann, seine treuesten Freunde,
die loyalen, gar nicht so übel gesinnten
Bewohner Dix'e's von seinem landes- j väterlichen Busen fernzuhalten. Mit
wenigen Ausnahmen ist Alles Pardon
nirt und wir können nun Kirmse hatten
im ganzen Lande, denn wenn auch noch
hier und da einige 20 Millionen skeptische Seelen daran zweifeln, däß 'ier
Congreß dem flügelbejchnittenen In
haber des präsideutlichen Stuhles so
ohne Welkeres zunicken und Bravo
rufen wird, so giebt es doch andererseits
Leute genug, die da glauben, der Pra
sident könne thun, was ihm beliebe, und
er brauche sich nicht an den Congreß zu.
kehren. Es giebt eben eine Menge
in der Welt.'
It
Der Congreß wird jedenfalls dieses
Dokument nullificiren, und auf v die
Wahlen kann es positiv deshalb keinen
Einfluß haben, weil der Congreß
bestimmt hat, daö Amnestie
den
durch
an Solche,
Präsidenten
welche sich an der Nebellion betheiligt
hatten, das Wahlrecht nicht wieder ver- h
leihen solle. Außerdem hat der
aus das Bestimmteste erklärt, daß
daS Reconstructionswerk lediglich seine
Sache sei, woraus folgt, daß der Präsi
deut schlechterdings nicht mit einer
außerordentlich wichtigen Maßregel
den Gang des vom Congreß, als der
kompetenten Autorität, : begonnenen
j Werkes hemmen kaun.
Wir sagten in hinein früheren; die
Handlungsweise des Herrn Johnson be'
sprechenden Artikel, daß derselbe
ein Zufallspolitikct sei, welcher
immer darauf wartet, daß etwa? N:ueS
auftauchen soll, was ihm in feinen Kram
paßt. Er versucht jeht durch seine Ge
wallthatcn in Bezug aus Stauten und
-

:

,

Irr-thüm-

er

auö-drückl- ich

Con-gre-

so!-ch-

en

Haupt-sächlic- h

die

Distrikts-Commandeu-

sowie durch

rs,

seine Proklamationen

irgend eine
welche daS
hervorzurufen,
Alarmsignal ertönen läßt und aus
Johnson mit seinen, Anhängern
, ri.iH.ioti
Wnrthttfp
.
- . .7 . . . für ikirp. itrss,,
Be-wegu- ng

:

wcl-ch- er

I.

11

fc.lMlltjll
hoffen.
Gegen eine umfassende An.- nestie oder vielmehr gegen eineauf
Wege dekrctirte Ausdehnung
deö Stimmrechtes in den Süstaatcn
haben wir insofern nichts einzuwenden,
als wir stets bereit sind, der Versöhnung
und Wiederherstellung guten Eiuver
O

nehmens das Wort zu reden, allein wir
müssen bedenken, daß ja eben die
Erreichung dieses Zieles es ist,
was dem Congreß seine Handlungsweise
eingab und wofür er seine Anstalten in
ebenjo
I

vorsichtiger
Weise getroffen hat.

,

als zweckmäßiger
Viel besser, eine

Rcconstruction von der Wichtigkeit wie
die der Südstaaten wird um etwas
und dann ohne Vorbehalt
als daß heute etwaS zugestanden
wird, waS vielleicht fch)n morgen wie- der zurückgenommen werden muß. Wäre
der Cougrep nicht dieser wohlbcgründe- ten Ansicht, so würde er die Staaten
längst rcadmittirt haben.
Durch die Ausnahme des conföderir-te- n
Präsidenten und seiner Sekretäre,
sowie der höheren Mllitärbeamten und
Anderer sucht Herr Johnson entweder
ver-zög-

ert

rt,

I

m

Louis ha- tzonSt
MieStxcheil
neuen;
dlöj fersten europaischen
S
.jt'
ai
über
ben zusammewMne Länge von 28
AutoritatchHrklareGl?Werk
den Freiheitskmpf der'' Nikderlande Meilen, die AoMsyDen von
3
für daS unbedingt beste,' daS je über Meilen, die Wasserröhren von 80 Mei- diese große! Äeschichsoche HeschricIen len. die GasrHren vö86 Meilen und
' '
die Straßeneisenbahnen von 36 Meilen.
wurde.
';.:cti;,ä''', n.iic
Wir Deutsche haben doppelten J
AuS . Süd CäroUnä ' laute ' bU
Grund, über 'Mdtley's' Verdrängung
Berichts über den daselbst durch einen
auS Deutschland indignlkt zu
Dr.' Aeee "gemachten Versuch mit der
denn John W; Forney schreHt In sei
Anpflanzung- vnheeftranchern sehr
nern Itieneften;
Die .Sträücher 'welch. Zn
e r nie örige , Streich "j gegen I Mr. günftig.zfGröße und Fonn-fre- m
Haselnußstrauch
Motley wir noch gravircnder- durch
sich: da? gcÄlzbÄahr, bei
halten
ähneln;
den Umstand, daß Motley' gerade in
Hitze. UnWKMe fchö arS,JeTMhr'
dem Momente, in welchem er Scward'S
'sie Wlattetk wekbÄl7 deffo
Note über seine Entlassung erhielt, die
dr Nachwuchs De5jMeeommt dem
Vorbereitungen getroffen hattc um, mit
chinesischen
völlig gleich. ,, Sie .'haben
einer Geschichte des 30jährigen Krie-ge- S
eine schöne Weiße Blume, die aber ge- in .Deutschland zu beginnet, also
4., :i
mit einem THMechnAniiakmÄmko-- : rUchloS ist,
'
3n Williamsville,' Caß County,
pa's, der, . so .diel auch schon Ande
über ihn schrieben, der i klassischen und Michi gan, ist eine, 2000 Seelen ' sta rke
flammenden zTedcr'Motleh'S, sowie
gebildet vott' solchen
seiner scharfsinnigen Forschung 'und Farbigen, die der Sklaverri entflohen.
seines unparteiischen Urtt)eils bedürfte, Sie leben in guten Umstände, haben
um für die große Sache der Menschen-freihe- it 3 Kirchen und halten vortreffliche
noch nützlicher zu werhxy-De', der jungen', Leute suchen
Gelehrten Europa's lag dieser
höhere. Bildung. M deTperschledenen
s
Platt'' MötM's dlnaßen Anstalten deö .Staates und während
am... Herzeit, da jr ihm ' össentliche und dcm Krieg hat die Colonie ein ansehn-liche- ö
Privatbibliotheken, werthvolle' Manu-skrip- te
Contingent für die Unionsarmee
A
n': ':.
'
und geheime Regierungsarchive aestellt
'
JCftCUI
.
4 V
aufs Liberalfte zur Benüung angebö-te- n i
Ein Zug auf der Rordwestern
wurden. Er HÄte mit der Arbeit
in Iowa wurde vor einigen Ta- Die Amerikaner in Bahn
faktisch begonnen
gen.m?mxhrexe. Stunden aufgehalten,
Wien, die il)n, ihren beszihmten Lands-madurch Heuschrecken. Dieselben waren
besuchten, konnten, sichdon der
aus die Bahn gefallen,
Sorgfalt ' Ünd Begeiskerüng übekeu-ge- n daß dttRäder der Lokomotive von hey
w o mit er sich an se intz W1,e,'Äö
WUmeldein
SchZenenAhgWen.
edle Aufgabe gemacht hattet Sie an
Wechselblatt. Möglich ist ?S auch, daß
deren Diploznateflin! Europa und die
die Heuschrecken ,Enien" waren.
Gelehrten mit denen itt im Merkehr
' '
H
f
stelzt konnten Möjk don einem
derv
'Die'PapiSrfckbrik kam im 13ten
luderten Menschen wie An
Jahrhnnderi.sus. Mie leFt? Ma schine-.- $
i
son jboer bön etneni iNj 'eif :aBp'ieine,ii rie, um Papier zu sabriciren, wurde m
Ächtung so sehr gesunkenen Diplomal Ravensburg' 1290 aufgestellt.!
Jj
lien wurde das erste .Papier 1330, in
ten wie William H. Seward kaum
daß diese'scar-emeMotley Frankreich' 1360 in der Schweiz 1470,
in
zur Schielschcibe ihrer' grausamen Nn? in EugUlÄMVinHoAaMlötzS,
Andre Nationen, Rußland 1712 und iy.Pennsylvanien
däflkfarkeit muchen
würden eineir Stolze darein setzen ei 1721 'gemacht 'Die Anzahl von Pa- -'
nen Philosophen,'der so sehr geeigiie? piennuhlen iß in'SngRnd 408, Frank- ivenV reich
entMMtz 43, Östreich
ist,' seiner'Reg,enmg und
Volksstamme Ere zu machen,); erew esKMd'M,W'Syki:MkÄelsint
und zu unterstützen. Der, gegenwärtig 2,Spftfln,1HMzweizis, Schweb
S
gen Spottgebürt von einer Adminiftra- - HnS,
es
520
tion in 'WdsHjgr'-ivardök6ehagiebt
Papiermühlen DZe'Mhrs
ten
ihren ' AösprüT.f'WgeIint liehe Produktion iß in Europa 4,056,-OJ- O
'
Centner, geschätztauf 15,000,000
Verachtung durch Führung MseS fei-- ';
gen Schlages zu vervollständigen. Mr.: Pfund ONünD Zdiz verbesserten
Motley verhehlt auch ' durchaus nicht, Mühlen liefern bisznZ25 Pfund
H
ein? solche'
MÜHIbf
daß dieser Schlag für ihn' cbensa
.
v.
T' '
r
to,e-f-'
ein
oie
nacy
ganzes
.zayr yinsura)
pMvllch,7aff'MeMatterPsf,M,AüD,
öer
rsts arbeitet, würde. 520,000
derselbe i hn, w ohl für"; immer
.
ver,
semes
Bogen serkig bringe'nwelcheanelnan-de- r
großen .Werke
Schassung
bindern wird, indem et ihn wlngk,'dön
gereihtdieselbe Länge haben wür- Schauplatz zu veAaffe'sHvf denisjeri den, wie dek Diameter der Erde.
dasselbe allein- - Mit .' Erfolg VoUcnden
u n a n 8 1 ti e h m t B t to.e ch
i.
.1. '
kann." . ,..
s e l u n g. Ein Bankbeamter in ville
Obiges schreibt Forney unter dem Hzthe vomölzrerZH Notzl6HVS!VÄ
frischen Eindruckenden die'von unserer tritte der
heißen Witterung seine Frau,
Regierung- gegen Motley . begangene welche sich in' delMten 'Umständen
Gemeinheit in allen gebildeten Kreisen
nach Kentucky gesendet. Vorgestern
'
Europa's hervorbrachte.
erhielt, er ine Vepecye vonz oorr, Lap
Wie sehr man in Europa und.
seine Familie uM ein Mitglied
in Deutschland das währe
Gleichzeitig lief auch eine
tolffettf ajttie'f
biraftiÄerif a telegraphische Anfrage von New Aork
zu schätzen weiß das zeigt der so über?
ein, ob ein gewisserMechses güt sei und
aus glänzende Empfang, der in Berlin von ihnr'
ferangenommen' werde.'
so eben dem Zeschichtschreiber
Ban
beide
Antworten in seinem Bureau
tigte
croft zu Theil wurde. Welchen Con
auö und gab sie dem Laufburschen zur
traft bildet zu diesem Empfang durch Ezpcdition. Wie erstaunt' seine Frau
eine monarchisch t Regierung die Be- -i sein
mußten als sie folgende Depesche
Handlung, welche einem, noch bedeutenerhielt:
deren ' amerikauischenu. ! Schriftsteller
Ich weiß' nichts davon; rch prote-stir- e.
durch seine eigenes republikanische' Re
'
'
H
'rt .'
",
:; T.
gierung widerfLhrt
AörkeBankMeAra
New
die
Att
Daß ein brutaler und unwissender tulation Seitens deö, glücklichen
Mensch wie, Andrew Johnson einen
erhielt, wird sie., auchyicht zwenig
solchen Mann nicht zu würdigen ver
erftamrMsenfein
steht, braucht ' Niemanden zu wundern.
Gestern klärte.sich die Verwechselung
Aber Seward, der Mann, der in sei-n,
auf.
.
,SenatSrkden sogar . mit deutscher
Philosophie, geprunkt hat? l! Seine
Bildung hielt ihn freilich mcht'ab', dem
Historiker' Friedrich " Kapp den Zutritt
Wkstlickci
,
, l
zum Archivs des Staäisdep'artew.entS
r
Zaber der Streich, den
zu verweigern)
y
Die lui und direkte Route
er . dem Historiker Motley spielte ist
.V
fc.i'
;'tl4.C-IBflöch
'
doch noch roher und auffallender
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Sryl B,
ein.
? Oktave, er- - groß runde Ecken,
,D,
an Reif und
der Rücken polirt, Ausbauchungen
Brett, Serpentinbode, geschnitzte Lyra und oten- Aruchtbeine
' ult, elegant geschnitzte
Äli bige Stule siud in leganten Roseuholzfur
nieren ausgelegt und haben das volle eiserne Gesell,
ranzönfche Dämpfer, Harsrnpedal, schräge Decke,
und Tasche klappe, ,,k übertreen ,
Oktav Pianos,
aK fast alle 1
überzogenen
weiche jetzt fabrizirt werden. Sie werden au den
beste Materialien verfertigt und können in Bezug
auf pprtr,DauhaftIgkcik Reinhett und ßchuielj
des Tone nicht übertroffen werden.
,
Die vier ode beschriebene
Slyle begreifen all d,e
wesentlichen Abänderungen der ciußeren ollendung
Und Gestalt, welche von virlen Fabrikanten uf ib
Si Muster vertheilt merdktt.
Wir lenken die Aufmerksamkeit des PublikuinS, de,
Verkäufer und des Handels auf ein gründliche
der Berdienste unserer PianoS.
' iia wir die großen Ausgaben vermeide, welche mit
kostbaren Fabriken und theuren. Lagern in der Stadi
verbunden find, sind ir im Stande, Mei Pianos zu
Preisen, zuoiseriren. welche .locurrz . auiliÄbe
ielbe zu prüfen,
und laden nun Jedermann ein,
ehe sie irgend wo anders kaufe.
iefelben

npult, zierlich

Styl

"'

i

on
nck Zeugnisse
ansliebSa
' Wenn
eferenze
ern verlaugt merden,,so erweifen wir dieselbe, an,
it ünstlernaincn ,u
ftaU eine große Parade
chen, auf die, welchen wir unsere Pianos erkauft ha
dienst in
ben. Ihr Utheit über die wirtliche
eist
der ihr ' Daerhaftigkt.
ferer Piano,
de
so
u.
wi
ushal
Schmelz nd Stärke,
l. w. basirt aus eigene Erfahrung, haben viel meh,
wenn
auch
die einfache Billigung eiireS,
a
jerth,
tcher. ig ' einem
och so fähigen AiinstlerS,
,aHSHaue Instrument in gutem Ton und Ordnung
oerfucht, kurz nachdent x'fi die letzte wollendende
huben.
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Die Regierung
Skeifrock erhielt,
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Andy
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5.000 ol n Damen
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lde öunti AeoineS
umwund, di sich nicht d Nutzt oder b schmutzt ird
" 1 und Uen Punkte i ' ' ' : '
Härper'ö
ilverne uyren oeriveoener
rirrs
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cher Stelle einen Mann hat, der seine
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daß tt ritzt oder rostig wird.'
'75
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freie Zeit und die aus seiner amtlichen N York,
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Nhr durch
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für
nur sehr wenig Stimmen", Stellung erwachsenden günstigen Geleung,
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Der Präsident hat
Ruhm
Republik
einen fofortig
Das Deck Pian Hai all
rbefserunge,
Congreß nun
dsaobgaeführten
eis sind dieselben, wie die i dem Silve
unter
nen
den rnkri näh
Baß, Vifen
eftell,
Die Her,geb
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